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"Louis Bryan" 
<lhbj@mlndspring.co 

. m> 

03/08/2002 02:45 PM 
PST 

Folks, 

Please respond to 
"Louis Bryan" 

3\ \ \ -o\- I~ 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: unleashed dogs 

I hope that you will not bow to the demands of a small but very loud minority who want to open 
the GGNRA to unleashed dogs. The vast majority of the local citizens do NOT want to have to 
continually defend themselves and their children from unleashed dogs, not to mention all the 
damage unleashed dogs do to the environment and to protected species. 

-- .~ 

I'm not e11tirely sure even leashed dogs should be permitted, since even leashed dogs emit 
enormous amounts of waste. We all know that the creature at the other end of that leash cannot 
pick up the liquid waste and picks up the solid waste only when aware that someone bigger is 
watching. 

Louis Bryan 
770 Noe Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

• ,, 
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"Krista K. Stein" 
<kksteln@yahoo.com> 

03/08/2002 02:13 PM 
PST 

Dear Superintendent: 

~l lg_- D\- \I\ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: comments on dogs in the GGNRA 

I should preface my comm~nts by stating my own bias: I 
am a dog lover, and about to adopt a dog of my own. 
That said, I also am an environmentalist, and enjoy 
spending time in the parks. 

On the side of advocates for leashing dogs, I think 
that there are a number of people who are afraid of 
dogs. These people -- or for that matter, people who 
have small children -- should not have to sha~e the 
parks with unleashed dogs. No matter how we11· I think 
my dog is well behaved, dogs are still animals that 
can get frightened or scared and bite someone. It's 
also a safety issue for dogs -- unleashed dogs do get 
run over, do fall over cliffs, and do get attacked by 
other dogs. I also believe that we need to carefully 
protect an4 nurture fragile areas where wildlife might 
be breeding, or where rare species exist. Finally, 
there should be areas of the parks that are unsoiled 
by dogs, where people can picnic and lie on the grass. 
All of these things strike me as very reasona~le. 

However, dogs do need to run and play, and we owners 
can't give them that kind of excercise when they're 
on-leash. We absolutely need to have fenced dog-run 
areas where dogs can run and play, and people can feel 
safer and less disturbed. 

In an ideal world, people would pick up their dog's 
waste, would train their. dogs properly, .would pull 
their dogs closer when they see children coming so 
that the dog doesn't frighten them and their parents, 
and we would all get what we want. But in a limited 
world, it still seems reasonable that we accomodate 
everyone, because we CAN. We can and should have 
large, enclosed dog run areas, and we should have 
areas where people can enjoy their dogs on-leash. 
There should also be certain, areas where dogs are not 
allowed at all. All of these\ things exist already, but 
we need to strike the right balance -- we need beach 
areas, park areas, and urban areas where all these 
things co-exist. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Krista Stein 
Inner Sunset 

Do You Yahoo!? · 
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Beth Thurber 
<thurbers@earthlink.n 
et> 

03/08/2002 02:14 PM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: As a Dog Owner - I Support the GGNRA Leash Law 

A lot this does since the Park Service ignores the law as well! 

I was walking our dog in Mountain Lake Park this morning. While I was 
there I encountered two other dog walkers, both were allowing their dog to 
roam loose. I also noticed several dog droppings, one was found upon a large 
flat rock next to the children1 s playground. 

I support the City of San Francisco, as well as the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area Leash Laws. Both laws make sense living as we do in a dense 
urban environment. However, a significant minority of dog owners do not obey 
these laws which create a problem for the rest of us. The impact of 
insensitive dog owners is freque~tly encountered throughout our urban 
environment. Anyone who gardens next to a public sidewalks knows the impact 
of dogs on·plant life, concrete walls, metal poles, etc. Where is it safe to 
allow small children to run and play in the grassy areas in our parks? 

The off-leash dog supporters talk about the rights of dog owners. As a 
dog owner I would like to point out that along with rights there are 
responsibilities. 
1) What about licensing those thousand upon thousands of unlicensed pets, as 
well as spay and neutering. 
2) What about the rights of plants and animals who's habitat is degraded or 
destroyed by insensitive people and their pets. · 
3) What about th~ rights of other human beings who are fearful of dogs or do 
not want loose dogs running about them. 
4) What about young children or their parents rights, who don 1 t want dogs 
running up and jumping in the children 1 s face. · 
5) What about those seeking an experience of being at home and in harmony 
with the non manmade world. Having acquired the quality of engaging nature 
on its own terms, we are open to a peace and serenity that is beyond 
description. mBeing 1 emotio~ally one with the environment, we naturally 
treat it with utmost care ana respect. The devastation and sense of disorder 
at Fort Funston is very emotionally painful of us to experience. 

The fact is, much like any other animal, many park visitors are 
alarmingly insensitive to their own impact or that of their pet on the 
living environment. They are simply unconscious of what is suitable behavior 
when visiting a living, natural preserve. Interestingly enough, their 
demeanor would be entirely different if they were in an art museum or 
church. In manmade museums there exists a pattern of behavior that people 
have come to understand, accept and for the most part observe; as well as 
security guards in _every room to address those who don 1 t. We don 1 t see 
people playing football in a museum, or will we see litter, cigarette butts 
and any other signs of abuse. No such prodigal has yet been created for our 
living preserves; The fact is, sensitivity is a mark of intelligence, and 
many park visitors lack intelligence and sensitivity. They ought to be 
sensitized before being allowed into our parks. It is completely ridiculous 
to realize that nowhere, apart from our living preserves, not in stadiums, 
theaters, museums, nowhere, are unlimited numbers of people allowed in. 
Culture implies a·growth in goodness, do we experience such goodness in San 
Francisco? ~ · 
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Beth Thurber 
<thurbers@earthlink.n 
et> 

03/08/2002 02:13 PM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: WE SUPPORT THE DOG ON LEASH POLICY 

On Saturday morning, February 16th, our family visited the Marin 
Headlands Visitor Center. specifically to clarify where we could hike with 
our dog on leash. After discussing the matter with park personnel and 
detailed map in hand showing trails I areas open to dogs on leash, we headed 
to Rodeo Beach for a hike. . · 

Immediately we notice a black dog running loose along the sandy beach 
and then up the beach directly into the waters of Rodeo Lagoon, scattering 
shorebirds and waterfowl as it advanced. Some time later we caught up with 
the dog owner who was heading up an eroded hillside (ought to be permanently 
closed to hikers) and asked her to leash her dog - which she did. 

Awhile later, as both our family and the woman with the black dog moved 
up the beach to the north, several other dog owners with their dogs off 
leash it11:ersected with the woman with the black dog, before long all dogs 
were running loose. Their explanation, they were "locals" and for years had 
done things this way. Disgusted and upset, we left the area and instead 
began a hike up the Midweek Trail to Wolf Ridge Trail and back along Coastal 
Trail to our automobile. Along the hike we ran into several other hikers 
with dogs off leash. 

So here we are - dog owners who are caught between those, on the one 
hand, who want to do their own thing at the expense of wildlife, plant life, 
other park visitors, and the law, and inefficient Park Service personnel who 
talk big yet do little to enforce a sensible code of conduct. In actuality -
Park Service personnel serve as agents of disorder by allowing this and 
other inappropriate activity in the park. Inappropriate activity that would 
not be allowed in any public stadium, museum or theater, is tolerated in our 
non-manmade preserves! Needless to say - Park Service personnel need to have 
the courage and resolve necessary to de-condition as well as sensitize the 
general public. 

Need I mention that we won 1 t be back for a long time, if ever to the 
Marin Headlands. Who are we? Our names appear on the slate in the Marin 
Headlands Visitor Center denot!"ng significant contributors. Please respond. 

Rick, Beth, Brett and Rebecca Thurber 
205 Upper Terrace, San Francisco 94117 

c 
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dmeyle@calfed.com 

03/0B/2002 02:06 PM 
PST 

Dear Madams and Sirs, 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: Gavin_Newsom@ci.sf.ca.us, Mark_Leno@ci.sf.ca.us, 

Tony_Hall@ci.sf.ca.us, Willie_Brown@ci.sf.ca.us 
Subject: No to Unleashing Dogs in GGNRA! 

I just want it to be on record that I am tired of dogs coming first with 
fanatical dog owners who. think of their pets as human, especially in such a 
crowded city. 

I love dogs and cats, but city parks and n~tional parks should be reserved 
for people and kept somewhat pristine. , 
At least a dog on the leash makes owners liable and r~sponsible if their dog 
digs holes, kills or chews up plants or wildlife, and easier to see if they 
are not picking up their dogs solid defecation waste which would be very 
easy while off a leash. 
The leash tl@kes the owner have to be seen with their dog and see their dog 
if it did any damage or hurt someone. 
The leash avoids the denials or "I did not see my dog do that" or "it would 
not do that" - - no passing the buck. 

San Francisco is no place for apartment dwellers to keep medium and large 
dogs locked up in their homes waiting for their owner, holding their bladder 
until their owner gets home; naturally these owner want to use the city 
parks for their dogs running, elimination of waste, which· the urine we can 
do nothing about because they have not yards. However, dogs can be 
tempermental, especially if not owned by a balanced owner and our parks 
should be for people and children first,· without having to give a wide berth 
to the medium and big ones. · 

GGNRA should be for people and wild animals and flora natural to the area. 

Owning pets is not a right and nor is it for their owners to use parks and 
GGNRA as their personal bathroom and recreational area for their pets. San 
Francisco is already far too crowded, would be nice to have some peace in 
the GGNRA without dog barkings, owners calling them back, etc. AT LEAST 
KEEP THEM ON A LEASH AT ALL TIMES, PLEASE. 

Thank you for your time and reviewing my arguments. 

Don L. Meyle 
97 Turquoise Way 
San Francisco, CA 94131 - 1645 
415 - 641 - 5564 
Work: 415-904-1258 
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• 
Bob Whitehill 
<bobw@pdi.com> 
Sent by: bobw@pdi.com 

03/08/2002 01 :51 PM 
PST 

To whom it may concern -

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Off Leash Pet Policy 

'· 

Please add my voice to those who wish for off leash access to 
remain possible in the GGNRA. 

My dog is sweet and well behaved and I am a very conscientious 
dog owner. I always pick up after him, leash him in crowded 
areas and respect all those around me. 

If you feel you must do something, may I suggest heavy fines for 

poor a6~=:stewardship? If anyone i~ irresponsible about clean up, 

behavior etc. punish them, not the tax-paying, law-abiding 
citizenry who wish to enjoy their city with their furry 
companions. 

Thank you! 

-- Bob Whitehill 

• • 

, .. 
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"Nikki Ausschnltt" 
<artnik@marincounty. 
net> 

03/08/2002 12:55 PM 
PST 

---·------ - ---·· 

3(11·<:?1 .. IA 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: dogs 

·------·- --- ·- --· 

I strongly support maintaining the leash laws as they presently exist. Make 
more dog runs if necessary but a dog being.walked should be leashed. 

Nicolette Ausschnitt 
166 27th Ave 
SF, CA 94121 

·.. .. . 
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"T. L. Underwood" 
<tlunderwood@netzer 
o.net> 

03/08/2002 01 :11 PM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Policy on Unleased dogs 

Please encourage the Golden Gate National Recreation Area to NOT seek an 
exception to the National Park p~licy that forbids.unleashed dogs. 

Dogs do not have a right to create fear and inflict pain to members of the 
public nor to foul, and do ecological damage to our national 
treasures. Therefore they should be leashed at all times, except in their 
owners• back yards, and cleaned up after by their owners when on leash in 
public. I suggest a dog owner of a entrepreneurial b~nt buy an open 
field, fence it, and charge dog owners to let their dogs howl and foul it 
as much as they like. This fouling and ecological damage should never be 
done at public expense. 

Forbid unleashed dogs in any public area. 

Thank you, Judith R. Underwood 

Sign Up for NetZero Platinum Today 
Only $9.95 per month! 
http://my.netzero.net/s/signup?r=platinum&refcd=PT97 
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"Kenneth S. Hanley'' 
. ;kshanley@sllcon.com 

03/08/2002 01 :43 PM 
CST 

NPS-

------·-·------·-·----

6) l9-0\-'3J3 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: dogs leashed 

'L 

I would like to express my support for the current policy which requires that dogs within such parks remain 
leashed, not only for the protection and preservation of habitats but also for the protection of the visitors to 
these parks. Even with the current restrictions, there are dog biting incidents every year; without such 
provisions, these incidents would likely increase. Since the visitors to these parks have a right to 
self-preservation as do the ecosystems they go to admire, the argument that the current leashing 
requirement be removed is unjustified, and in fact, undermines the reason the parks exist in the first place. 

Dogs aren't people too, so let's not make this mistake: let's keep them leashed. 

Thank you, 
_, .. 

Kenneth S. Hanley 

.. 
• 
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<pfalrman@lx.netcom. 
com> 
Sent by: 
pfairman@ix.netcom.co 
m 

03/08/2002 04:38 PM 
EST 

3(~-0l-1~ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Off leash laws 

I would like to urge you to keep areas such as Crissy Field and Fort Funston 
as off leash areas. Have guides for qog and owner behavior and ticket for 
misbehavior. Most dogs are fine off leash·and not destructive. Ticket the 
ones with bad behavior or irresponsible owners, not a~l of us. 

Outside enjoyment is important for people as well as their families. My 
family includes a dog who loves to go running and meet others. Exercise is 
important for all, including dogs and it is important that they socialize with 
other dogs ; · · 

Please make the areas off leash ...... keep San Francisco as #1 for being Dog 
Friendly ... 

Penny Fairman & Brownie 
3300 Laguna St. #12 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

GGNRA012408
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Drummond Buckley 
<dbuckley@ci.sausalit 
a.ca.us> 

03/08/2002 01 :24 PM 
PST 

To: "'goga_pet$_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Dog Policy 

I would like to suggest that the National park Service give Fort Funston 
back to the City and Cou~ty of San Francisco. 

This is, after all, essentially an urban park. I do not think it has many 
out of town visitors. 

This solution would allow the decision about pets to be made locally, 
avoiding the conflict with some national rule that, apparently, the 
administrators of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area cannot supercede. 

Which leads me to a question: Why all the public outreach when the outcome 
has al:~ady been decided? 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. I look forward to your 
response. 

Drummon 
P 1 a n n i n 
c i t y 0 f 
4 1 5 - 2 8 9 

d B u c k 1 e y, AICP 
g D i r e c t o r 
S a us a 1 i t o 
- 4 1 3 3 
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Sirs, 

Duncan Bosher 
<dbosher@earthlink.n 
et> 

03/08/2002 12:54 PM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Leash law in GGNRA 

I strongly feel that dogs should be leashed while in the Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area. The impact upon the environment, wildife and the 
rest of us is not reasonable given the other factors already affecting our 
natural parks and other resources. 

Please ensure this law is kept and enforced. 

Regards, 

Duncan Bosher 
1442 Eighth Avenue 
SF CA 94122 

SF Resident for 20 years 

GGNRA012410
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Hello, 

"Frank Estrada" To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
<festrada45@hotmail.c cc: 
om> Subject: dog-leash opinion 

03/08/2002 01 :08 PM 
PST 

I am a native San Franciscan, and have enjoyed using the GGNRA all my life. I am a father with 
a 7 year old son. Lately when trying to eµjoy the parks, unleashed, at-large dogs have run up to 
my son and scared him by jumping up on hini.. ·This, to me, is unacceptable. In the S.F. 
Chronicle article (3/8/02), it lists the number of people that have been bitten by dogs. Again, this 
is completely unacceptable. I am not an animal hater, nor a dog hafer. I just believe that people 
should be responsible for their pets, and if the rule states that dogs should be on a leash, then they 
should comply. 
The GGNRA is for everyone to enjoy, not just for dog owners. They have no right to have the 
rules changed for their benefit if it's going to impinge on others' enjoyment of the parks. 
Thank you. 
Frank J. Estrada 

Join the world's largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. Click Here 

GGNRA012411
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Pamela Wellner 
. <pwellner@getupstand 

up.net> 

03/08/200210:14 AM 
PST 

March 8, 2002 

To: GGNRA 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: leash law 

From: Pamela Wellner 
Re: Public Comment on National Park Policy of unleashed dogs 
I am a f!'"equent visitor to Ocean Beach. However, lately I have 
not been visiting because I have had too many bad and 
somewhat frightening experiences with dogs. I have two small 
children, and my husband and I both take turns surfing and 
playing with the kids on the beach. We also enjoy having 
picnics there. Over the past three years we have noticed that 
many people with their dogs off the leash have absolutely no 
control over their dogs since they are so far behind the dogs in 
their walk. 

• 
• 

This has resulted in dogs, both large and small, charging up to 
us and either taking food right out of my children's hand or 
mouth, or getting us extremely dirty with wet sand. One time, a 
dog urinated on my bag. In all of these incidents, the dog owner 
was there too late to remedy the situation. I feel frightened for 
my children and angry that we can't enjoy our time at the beach. 
The other problem is that the dog owners do not pick up the dog 
feces. I am tired of having to dodge the poop._,, or see it washed 
out into the ocean. Perhaps, if the owner was right there seeing 
the dog poop, they would have the courtesy to pick it up. 

GGNRA012412
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I do sympathize with the dogs who need to be let off the leash to 
run and exercise, and as ideal as the beach may be for that 
activity, it poses a health and safety issue that must be remedied. 
I also support the leash law for the protection of the native flora 
and fauna. 

I add my support that dogs should be. leashed in the GGNRA. 
Thank you. 

Pamela=!W ellner 
1009 DeHaro St. 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

• 
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"Patricia G. Cole" 
<patricla@coletuckler. 
com> 

03/08/2002 12:50 PM 
PST 

To whom it may concern: 

31.:lS-Cl-lA 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Keep parks open for dogs off leash 

I am requesting that we keep the parks open for dogs to roam freely without a leash but 
under owner supervision. I think it is good for our culture to allow these places to be open 
for such activities. I also believe that dogs that a~e not allowed to freely interact socially 
with other dogs and people end up suffering from socialization problems. Such socialization 
problems lead to the horrific incidents of maulings that have been in the news too frequently 
lately. We as a society, need to responsibly take care of our dogs, who provide so much 
caring and nurturing for us humans. We are doing a disservice to our animals and to our 
neighbors if we do not properly sociali;ze our dogs. Please assist us In that responsibility by 
allowing for the dogs to socialize and exercise with each other off leash in our public parks. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Patricia Cole 
1931 15th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
415. 699.4820 

• registered democrat, san francisco home owner and proud dog owner . 

• 
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underw@mindspring.c 
om 

03/08/2002 12:30 PM 
PST 

To: GOGA_PETS_ANPR@NPS.GOV 
cc: 

Subject: <no subject> 

I WANT TO VOICE MY STRONG SUPPORT OF KEEPING THE GGNRA OPEN TO PETS OFF 
LEASH. THERE IS NO OTHER PLACE IN THE AREA THAT SERVES THE NEEDS OF PET 
OWNERS. ALSO THERE IS NO OTHER PLACE WHERE SAN FRANCISCANS MEET AND TALK 
TOGETHER. THIS IS AN IMPORTANT PLACE FOR OUR COMMUNITY AND IT MUST BE 
MAINTAINED. 

THANK YOU, 

ERIC POULSON 

.. 
' ,,.. 
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KRAEMERW@aol.com 

03/08/2002 03:12 PM 
EST 

To whom it may concern: 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: . 

Subject: Keep parks open for dogs off leash 

I am requesting that we keep the parks open for dogs to roam freely without a leash but under owner 
supervision. I think it is good for our culture to allow these places to be open for such activities. What I do 
request, however, is that people who do not pick up their dogs' litter be fined. This should be something 
that is more enforced. 

I have a small dog and I always pick up after him". I think if is unconscionable for dog owners to leave their 
dogs' poop on the beach and/or elsewhere. If tickets were given more frequently, they would get the . 
message! 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Marilyn Kraemer Winslow 
214 Laurel Place 
San Rafael, CA 94901 
415.456.9060 

' 

\\ 
\ 

-~ 
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David Goldberg 
<DGoldberg@Bluestre 
ak.com> 

03/08/2002 02:50 PM 
EST 

To: "'goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov> 
cc: "'fortfunston@hotmail.com'" <fortfunston@hotmail.com> 

Subject: ANPR Comment: In Support of Off-leash Dog Walking in the GGNRA 

It's refreshing to let our briard run with the other dogs on Crissy Field. 
Taking that away would be equivalent to taking away recreational centers for 
kids - and that's unthinkable/ · 

Please keep this benefit available - I.et the dog owners be responsible, not 
the city ... 

David Goldberg 
•concerned Dog Owner' 

ii 
.... ! 
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gapres@webtv.net 
(Greg & Ann Preston) 

03/08/2002 11 :51 AM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA Dog Policy 

Dogs bite and kill millions of people every year. 
Dogs should not be allowed in the GGNRA UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!!! 

Why should it be any different than any other national park? Because 
there are more aggressive, psychopathic dog owners in the Bay Area than 
anywhere else? 
Protect humans and the environment from man·• s worst enemy ... no exception 
to National Park policy!!! 

,, 

• GGNRA012418
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Cynthia Bennington 
<CynthiaBennington@ 
KennedyJenks.com> 

03/08/2002 11 :41 AM 
PST 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA 

I disagree with any proposals to allow unleashed dogs in the GGNRA. The 
GGNRA should not be treated differently from any other national park within 
the NPS' s jurisdiction. ·Residents of San Fr.ancisco should not treat the 
park as their personal playground. It is a national park serving a national 
constituency. 

Cynthia Bennington 
1717 Indian Way 
Oakland, CA 94611 

.... .· 
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Lynn Keller 
<lynn@hkadesign.com 
> 

03/08/2002 09:34 AM 
PST 

Dear Sirs: 

3\3\ .. Ol-3__B 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: UNLEASH OUR PETS 

I write to strongly disagree with proposed policy to leash pets in the 
GGNRA and Parks. 

Be serious, these are URBAN PARKS. Th:ey n~ed to accomodate people and dogs 
as a priority much before worrying about trying to create some kind of 
wildlife preserve in the middle of an urban environment. 

I urge you to leave Crissy Field and South Beach and Fort Funston as off 
leash areas. 

You already disallowed dogs compietely on the beach by the old coast guard 
station. Have you noticed that you have effectively also eliminated all 
the people from that beach as well? People want to go relax with their 
pets, walk and roam freely. 

I repeat, THESE ARE URBAN PARKS. I urge you to develop policies that 
reflect San Francisco's long love of dogs and their freedom. 

Lynn Keller 

: 
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;,Veltri, Brian" 
<Brian.Veltrl@alza.co 
m> 

. 

03/08/2002 11 :28 AM 
PST 

--

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov>, 
"'pfimrite@sfchronicle.com"' <pfimrite@sfchronicle.com> 

cc: 
Subject: off leash dogparks 

Just wanted to express my support for off-leash dog parks ... 

thank you, 
brian veltri 

•' 
' 
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"Taylor, Becky'' 
<Becky.Taylor@alza.co 

. m> 

03/08/2002 11 :28 AM 
PST 

To whom it may concern, 

3130 .. 0(- 3.6 

To: '"goga _pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov>, 
"'pfimrite@sfchronicle.com"' <pfimrite@sfchronicle.com> 

cc: 
Subject: Dog's on leashes in dog parks. 

I feel as though I need to expres~ my concern about dog's being on a leash in dog parks. I don't feel they 
should have to be on a leash because it's kind of their freedom from being locked up all day. Also, how 
will my dog exercise and stay healthy being on a leash all the time. I don't have a yard at home so this will 
make it very hard for my dog to run. If this happens· it basically means that our dog's will spend a majority 
of their life on a leash. I don't feel that is humane or healthy for the animal. Thank you for your time. 

Thanks, 
Becky Taylor 

' 

\ 
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Hi, 

Abe_Wood@provldian. 
com 

03/08/2002 11 :06 AM 
PST 

---- ------·---· .. ---- -----. ·----------· ---· ·-- --- .. 

3{31{-01- I A 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: pfimrite@sfchronicle.com 

Subject: Off leash dog parks 

I am writing in response to the article in today's paper. 
From my experiences, having dogs ·off leash promotes socializing, both with 
people and other dogs, this teaches them good behavior. It gives dogs 
exercise which it needs in order to prevent an agitated animal. This making 
the dog less likely to be aggressive_. Have you heard the term, "a tired dog 
is a happy dog"? Off leash is the only way to get most dogs the exercise • that they need. t 

All of my experiences with off leash dog areas has always been great. Dog 
owners that take their pets to these parks are very responsible people. 
They would never put anyone at risk nor the parks for that matter. Dog 
lovers love.the parks just as much as they love their dogs and the 
responsibility is obvious. 
One more thing, weren't all of these parks donated to begin with? 
Thank you for your time, 
Abe Wood 
990 Duncan Street, SF, CA 

Warning : The information contained in this message may be privileged and 
confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by 
replying to this message and then delete it from your computer. All e-mail 
sent to this address will be received by the Providian Financial corporate 
e-mail system and is subject to archiving and review by someone other than the 
recipient. 

==========================~====;=============================================== 

II 
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• 
Bill Davis 
<sfbdavls@pacbell.net 
> 

03/08/2002 11 :05 AM 
PST 

3l35 .. ©\- JA 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Comment Opposing Unleashed Dogs in GGNRA 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed GGNRA exception 
to the National Park Service's policy prohibiting unleashed dogs in 
national parks. · 

As a frequent user of GGNRA sites in S~n Francisco and Marin counties 
and a member of the GGNRA Association, I wholeheartedly support the 
long-standing policy, which GGNRA staff have been attempting to enforce. 
I am tired of having to deal with unleashed dogs on San Francisco and 
Marin beaches, at the new Promenade along Chrissy Field in San 
Francisco, and on trails in the Marin Headlands. These areas are too 
popular - and there are too many small children, not to mention the 
wildlife - to allow dogs to run at will. 

Perhaps an exception could be made for a limited area, such as Fort 
Funston, so that dogs could be concentrated in a few spots that the rest 
of us can then avoid. But if this is done, I hope that there can be some 
means of protecting the wildlife in these areas. 

Again, many thanks for the opportunity to comment. The GGNRA makes the 
Bay Area the special place to live that it is, and I appreciate the Park 
Service's efforts to manage responsibly this incredible resource . 

William D. Davis 
San Francisco 

.. 
• 
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"Carol Cutler" To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
<corkle3@hotmail.com cc: 
> Subject: dogs kept on leashes 

03/08/2002 11 :04 AM 
PST 

I have lived in the bay area for nearly thirty years and the dog problem is worse than ever. I feel 
very strongly that all dogs must be on leashes at all times!!!! I personally believe that dogs 
shouldn't even be allowed on beaches!!!!! So many owners are not responsible and do not clean 
up after their dogs, and given the recent maulings why are we even debating this issue. 
Sometimes the very loud minority kidnap the public. My children , my elderly mother-in-law and 
many others are afraid of dogs. When they are not on a le~h we are not safe. Please keep the 
leash laws in place. Carol Cutler : .·, · 

MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: Click Here 
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"Josie and Kevin 
Maxwell" 

· ~~kmaxwell@attbl.co 

Dear 

03/08/2002 11 :04 AM 
PST 

5\~1-0l- \C... 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Don't allow dogs in GGNRA areas 

\. 

It is our opinion that dogs ought to be kept away from any wildlife refuges (GGNRA). They should not 
even be allowed in those areas leashed. · 

As it is, in the San Francisco open space areas (run by the SF Water District) dog owners already bring 
their dogs into areas where dogs aren't allowed (i.e. Crystal Springs running areas, Sheep Camp trail etc.) 
and they let their dogs run free where dogs are supposed to be leashed (Water Dog Trail-Belmont). I 
could name any number of areas banned to dogs but their owners bring them in anyway and the dogs 
romp unchecked onto the restored fauna and chase the wildlife. 

We love dogs but believe before a person adopts a dog, they should know there are limits on where dogs 
can be taken to fun free (and San Francisco is not the most convenient place for dogs and SF residents 
who buy dogs should have thought of that ahead of time). 

We do not frequent Fort Funston or the Ocean Beach area anymore primarily because of the number of 
dogs that roam the area. We used to walk there a lot but, trust us, it has lost a lot of appeal to us and to 
many other hikers and walkers . 

The dog owners think their dogs need the space to "play'' but at whose expense? It is at the expense of 
first, the flora and wildlife, and then at the expense of those who want to enjoy the coast and seek peace 
of mind (which is impossible when dogs are roaming free). 

Even when the dogs aren't there, they've left their mark everywhere which other animals smell and then 
flee. 

We encourage the GGNRA to ban dogs, from coastal areas--even leashed dogs. They ruin the territory, 
they leave their markings (aka feces and urine), and they run up to people and sniff and jump on them at 
will. Owners often think this is "cute" but most people find this offensive if not rude. If owners picked up 
after their dogs, as they claim they do, then why are dog markings noticed everywhere? Obviously a good 
number of dog owners do not pick up after their dogs. 

The best solution is to designate some area on the coast (south of John Daly Blvd so as not to interfere 
with GGNRA) as a bonafide dog park and let the dog owners walk treacherously among the droppings. 
This would keep them happy and free up the GGNRA to be what it is meant to be, an place of refuge for 
the flora and fauna and a place of reflection, and solitude for people. 

We love dogs, too, but dog owners, no matter how strong they are at banding together, -other groups are 
good at banding together too) should not be able to cause the National Park Service to change their laws. 
If anything, the laws should be left to a vote by the people not one group. 

We hope our voice helps to keep dogs out of GGNRA. 

Josie and Kevin Maxwell 
Belmont, CA 
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"Gerry Rosen" 
<gerryrosen@earthlink 
.net> 

03/09/2002 02:57 AM 
ZEB 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dogs/leash policy at GGNRA 

I am fully in favor of requirements that dogs be kept leashed on all public 
park lands of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Parks are for PEOPLE 
to enjoy as hikers and walkers. Dogs definitely contribute to a degradation of 
the natural environment, by trampling vegetation and chasing birds. Unleashed 
dogs are also a threat to people, especially children, as dog-owners can never 
be sure their dog will not attack someone. 7here have been many instances of 
this already. People go to parks to enjoy contact with nature, and they 
shouldn't have to worry about dog attacks when they are there. Thanks for your 
attention to my comments. Gerald Rosen, San Francisco resident 
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Scottorino@aol.com 

03/08/2002 01 :42 PM 
EST 

-~ --··m-----·-···---· .'•·····--·-·-

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dog Leash Opinion 

----~ ., __ ··---· 

I feel that it is important that dog owners be free to allow their dogs to run off the leash on San Francisco 
beaches and parks. It is very important to me and to other dog owners I know that we have the 
opportunity to throw balls for our dogs and to enjoy outdoor time together with our dogs. 

I admit that dogs should be under the control of their owners and that some dogs may not be compatible 
with running off the leash. However, people can be held accountable for controlling their dogs. In fact, 
you will find that other dog owners will very effectively enforce the rules and will ensure that problem dog 
owners are not welcome 

Thank you for your attention to my opinion. 

Scott Filley 
5455 Anu.f'Street 
San Francisco, CA 94121 

\' \ 

• 
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Karl Tede 
<Karl@chartering.com 
> 

03/08/2002 10:39 AM 
PST 

3J40-o(- 3B 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Dog Debate 

I am writing to express my opinion regarding the issue as to whether dogs 
should be allowed free access at· Presidio National Park. . . 

Firstly I would like to congratulate the NPS for a fantastic job on the 
renovations of Crissy Field and the surrounding area. The beach facilities 
are now fantastic. · 

• I am the father of two little boys and we frequent th~ Crissy Field area. I 
am in favor of a designated beach and free roaming area for dogs, but they 
should not be allowed to run over the entire park unleashed. My boys are 
often approached and hassled by large unleashed dogs while we visit the 
beach area ·of Crissy Field and therefore I support a stronger leash law for 
the park. 

Thank you 

Karl Tede 
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Douglas Fong 
<design_b@pacbell.ne 
t> 
03/08/2002 10:39 AM 
PST 

....... ~--------· 

3J+\-0\- ?B 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Fort Funston Dog Walking 

May I voice my support for the continuation of a Fort Funston tradition to allow dogs to roam off-leash 
under the responsibility of their owners. This tradition_ is a warm mixing of public community and 
appreciation for the outdoors. The Fort Funston area provides a unique location where pets can exercise 
safely and without bothering other persons in our urban environment, as well as the unique public access 
to our ocean front. The dog walkers at Fort Funston have formed a strong sense of community which 
extends to social as well as individual control of the pets which has results in periodic park clean up efforts 
as well as continual peer monitoring. 

The dog walkers at Fort Funston have cooperated as sections of the park have been removed from public 
access ovl:;1 the past few years, and are justly concerned about possible further erosion of public access 
to this area under the guise of environmental protection. 

Please consider the strong value the tradition of off-leash dog walking has as a benefit to our community 
when reviewing your administration of this public treasure . 

Douglas Fong, 

Telephone 415.566.9619 

,, 
" 

• 
" 
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• 
"Bruce Dubois" 
<bruce@bdtconsulting 
.com> 

03/08/2002 10:43 AM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Dog leash opinion 

I am a dog owner as well as a resident located directly across the street 
from the Pan Handle, Golden Gate Park. I believe that dogs should be put on 
leashes. My main concern· may seem petty but ·after living here for over seven 
years I am sick of stepping in dog droppings. It seems as if the people that 
walk their dogs in the Pan Handle feel· as t.hough this area has been 
designated for them. My apartment faces the park and I work from home. On a 
daily basis I see dog owners that have their dogs off the leash, turn their 
heads as soon as the dog starts to relieve itself. Not all, but enough to 
make it a problem. Also, when the weather is'n$~e I like to lay out in the 
sun. Unfortunately the off leash dogs run up on you and make it nearly 
impossible to enjoy. I think it is unfair thab.:the people that want to have 
their dogs off leash feel as though they are being persecuted. What about us 
people that have dogs, and want to enjoy the park without stepping in 
something or without being bothered by some random dog running up on you, 
ycur blanket, and kick over your drink. Is it so bad to have a dog on a 
leash? What about my rights to the park? If you choose to have a dog, there 
are responsibilities that come with that ... tike walking your dog with a 
leash. If you don't like it, don't have a dog or move to another city that 
will allow that. 
Bruce Dubois 

.. 
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Peter Lindberg 
. -•. "··· ~pllndberg@truls.com 

03/08/2002 10:32 AM 
PST 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Leash Law 

Every 40 seconds, someone in the United States seeks medical attention for a dog bite. 

It has been estimated that about 4.7 million people (nearly 2 percent of the American population) 
are bitten by dogs each year. 

There are approximately 800,000 bites per year in the United States that require medical 
treatment. 
Unfortunately children comprise 60% of the dog bite victims, and most of them are bitten on the 
face. 
In 1997 and 1998, at least 27 people died as a result of dog bite attacks. Of these, 19 were young 
children under 11 years of age. · · 
Of the 27 people who died as a result of dog bite attacks in 1997 and 1998, 86 percent involved 
unrestrained dogs. 

As a San Francisco resident of 8 years, and an active hiker and jogger, I urge you to 
enforce the leash law in the GGNRA. I have been chased, tripped, bumped and 
threatened by unleashed dogs while trying to enjoy the beautiful parks in SF. As San 
Francisco becomes more densely populated, and frequently visited, it is imperative that 
our common areas remain safe and clean. 

Dogs are not human, they do not pay taxes, they do not vote, and do not have the 
same rights as humans. Dog owners do have rights, the rights to equitably share parks 

· with children and adults who do not have dogs. Dog owners are not entitled to special 
rights, or loopholes, simply because they own a pet. Dogs on leashes are acceptable, 
as long as their owners consistently clean up their waste, but unleashed dogs are a 
nuisance and a danger. 

Please vote to keep dogs on le~shes in our parks. 

Peter Lindberg 

plindberg@tmis.com 

415.581.1064 
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jruzick@bart.gov 

03/08/2002 10:28 AM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Proposed Dog Rules 

I think a reasonable compromise needs to be reachedi_. For example, dogs 
were formerly allowed on the far west side of Baker Beach. There are no 
plants there to trample, and 90% of the beach was off-limits to dogs so 
people who did not want to be around dogs could easily avoid them. There 
is no reason this policy.could not continue for Baker Beach. 

Similarly, dogs could be allowed off-Leash on the beach portion of Fort 
Funston (where you walk down the sandy hill) . Again, there is nothing 
there but sand, cliffs and water and the remainder of the beach area 
(Ocean, etc.) could be dog-free. 

At the very least, the sandy portion just off the Ft. Funston parking lot 
could be fenced with dogs allowed to run around in this area. 

-~ 

• 

" 
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"MaryWynn RYAN" 
<marywynn_ryan@bar 
arch.com> 

03/08/2002 10:24 AM 
PST 

to whom it may concern, 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: comments 

While I love dogs, and.enjoy being out doors walking them, I believe that the 
best solution is to have dogs on leash, with fenced areas for off leash 
running/play and socializing. Not all humans enjoy it when a strange dog 
rushes up to you or walking or sitting in' dog waste in a public park/ beach. 
My husband is disabled and we've dealt with many freaked out dogs that rush 
him barking at the wheels on his wheel chair, with no owner in sight. And 
something I've yet to see mentioned in the debate is when a owner has lost 
control of their dog and have to yell repeatedly at the wayward animal. It 
breaks the spell for many of us. who are trying to enjoy the outdoors to hear 
"no, stop I Said come here" screamed at the top of their lungs. It's simply 
selfish of dog owners to make non dog owners accept their way of life. Dog 
owners make a choice to have a domesticated animal in.their care, they should 
have to accommodate the needs of the many, such as folks with allergies, 
people who are afraid of dogs, others who are unstable on their feet as well 
as the sensitive environment. 

thank you, 

Marywynn Ryan 
SF Resident and Dog Lover 

' .. _( 

, , 
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• ~ ~ DHanks7960@aol.com 

03/08/2002 12:50 PM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Keep dogs out! 

I really believe it is absolutely wrong for dogs to run loose at golden gate 
or any park. They are annoying when they jump on you and they are very 
destructive to the plants and other wildlife. I have lived next door to a 
woman who owns an extremely neurotic dog that neverstops barking and has torn 
up every plant in her yard. My backyard used to be a sanctuary from the loud 
street I live on, but that dog has ruined any chance of peace and quiet. It 
is their choice to have a dog, but k~eping their dog happy should not be at 
the expense of taxpayers. I also think there are way too many dangerous dogs 
around these days. I don't think all of us who are SS'Ilsible enough to not 
have a dog should have to suffer because of people whd selfishly don't think 
of others. I am also very protective of the environment there and everywhere 
else and I know how destructive dogs are. ·Thanks Douglas K. Hanks M.D. 
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"tom guldman" 
<tguldman@hotmail.co 
m> 
03/08/2002 09:44 AM 
PST 

Dear GGNRA, 

---------· ---·----~-------

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: dog control in ggnra 

I would like to strongly urge you to insist that ALL dogs in the GGNRA be 
kept on leashes at all times and to establish meaningful penalties for 
failure to follow this rule. Although·vocak dog owners strive to give the 
impression that loose dogs in some way enhance the experience of all users 
of the GGNRA (and other public open spaces), this is simply untrue. Apart 
from the possible hazards of aggressive and unruly dogs (whose owners 
generally attribute assaults to the actions of the hapless victims - "they 
made him do it"), even dogs that are not actually dangerous do not add to 
the pleasure of others use of the parks. Whether expressing affection by 
thrustin~ their muzzles into passing crotches or playfulness by jumping up 
on passers-by with muddy paws, uncontrolled dogs are simply unpleasant 
nuisances to those not predisposed to their charms. Dog owners are certainly 
entitled to have their pets, but that does not somehou give them the right 
to impose them on other members of the public. Please do not succumb to the 
threats or entreaties of the dog owners- keep the GGNRA a place where dogs 
are required to be kept under direct control at all times. Please also note 
that the whole concept of "voice control" is an absurd fiction: it means 
that the controller exercises his or her voice while the dog does whatever 
it has in mind.Any connection between voice and control is completely 
fortuitous . 
Sincerel~r, 
Thomas Guldman, 40 Quisisana Drive, Kentfield, CA 94904 

Join the world's largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com • 

r .. 
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"James E. Foley, Ill" 
<jefoley3@bentleylp.co 

. m> 

03/08/2002 09:44 AM 
PST 

Su perintendeot 
GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA: National Park Policy On Unleashed Dogs 

I am a resident of San Francisco and a parent~ I strongly oppose excepting 
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area fr~m the National Park policy that 
prohibits unleashed dogs. · 

James E. Foley, III 
550 Battery Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

·Q 
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• 
"Tim Beneke" 
<tlmbeneke@earthlink. 
net> 

03/08/2002 09:39 AM 
PST 
Please respond to "Tim 
Beneke" 

To Whom It May Concern: 

3/~-C\- 'SCS 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Let dogs run free 

I am writing to express my support for the position that pets be allowed to roam free at the GGNRA, a tradition that 
goes back 25 years. Studies reveal that the presence of dogs there does not harm the environment, that 
overwhelmingly park-goers want dogs to be allowed to roam free in the park, and that most of the reported dog bites 
in the area do not occur where the dogs are running free but in the Presidio area. 

Sincerely,:!'! 
Tim Beneke 

.. 

• 
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Thebeeskep@aol.com 

03/08/2002 12:30 PM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Leashes at Ft Funston 

Please continue to require that dogs be on leashes' I used to like to go 
there, to enjoy the park and the view, but it is t3o frightening with all 
those dogs running loose. Especially frightening if one has small 
children--who, I feel, should be entitled to enjoy their national parks . 

. 
t 
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HELEN RECTOR 
<HRECTOR@email.usp 
s.gov> 

03/08/2002 12:09 PM 
EST 

Dear public officials 

'SJSl-0/- l ~ 

To: goga_pets_anpr <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Bay Area GGNRA dogs on leash issue 

I am a dog owner who enjoys walking my dogs off leash. I also 
volunteer regularly at the National Historic Park at the Hyde Street 
Pier. I visit National Parks often, and am usually a great admirer of 
the service. I agree with most of its goals and actions. 

I have enjoyed my many visits to Fort Funston. But have now stopped 
visiting. The last visit I made there was to sort of protest day 
against the plan for leash enforcement. The rangers were very careful 
to stay out of sight. This.disturbed me. 

I pay a lot of taxes. I support quite a few environmental causes. I 
volunteer. But I very much disagree with the hard line being taken 
here. 

Many Bay Area GGNRA areas have been utilized in the past for military 
and other unnatural uses. They are not, nor ever will be, any more 
than urban areas where the city population enjoys time out of doors. 
All the off leash supporters are asking is that their preferred type 
of recreation continues. Walking dogs off leash is enjoyable . 

Other highly 1'unnatural" activities are not being outlawed - such as 
campgrounds, golf courses and fast food vendors. I see no real reason 
to pick on dogs and their owners. 

Camping on Ocean Beach has not been allowed in the past. Comparing 
that possibility to keeping the off leash policy of the past intact, 
just exhibits bad attitude. Birds are not more important than people. 
I am sure the Audobon Society would like to see these areas as more 
bird sanctuaries. But nm.ny of us think some of these areas could be ' 
shared, and not dedicated to birds. 

I would like to request that the NPS get this issue settled. 
Aggressive enforcement of the newly imposed leash law in Bay Area 
GGNRA areas is unpopular and unnecessary, and may cost GGNRA and NPS 
more good will than it is worth. This goes for Fort Fun.ston and for 
the new GGNRA area at Mori Point in Pacifica. 

Helen Rector 
650 359 7375 
265 Shoreview Ave 
Pacifica CA 94044 

\ 
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To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: . 

• 
"Rolf Kallenbach" 
<rolfkallenbach@hotm 
ail.com> Subject: Please enforce existing lease laws - as a dog owner 

From: 

03/08/2002 09:01 AM 
PST 

Rolf Kallenbach 
74 Morningside Drive 
San Francisco, CA 

To Whom It May Concern, 
I 

As a dog owner and lover of nature, I am very happy that the National Park 
Service is requiring all dog walkers to have their animals on a leash, 
especially in Gold gate Park, Ocean Beach and Fort Funston areas close to 
our home. This will only benefit parents of small children and the wildlife 
that try t~ share those areas with the dogs and their walkers. 

The times that I have dared to jog through Fort Funston in San Francisco I 
have seen packs of dogs running all over the place destroying plants, 
chasing birds and joggers, and jumping up on people. · 
I have never see parents with small children at Fort Funston -- they don't 
dare to take small children there. That is absurd! 

In fact some people have 5 to 8 dogs with them. This creates havoc in the 
park areas when these 'professional" dog walkers meet with each other and 
their dogs run all over the place without any supervision. That is absurd! 

Don't let the highly vocal dog lobby overwhelm you. The vast majority of 
the electorate feels as I do, but will not take the time to express 
themselves .. 

Please continue to push for enforcement of these laws and 
professional dog walkers to unleash dogs in these areas. 
laws will be difficult to enforce, but eventually the dog 
used to the law. • 

Suggestions: 

to not allow 
Of course these 
walkers will get 

Set aside special times of the day or special days for certain areas. 
Ban professional dog walkers from certain areas and require leashes. 
Other areas -- such as Fort Funston need to be returned to families with 
children. l 

Sincerely, 

Rolf Kallenbach 

rolfkallenbach@hotmail.com 

The information transmitted in this email and/or any attached 
document(s) is confidential and intended only for tha~person or 
entity to which it is addressed and may contain privileged material. 
Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking 
of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or 
entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you 
received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the 
material from any computer. 

. 
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Mia Salaverry 
<mialore@pacbell.net> 

03/08/2002 09:03 AM 
PST 

-- ·- ....... __________ _. ..... ·J·----------------~--

~IS'3- o I - 38 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dog-Leash opinion re the GGNRA 

I have a large, very friendly old black Labrador who loves the beach. I do 
allow him to play off leash where there are other dogs and dog owners 
present. Whenever I take him there I am careful and considerate of others. I 
clean up after him, in case he poops. I keep him from fighting with other 
dogs, although prefers to chase tennis balls. I keep him away from people 
who seem scared of him. AND, he does.chase birds occasionally, but he is 
much too slow for them and is actually more interested in me, the ball, dead 
fish, and other friendly canines. ' 

PLEASE, allow dogs to go off leash in designated areas of the GGNRA. Dogs 
are not criminals, are not fundamentally out of the control of their owners, 
and deserve to enjoy nature as we do. I cannot believe that they do damage 
the environment in the GGRNA. There would have to be as many dogs in the 
parks as ,people for them to have the kind of negative lmpact that objectors 
claim. 

Certainly people who bring uncontrollable, dangerous, or inconsiderate dogs 
to the GGRNA should be censured, ticketed, fined, or whatever. For that 
purpose there should be some sort of enforcement presence in high traffic 
areas. 

What seems more of a problem to me in the GGRNA is loud music from portable 
"boom-boxes," joggers and bicyclists who seem to care less for those of us 
who walk, and dog owners who neglect to clean up after their dogs. 

Please take note of this opinion and include it in your decision-making 
process. 

Mia Salaverry, MFT 
925 258-1989 
mialore@pacbell.net 

winmail.dat 

• 
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"Sandy Turner" 
<sandy_turner@hotma 
ii.com> 

03/08/2002 04:50 PM 
GMT 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov, sueanderson@bankofmarin.com 
cc: 

Subject: I Have Been Physically Injured by Unleashed Dogs in GGNRA 

Public safety and your own liability require that dogs be leashed in public 
areas of the GGNRA. 

I was physically injured by an unattended, unleashed dog while I was walking 
on the pedestrian path at Crissy Fielq six months ago. I was clipped at the 
knees from behind by an unattended large dog, which was running, playing 
with another large dog. The dogs were so large and the clipping happened so 
fast and unexpectly that I was unable to maintain my balance and fell 
immediately to the ground with the same speed and lack of control as when 
one bike's wheel hits another bike's wheel while riding. The fall twisted 
my knee and scraped the skin through my cloth~ng. 

The dogs owners were either not 
responsibility in the accident. 
read their tags. 

there or did not approach me to admit their 
The dogs had run off, so I was unable to 

There were almost as many dogs as' people at Crissy Field the day I was · 
injured. Though I had been to Crissy Field many times before and after its 
reclaimation, I had no idea that the park had been taken over by dogs. I 
had no warning that this was the current state of park management. 

The dog that hit me was very big. Since the Diane Whipple mauling death, I 
have wondered whether the dogs responsible for my fall that day were the 
same dogs as the ones involved in that case. 

I love dogs and believe they should have a place to run and play. However, 
if you do not have leash laws within GGNRA all dogs'· no matter what size, 
degree of obedience training and ferocity, are free to run wild. I don't 
see how you can even consider letting dogs run free unless you designate the 
GGNRA as exclusively a dog park. And, it seems to me that any policy 
allowing dogs to run free makes you vulnerable to lawsuits for injury caused 
by dogs and dog owners who cannot be caught and identified by the victim. 

I am an early member of the GGNRA. However, I will let my membership lapse 
if you do not somehow control your dog problem. My love for both the park 
and dogs is not great enough for me to put money into what will become a 
defense fund. 

Thank you. 

Sandra Turner 
Star Route Box 23 
Woodside, CA 94062 
(650)851-3076 

MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://phoFos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx 
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Tricia Richter 
<trichter@stanford.edu 
> 

03/08/2002 08:27 AM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dogs in GGNRA 

Some folks seem to think that being a dog lover and an environmentalist are 
mutually exclusive. This is not the case, because I consider myself 
both. What is needed in.the GGNRA is a compromise. 

I don't think anyone is demanding that the entire GGNRA be opened up for 
off-leash dog activity, but there is no reason why dogs should not be 
allowed to continue to romp off-leash in Fort Funston and Crissy Field at 
the very least. The reality is that the GGNRA is slap in the middle of a 
tremendously congested urban area, and within that area there are people 
with all kinds of recreational needs. Off-leash dog~romping is one of many 
such needs, and it is just as legitimate as others. 

Fort Funston belonged to the City before it belonged to the National Park 
Service. It was specifically intended to be dedicated to *recreational 
use*--- NOT to preservation. Despite this fact, the Audubon Society, 
hard-core environmentalists, and the GGNRA have been gradually turning 
Funston into a preserve. I am not advocating that all rules and 
restrictions be dropped at Funston, but I think that recreational needs 
need to be given more consideration there. 

Dogs were happily romped off-leash at Funston for years before the GGNRA 
suddenly decided to restrict them. What I want to know is, Why the sudden 
about-face? Why couldn't people be left with at least one peaceful, happy, 
LEGAL place to freely romp their dogs? There are so few! The anti-dog 
crowd seems determined to leave NO place for dogs to enjoy life between San 
Francisco and San Jose. 

Please just mark me down as another supporter of off-leash dog walking at 
select locations in'GGNRA. Please leave us a place to enjoy our dogs 
enjoying life. Tiny, overcrowded "dog parks" are NOT enough. I want to 
enjoy a walk while my dog trots about sniffing things, chases her ball into 
the surf, and plays with other dogs in some wide-open space. Please leave 
her a place to do that. 

Tricia Richter 

Thank you. 

Tricia Richter 
ITSS - Administrative Systems 
Delphi Project - Campus Readiness 
(650)725-8022 trichter®stanford.edu 
http://www.stanford.edu/group/axess2000/ 
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Kristin Bums 
<kristln@cdr.stanford. 
edu> 

03/08/2002 08:25 AM 
PST 

To Whom It May Concern: 

31S"<..,-0( .... \ c__ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Fort Funston is great for dogs and people 

We feel Fort Funston is a great place for people to take their dogs and let 
them be off-leash. We think a program of education towards responsible dog 
citizenship combined with the access to off-leash areas of the GGNRA is 
important. The ability to offer this access contributes to the overall 
attractiveness of the GGNRA to Bay Area residents. 

Dog owners might be willing to pay an incremental fee to help defray 
whatever costs off-leash activity may pose. 

Sean and Kristin Burns 
975-B Fifteenth Avenue 
Redwood City, CA 94305-4021 
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My opinion: 

JonathanRutledge@cs. 
com 

03/08/2002 10:47 AM 
EST 

-··" :...: __ ,_, ··-"'·----· ·- ·----. 

3\51-0f -(A 

To: Goga_Pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dog walking 

Like every other problem a reasqnable compromise might solve this controversy. 

For example: In the alternative or combined as you see fit ..... 
1. Dogs might be allowed off leash on the beach but not on the promenade 
2. Dogs might be allowed off leash between the hours of 6-9 am and 2 hours before sunset. 
3. Dogs might be allowed off leash except on weekends and holidays 

In general there should be a rule banning or least muzzling aggressive [to man or other animal] dogs at all 
times whether on or off lease. There should be some area available for people who don't want to be 
around dogs. Non-dog owners [not me] have rights too. 

Finally that lovely part of the beach closer to the warming hut that from which dogs are banned should not 
be singled out to be dog-free. That area away from the main parking area provides a wonderful place for 
smaller dogs and neighborhood residents to go and the lagoon etc provides plenty of space protected for 
birds, etc 

Good luck. You are doing a wonderful job 

Jonathan Rutledge 
415-4 7 4-1433 
San Francisco 
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KuligArt@aol.com 

03/08/2002 10:01 AM 
EST 

Dear GGNRA 

,___..,.._...,,,.._.., .... ..,_,.,, ___ ..,....,~, '= .. owuaa 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: off leash pets 

I cannot being to tell you how disgusted I am with off leash pets at 
FORT FUNSTON. 
I have been walking that area for over 40 years and have witnessed a 
beautiful view area for the public turn ·into nothing more than a DOG TOILET. 
One hears about how people dont monitor their pets with their wastes, but did 
you ever take the time to think about the thousands of gallons of DOG URINE 
on the plants that have been deposited over the years that CANT be cleaned 
up? 
One other thing, I saw in the paper this morning that about 94% of the birds 
are NOT chased by dogs there. Well, of course not 
the BIRDS HAVE BEEN ALL CHASED AWAY. 
Years ago there were many more shore birds than now roaming freely along 
the shores, i know that for a fact becuae i have been going there for the last 
40 years. 
in conclusion. 
Get rid of these damn dogs already and give the beach back to the people who 
it belongs to, and return it as close to as you can to its natural state. 
WE the public deserve it. 
THAT AREA WAS NOT DESIGNED TO BE A DOG TOILETllll 
Lawrence Kulig 

Finally •. NEW WORKS •• check it out .. VAR!ABLES IN FORM AND CONSCIOUSNESS 

http: //hometown. aol. com/kut19art /page2. html 

r:: 
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njpoirier@aol.com 

03/08/2002 09:57 AM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: GGNR - Dogs 

I strongly disagree with allowing dogs to run unleashed in the federal park. I urge you to keep the Jaw inplace. Thank you 
N. Poirier 

• 

• 

.. 
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• 
j roberts 
<kame3@wildmall.com 
> 

03/08/2002 08:20 AM 
GMT 

Friday, March 8, 2002 

Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 

To: "Brian O'Neill" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: I Support Alternative A - Keep Dogs Leashed! 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

I am wriH.ng to support Option A' in the ANPR and further request that the Park 
Serv1ce..,.continue to allow leashed pet recreation where currently permissible, 
while minimizing pet impacts to visitors and park resources. 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the world's largest urban park, provides 
critical habitat for some of the state's most rare and threatened species 
including 11 federally listed endangered wildlife species and 9 federally 
listed plant species. While parks such as GGRNA also provide a great place to 
recreate with pets, I am concerned that the ANPR could lead to changes in the 
current leash policy that would put sensitive park resources and public safety 
in jeopardy . 

Numerous academic and government studies identify off leash pets as threats to 
visitor safety, wildlife, and the integrity of natural and cultural resources. 
For example, a study by the American Humane Association documents injuries to 
humans, wildlife, and pets as a result of unleashed pets and recommends that 
pets be leashed in public areas set aside for natural resource protection 
purposes. Golden Gate National Recreation Area records indicate numerous 
incidents of dog bites, threats of dogs to park visitors, and instances where 
park rangers were forced to ri~k'." their own safety to rescue uncontrolled pets 
and pet owners trapped on cliffs or in the ocean. 

For these reasons -- threats to public safety and park resources -- I support 
Option A. Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

j roberts 
2421 ne irving st. 
Apt/Suite209 
portland, OR 97232 
kame3@wildmail.com 
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Suzanne Varadi 
<SuzanneV@JFCS.OR 
G> 

03/08/2002 10:39 AM 
PST 

<<GGNRA.dOC>> 

To: goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov 
cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com · . 

Subject: ANPR Comment: In Support of Off-leash Dog Walking in the GGNRA 

Please consider this letter before making any decisions about my dog's life! 

Suzy Varadi 
Food Program Coordinator 
Kosher Meals-On-Wheels & Essey Meal Program 
Jewish Family and Children's Services 
suzannev@jfcs.org 
(415) 449-3824 

GGNRA.doc 
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Suzanne Varadi 
71 Dolores Terrace 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

ANPR Committee 
GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear ANPR Committee, 

. - . ·.:-::-~-· ~ .. 

March 8, 2002 

I am writing you on behalf of my puppy, Kylie. Kylie was found in August of2001 on 
the streets of Potrero Hill with her six littennates. At that time Kylie was roughly four 
weeks old, extremely frightened, malnourished and orphaned. She had no idea of what it 
was like to have a responsible role owner that would provide her food, shelter, training, 
and stimulating activities. She did not know what a beach was, she did not know what a 
leash was, she did not know what obedience was. What she did know was how to be a 
dog and basic survival skills. 

Kylie is now almost eight months old. Kylie is a graduate of two Puppy obedience 
classes. _Kylie lives in the home of a San Francisco property tax payer who returned to 
this fine city because she longed to be in a culturally diverse environment with the ocean 
at her feet. She dreamed of walks on the beach with a dog. 

I visit Crissy Fields at least two times a week with Kylie. I do not live near this 
recreation area, Kylie and I make special trips there, and it is a special time for us. Kylie 
whines with anticipation as soon as she smells the ocean air. When Kylie exits the car on 
leash it takes all my strength tG.contain her energy, to have her sit and wait for her . . 
command to "go play." 

For Kylie, "go play" means she is free! She is allowed to have her fun. She runs up to 
the ocean and jumps in the waves, she retrieves tennis balls, and digs holes in the sand 
that lead to treasures only she knows about. Kylie frolics with her playmates Shadow, 
Gunner, Fiona, Kona, and Rylie to name a few. We socialize with other owners, we meet 
visitors from far away places and neighbors that also make this journey to the beach on 
the weekends. When we leave the beach we are covered in the salty remains of a good 
time and sand crusted under our nails and in our hair. 

If this privilege is taken away from Kylie the quality of life she has come to know 
will diminish! We will have no place that is safe from the streets she was left to at 
birth to "go play". The socialization skill that we have trained for will be lost. We 

will have to travel to new cities to find a place where we can be free! 

Suzanne V aradi 
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Susan Lawrence 
<snugglebaby@pobox. 
com> 

03/09/2002 01:16 AM 
GMT 

Friday, March 8, 2002 

Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 

3(~~-0J- 3Pr 

To: "Brian O'Neill" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: I Support Alternative A - Keep Dogs Leashed! 

\ 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

I am writing to support Option A.in the ANPR and further request that the Park 
Service continue to allow leashed pet recreation where currently permissible, 
while minimizing pet impacts to visitors and park resources. 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the world's largest urban park, provides 
critical habitat for some of the state's most rare and threatened species 
including 11 federally listed endangered wildlife species and 9 federally 
listed plant species. While parks such as GGRNA also provide a great place to 
recreate with pets, I am concerned that the ANPR could lead to changes in the 
current leash policy that would put sensitive park resources and public safety 
in jeopardy . 

Numerous academic and government studies identify off leash pets as threats to 
visitor safety, wildlife, and the integrity of natural and cultural resources. 
For example, a study by the American Humane Association documents injuries to 
humans, wildlife, and pets as a result of unleashed pets and recommends that 
pets be leashed in public areas set aside for natural resource protection 
purposes. Golden Gate National Recreation Area records indicate numerous 
incidents of dog bites, threats of dogs to park visitors, and instances where 
park rangers were forced to 1:'1i:s,k their own safety to rescue uncontrolled pe'ts 
and pet owners trapped on tliffs or in the ocean. 

For these reasons -- threats to public safety and park resources -- I support 
Option A. Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Lawrence 
74 Florence Avenue 
Arlington, MA 02476 - 5947 
snugglebaby@pobox.com 

\ 
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"Patricia Kimball" 
<patricia_kimball@ms 
n.com> 

03/09/2002 06:21 PM 
GMT 

Patricia Kimball 
7601 Geary Blvd #4 
San Francisco CA 94121 
415 831-3842 home 
patricia_kimball@msn.com 

March 4, 2002 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Ft Funston: ltr from non-owner of dog 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Bldg 201 
San Francisco CA 94123 

re: Fort Funston - off-leash and may it ever be so 
- .,. . 

Dear GGNRA: 

Please consider that there is "sufficient 'public will'" to maintain,· rather 
than violate, the long-standing tradition of off-leash recreation-and the 
understanding at the time of the City's sale of Ft. Funston to the Feds that 
it would remain so. 

There is no need to have a uniform, blanket policy of leashed-only pets 
throughout the land and the GGNRA; Ft. Funston is a unique place, a very 
specific island within the system, that serves very specific needs and 
population groups. 

Needs served at Ft. Funston: 

Urban animals have a place to exercise the way they must in order 
to 
maintain their physical and mental health so that they can serve as pets for 
the urbanites who choose to have them and, in fact, depend upon them. 

People are provide~ a place in which to observe natural animal 
behavior 
and see how dogs move, play, learn, and interact; and determine rank, power, 
and boundaries, etc. 

A unique multi-use configuration has developed, which includes 
hang 
gliders, hikers, dog lovers, and people seeking the caring yet 
non-interfering personal sty~e of those that frequent the place. 

Population groups served at Ft. Funston: 

physical, 

Pet owners 
The small dog-walking businesses which pet owners have created 
Those (like me) who don't own animals but who find emotional, 

and spiritual fulfillment in watching them romp with grace and joy as nature 
intended-and depend upon Ft. Funston as a place to get a doggie hug 

The elderly, who often sit on the benches and chat with the 
dog-lovers 

The mentally less-than-"normal", who fizi.d the dog-crowd to be 
unusually 
patient and gentle 

Families out to introduce their children to domesticated animals 
free in 
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nature 
People who were raised with a fear of dogs and can, at Ft. 

Funston, 
observe how dogs behave-who they really are-when they are unrestrained and 
happily distracted by sticks and balls and each other 

Ft. Funston can continue to serve this niche market. 

There are plenty of other places that serve the general public. 
The smelly sewage outlet at Ft. Funston beach does not make it 

particularly attractive to the general populace, whereas dogs and dog-lovers 
are willing to tolerate it. 

The ice plants, planted ~n place of the native species so long 
ago, can 
stay there; the original habitat was changed for one ~eason or another long 
ago and need not be artificially restored to its previous, not exactly 
pristine or sacrosanct state or given precedence over the human needs that 
are satisfied there now. · 

Please do not let the bizarre case of 
criminal, trained dogs to attack, and 
ravaged and killed a lesbian neighbor 

the criminal couple who adopted a 
stood idly by while one of them 
determine policy for the rest of us. 

Please realize that if public safety is the issue, dogs are much mellower if 
they're allowed to run and play (and a stroll around the block on a leash 
doesn't cut it; nor does running in a circle trapped in a fenced area in 
close quarters with other dogs) . Or will we soon hear about a proposed ban 
on dogs for the urban citizenry altogether? And then we will have only feral 
cats, raccoons, and cockroaches-and the occasional coyote. 

Please consider all of my points; please preserve the off-leash policy at 
Ft. Funston which is so wanted, needed, and treasured by so many of us. 

Thank you. 

Patricia Kimball 
30-year resident, taxpayer, and voter 
San Francisco 

• 

Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com 
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"Josh Daniels" 
<jdaniels@stanfordalu 
mni.org> 

03/09/2002 09:22 AM 
PST 
Please respond to 
jdaniels 

3rc.b-Ol - \ c__ 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA - Continue allowing dogs off-leash 

I am writing to voice my concern over proposed changes to off-leash dog policy in the GGNRA. I 
am an avid supporter of respondible off-leash dog access at GGNRA. My dog, a labrador retriever, 
does not chase birds or disturb wildlife, and is highly obedient via voice command. To take away 
this privilege from responsible dogs and their owners does not sit well with me ... 

Sincerely, 

Josh Danieh; 
1465 Santa Cruz Avenue 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Josh Daniels 
jdaniels@st:mfordalw:mi.org 
Cell (650) 208-4783 

• 
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Anna Karydas 
<akarydas@pacbell.net 
> 

03/09/2002 08:48 AM 
PST 

Dear People, 

To: goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov 
cc: . 

Subject: Off leash 

Everyone is saying the same thing: we love our dogs, they are family 
members and it is a proven fact that people are healthier and happier 
when 
with their animal companions. Life is hara· enough .. why in the world do 
some 
people want to make it harder? 

I have spent too many hours at Fort Funston wi~h my dog, which makes me a 
live witness able to attest to the 
fact that there are incredibly few problems with the dogs. However, it 
may 
be 
the occasional pet person who is a jerk. You just cant take away 
something 
so cherished as walking my 
dog without a leash, unless you have substantial evidence warranting 
it. 
Such evidence, I know you do not have. 

Sincerely, 

Cherie Bobbe 
bobbelaw®cruzio.com 
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marhic/ocrl@tellurite.S 
tanford.EDU 

03/09/2002 08:41 AM 
PST 

To whom it may concern: 

3((,1- C?l \C... 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Enforce federal law in GGNRA parks 

'\ 

Please do not allow dogs to run .without leashes in GGNRA parks. 

Thank you, 

Michel Marhic 

Consulting Professor 
Stanford University 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
374 Packard Bldg. 
Stanford, CA 94305 

phone : ( 6 5 O) 72 3 - 3 5 3 3 
fax: (650) 723-9251 
marhic@wdm.stanford.edu 
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Anable1235@aol.com 

03/09/2002 11 : 11 AM 
EST 

To: goga_pets~anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: GGNR Area 

As a non-dog owner who has enjoyed-the Fort Funston area, Yes, yes! Do allow the dogs to run free ... at 
the veryleast, in generous designated area (at ALL GGNR areas. 
A.Kallusch 
611 Panorama Dr. 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

... 

\ 
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"Gretchen Davis" 
<Gretch@prodigy.net> 

03/10/2002 11 :41 AM 
PST 

61G:q-Ol- ··~~ 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Dogs Off Lease 

I do understand that the parks would like to find a balance with dogs off 
lease.But since I do own a dog and walk the beaches I know that max and 
myself enjoy the oputdoors and benfits with long walks.I notice that the 
beaches that dogs walk are cleaner than the ones only open to people.On 
leash and at ocean beach going towards the cliff house there is more glass 
trash needles and homeless.Also I see.encampments all the time in the 
area.When I walk on ocean beach in the more secluded dog areas ... Dog people 
most of them pick up after their dogs and other people.Since I've been in 
funston for the last 8 years I have not seen one dog Bite on a non dog 
person or anybody for that matter.Doesn't mean it hasn't happen just saying 
it would not be a regular thing or something out of control as we would be 
allowed to believed.I know my dog behaves weli when not on leash and 
confronted py other animals.I know that walking him keeps him calm and 
healthy and I should be able to enjoy parts of calif beaches with the same 
kind of freedoms the cliff hangers surfers campers bikers etc do.All this 
things contribute to living with wild life on the beaches.That is what makes 
calif calif.That is why people live here to enjoy each other and their 
lifestyles.The last s years there has been an increase of complaints about 
everything.Skaters surfers bikers dogs joggers ... etc.If we let people 
dictate what we should or should not be doing this in the long run effects 
everybody.The people who think they live in the suburbs need to take a 
closer look and guess what?You live in the city!A very urban enviroment with 
lots of people ... Who can own a surf board and can walk a dog ... and can bike 
in traffic .. Every day I look at all the people on the beach and I'm so 
thankful to be living here and to have all this beauty to look at every 
day.Now yes everyone can work together to come up with a plan that works for 
most people.For one ... I walk the dog early ..... 6:30am to be exact.There is 
hardly anyone out at that time.Except for people who love to work out and 
play before the masses arrive.Why not have· parts of funston beach and park 
off lease during morning hours and off leash early evening when people are 
back from work.This gives dog people a chance to get out there and non dog 
people can enjoy the park with dogs on leash during the day.Limit the #'s of 
dogs off lease to dog walkers etc.anyway it really is simple to make things 
work when everyone gives a little.Also when I'm near a group of birds I 
leash max because he is a bird dog ... But where there is no birds or people 
and the tide is low max can enjoy the great outdoors off leash and free.What 
a beautiful sight!Thanks for listening .. Gretche Davis 

\ 
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MKBoggs@aol.com 

03/09/2002 03:01 AM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Vote for Dogs off leash 

Fort Funston is one of my favorite spots in the world. It is a magical place 
for me; I consider the ocean there as a confluence with heaven and it is 
where I go when I want to feel nearer to my deceased parents. I love the 
deck overlooking the ocean, the dunes, the hangliders, the paths along the 
cliffs, the old bunkers and especially the happy dogs. I am not a dog owner 
myself but I feel very strongly that the unleashed dogs at Fort Funston do no 
more harm than any of the other visito~s there and contribute much to the 
overall feel of the park. 

I 

Not all national parks are created equal. My father was with the NPS for 
over 20 years and I was raised to understand the importance of protecting the 
land. But I do not believe that an urban park like Fort Funston is anymore 
impacted by the presence of dogs off leash than it is by the presence of 
adults or children off leash. Please, let the dogs run and play. It's a joy 
to watch., 

Thank you, 
Molly Boggs 

.. 

.;: .. 
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"Dennis Luftlg" 
<dluftlg@svn.net> 

03/09/2002 03:38 PM 
PST 

:S\1\ .. t>\- ~ tfo 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov>, "Sylvia Luftig" <sluftig@excite.com> 
cc: 

Subject: Dog walking policy 

I believe that dogs should be allowed to be walked feely on GGNRA land. Voice command should be 
enough, leashes should not be required. A professional dog walker should be allowed as many dogs as 
he or she can keep under control. 

Dennis Luftig 
Box 553 
Point Reyes Station CA 94956 

·~~ 

415 663 1698 Dennis Luftig.vcf 

, . 

.. • 
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Birrell Walsh 
<birrell@well.com> 

03/09/2002 02:39 PM 
PST 

3\J'C).-Ol - \J.{ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Offleash Dogs, yes 

Please allow dogs offleash in all the traditional areas: Fort Funston, 
Fort Baker, in the Presidio. 

Where else do people clean up after their animals, provide bags for 
cleanup, and model multiple uses for other Urban parks? 

Thanks. 

Birrell Walsh 
San Francisco 

• 
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Zapada Mechka 
<greymanx@yahoo.co 
m> 

03/09/2002 02:39 PM 
PST 

"3 \13-01- l A 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Please allow dogs OFF LEASH 

Please allow dogs offleash in all the traditional 
areas: Fort Funston, Fort Baker, in the Presidio. 

Where else do people clean up after their animals, 
provide bags for cleanup, and model m~ltiple uses for 
other Urban parks? 

Thanks. 

Birrell Walsh 
San Francisco 

Do You Yiihoo!? 
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the world's greatest free email! 
http://mail.yahoo.com/ 

• 

• 
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John Rootenberg . 
<jdr@imit.com> 

03/09/2002 02:15 PM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Fort Funston off-leash comments 

I am a regular user of the GGNRA Fort Funston area. Although I do NOT own a dog, I support the 
ammendment for use of the land by dog owners that want to walk their dogs off leash. 

Sincerely, 

John Rootenberg 
San Francisco, CA 94118 
tel: (+1)415.751.6623 
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RAnavy@aot.com 

03/09/2002 04:55 PM 
EST 

Dear GGNRA people, 

3\7S-OI- -7J3 
To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: Rrraphy@aol.com 

Subject: Environment protection vs. "rights" of dogs 

Please abide by your regulations and do not give in to the misguided "animal rights" people who 
insist that dogs have a right to run off-leash. The destruction dogs cause to endangered nesting 
birds, fish, plants and even people, is of little concern to dog-owners who have the mistaken idea, 
due to their fuzzy thinking, that dogs are being mistreated if they are disciplined in any way. 

This is the same kind of thinking that leads Marjorie Knoll er to blame the victim for being 
mauled by her dog. Many dog-owners, will tell you that it is your job to adapt to what the dog 
wants. I have seen people walking down. the street telling others they must get out of the way 
because their dogs will bark and may try to attack. They think any limits they might set are 
"cruel" to the dog. 

Who is the dominant species here?! 

There are plenty of other places that dogs can run off-leash. Let's let logic and reason rule this 
debate. Animal rights people do not have a true understanding of animals, nor of ecology issues. 
Park people are the experts. Stick up for the parks and for us, the people. Maybe we aren't as 
vocal as all the dog-o'Wneres, but we are out there . 

Thank you. Please do the right thing and don't be intimidated by these people. 

Sincerely, 
Regina· Anavy 
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<buddylnsf@earthlink. 
net> · 

03/09/2002 01 :42 PM 
PST 

Dear GGNRA: 

. ··--·-··'"·-------------

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: I SUPPORT THE CURRENT BAN ON OFF-LEASH DOGS IN GGNRA 

Please add my name to the list of people that believe dogs should not be 
allowed to run un-leashed in the .GGNRA. 

Environmental concerns are the main reason I feel this way. 

Second to that, the issues associated.with.dog excrement and unwanted 
contact with dogs are problems that park users should not be forced to face 
when using the GGNRA. • 

Thanks for the opportunity to provide input via email. 

John Walmsley 
231 Surrey St. 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

.. 
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Kcranna@aol.com 

03/09/2002 04:23 PM 
EST 

~l11-01- ti>\ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Off-leash dogs at Fort Funston 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the GGNRA: 

I'm writing to add my voice to my many fellow dog owners who oring our dogs to Fort Funston as a form of 
family outing that is wonderful recreation for both people and dogs. Understand the need to protect the 
environment and the rights of non-clog lovers. Surely reasonable people can achieve a solution by 
allowing dogs to run free in certain areas and restricting others. · 

I hope that common sense will prevail over bureaucratic rigidity so that a .sensible policy can be put in 
place. Thank you for taking the time to hear my concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Kip Cranna 
159 Duncan St. 
San Francisco, CA 9411 O 

- .. 
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"Nancy Junsch 
Maloney" 
<mattnance@email.ms 
n.com> 

03/09/2002 01 :21 PM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Off-leash 

Please do not take away off-leash areas in San Francisco-
My Labrador Retriever, Larry, and I frequent Fort Funston on a daily basis. 
We both get our exercise via the trails at the Fort. We would both be 
unhappy if we could not run on our own. He is a fond of chasing balls and 
is miserable without his daily run. ·we have both made many friends at the 
Fort- both canine and human. Socialization is KEY to keeping happy dogs. 
A well-socialized dog is a happy dog. Due to this, dogs who come in contact 
with other dogs and humans are not on the defe~se. Most of the dogs at the 
Fort who run off-leash are very well behaved. · San Franciscans are very 
aware oE,.how important dog training is. I rarely, if ever, come in contact 
with a7log who does not respond to voice command. If you were to take away 
off-leash access at the Fort I am positive the number of dog bites will 
increase. A dog cannot get adequate exercise on a leash or in small 
enclosed pen. 

Please keep Fort Funston off-leash. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Nancy Junsch Maloney 
2071 - 28th Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

"I have a dog and I vote" 

• Larry at Ft. Funston.JP• ., 

r 
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Hi, 

Kkeyser27@aol.com 

03/09/2002 04:10 PM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: off-leash dogs 

I am a generous supporter and active member of several environmental organizations, including the 
Sierra Club and the Rainforest Action Network. I am deeply disturbed, however, to find out that your 
organization may attempt to force dog owners to keep their dogs on leash in all areas of the GGNRA. The 
GGNRA is an URBAN park, not Yosemite. 

San Francisco remains one of the last dog-friendly cities in the nation, and to make new rules that make it 
illegal for responsible dog owners to allow their dogs to run leash-free in certain areas of the GGNRA will 
be a tragedy and truly change the character of a great city. · 

Like many dog owners, I enjoy taking my dog to Crissy Field ~hd Fort Funston for walks on the beaches. 
They are beautiful places for both humans and animals to get exercise. In my hundreds of daily visits to 
these beaches, I never saw one situation or altercation that would make me believe dogs should not be 
allowed off leash, and I consider myself a somewhat rabid environmentalist. I have never seen dogs 
harassing human beings OR wildlife. 

To create a new law that criminalizes dog owners for allowing their dogs to enjoy these open spaces 
would be a real step backwards in park enforcement. In Los Angeles, it is impossible to find ONE beach 
where a dog can get exercise and swim, as there are no beaches in Southern California where this is 
legal. Most do not even allow dogs to be walked on-leash. It is a very sad sight. Anyone who has ever 
owned a dog knows that it is impossible for a dog to remain healthy without plenty of exercise-- and it is 
impossible for dogs to get plenty of exercise without being allowed to run off-leash and swim. Few humans 
can run fast enough to give their dogs this type of exercise! 

The GGNRA should assume responsible dog ownership first, and only punish those dog owners that do 
not pick up after their dogs or do not control them. By assuming irresponsible ownership, the GGNRA 
makes truly sad assumptions about dog owners in the Bay Area, which are not backed up by any facts, 
studies, or reason. San Francisco hasn't banned driving cars (which can be a true nuisance and detriment 
to quality of life) in the city yet, but they do ticket those.drivers who break the law. · ... 
I have been continually impressed with the level of responsibility I see in dog owners I meet at both Fort 
Funston and Crissy Field. When I first started going to these beaches, I quickly learned that it is 
unacceptable to not pick up after your dog, and that other dog owners quickly make this known, usually in 
a kind manner! I have also been impressed by groups like the Fort Funston Dog Walker's Association, 
who hold regular Saturday meetings to clean up the mess that the relatively few irresponsible dog owners 
do leave behind. I also have never seen dogs harassing wildlife of any kind in these areas. Why do we 
need new laws when there is no problem here? 

Please remember that these areas are Urban Parks, and the GGNRA should not try to persuade the 
government to manage them like they are pristine parts of our national wilderness. The GGNRA is not 
Yellowstone! Urban parks should meet the needs of all of the citizens in that area, and the GGNRA should 
not criminalize large groups of responsible dog owners in a misdirected effort to make the parks more 
pristine. 

Please don't let the GGNRA turn San Francisco into L.A.! 

Also- if environmental degradation is such an issue, why are large groups of horseback riders allowed to 
continue riding at Fort Funston? Surely these large groups of people on large animals do much more 
harm than individual dogs. 

I hope your staff and board members who own dogs will come to see that this is a TOTALLY misguided 
attempt to protect a "national park," and it's success will only cause dog owners (and their dogs) to suffer 
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needlessly, while producing no actual positive outcome whatsoever. This is NOT a case of misguided dog 
owners ruining a pristine natural environment. Many of the dog owners who visit these areas, including 
myself, are members of the San Francisco environmental community and are RESPONSIBLE dog 
owners! 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Keyser 
Sierra Club & Rainforest Action Network Member 
email: kkeyser27@aol.com 
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Jim Parker 
<eldonparker@netzero 
.net> 

03/09/2002 12:49 PM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: ANPR 

I support leash laws throughout the GGNRA. 

1. Re "voice control areas" With rare exception voice control is a sham. 

2. No areas are suitable for off leash use. Off leash dogs pose a threat to 
wildlife, children and all other users. Leashed dogs do or should not. 

3. Dogs should be limited to two (2) per person. We believe more than that 
number cannot effectively be controlled by one person. 

4. No times for off leash use would be allowed. How would the wildlife 
know? This would also effectively be a "no use" time for patrons unable or 
unwilling to deal with off leash animals. 

s. Requiring a bond for off leash users is a good idea. It would provide a 
layer of insulation to GGNRA from lawsuits by victims of off leash dogs. 

6. Waivers of liability are rarely supportable in court. This most likely 
would be a waste of time and resources. 

7. Environmental impact would range from low to severe, depending on how 
many dogs are using the facility off leash. Fenced areas would limit the 
damage to the fenced area . 

8. A mitigating factor would be to have an escalating scale of fines for 
repeat offenders. This tactic has proven effective for motor vehicle users 
where fines in certain areas or under certain circumstances are doubled or 
tripled. In addition, a "three strikes" rule, where after the dog is 
impounded for a time, with the owner paying for the boarding as well as the 
fines should be an effective deterrent. 

9. Owners would be requireq t?o keep their dogs under control at all times.• 

10. Fenced areas would protect other patrons and wildlife but would most 
likely only be used by a limited number of dog owners. The rest would shun 
such areas due to overcrowding or their dogs' inability to interact 
peacefully with others. 

11. Users should be limited to two on leash dogs per person. (see #3) 

12. The Park services shoul~ pay for any facilities, improvements and 
operations. This is why we pay taxes for such areas and precisely why no 
significant changes should be made for this small, albeit loud artd 
militant, group of users. 

Sign Up for Netzero Platinum Today 
Only $9.95 per month! . 
http://my.netzero.net/s/signup?r=platinum&refcd=PT97 
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"Fort Funston" 
<fortfunston@hotmail. 
com> 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: . 

03/09/2002 12:25 PM 
. PST 

Subject: Fwd: 2 dog letters 

----original Message Follows----
From: renee lavallee <reneelavallee@yahoo.com> 
To: fortfunston@hotmail.com 
Subject: 2 dog letters 
Date: Sat, 9 Mar 2002 06:28:07 -0800 (PST) 

Mike McKenna March 9, 2002 

3131 Rivera St. 

San Francisco, CA 94116 

415-731-5832 

stsmike@gateway.net 

Dear members of the GGNRA: 

We need off leash areas for our dogs. My fiance, our dog and I, love to go 
to Fort Funston, walk around, play catch and let the dog swim. Though we 
continue to visit the park, it is much less frequently than before the leash 
restrictions. It's just not as much fun. Our dog is large and needs to run. 
She runs much faster than e~ther of us and we can't really give her proper 
exercise on leash. 

Visiting Fort Funston off leash is a wonderful recreation activity for our 
family. We enjoy going there so much when it is a relaxed and free, 
off-leash experience. • 

We need more off leash areas for our city dogs, both for the dogs and for 
their owners. I hope you'll consider the loss many of us feel in not being 
able to play catch, swim or enjoy the social play of our dogs without being 
afraid of "being caught" by a ranger. 

Sincerely, 

Mike McKenna 

Renee Lavallee March 9, 2002 

3131 Rivera St. 

San Francisco, CA 94116 

415-731-5832 

reneelavallee@yahoo.com 
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Dear members of the GGNRA: 

I love bringing my dog to Fort Funston. I ride my bike {with Brandy trotting 
beside me) to the end of Ocean Beach and then walk the path to the paved 
road {leashed) and then I can let her run and play with the other dogs while 
I enjoy the beauty of our San Francisco coast. We then make our way down to 
the ocean for a swim and some fun games of catch and fetch in the water and 
a leisurely walk back up the beach to the bike. 

Visiting Fort Funston off leash is recreation at its finest for both me and 
my dog. Brandy is a 75lb. Rottweiller who both needs and loves intense 
exercise. I am a 38 year old therapist who both needs and loves to play 
freely with my dog. We can't play eaten on.a leash. We can't share the joy 
of chasing other dogs or swimming.on a leash. We need off leash park space 
where dogs can socialize and especially for my dog, where they can swim. She 
is part sea lion and is happiest when playing in the waves of the Pacific. I 
dislike that she's a criminal for enjoying the ocean. 

We need ~ore off leash areas for our city dogs, both for the dogs and for 
their oWi1ers. I hope you'll consider the loss many of us feel in not being 
able to play catch, swim or enjoy the social play of our dogs. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Lavallee 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the worl~'s greatest free email! 

• 

Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp. 

r 
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· Charles Parker 
<charlestparker@netze 
ro.net> 

03/09/2002 12:08 PM 
PST 

31f?3-0{- $ 
To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dogs in the GGNRA 

We advocate strict enforcement of leash laws throughout the GGNRA. 

To answer the questions put forth in the newspaper: 

1. Re "voice control areas" With rare exception voice ·control is a sham. 

2. No areas are suitable for off leash use. Off leash dogs pose a threat to wildlife, children and all 
other users. Leashed dogs do or should not. 

3. Dogs should be limed to two (2) per person. We belive more than that number cannot 
effectively be controlled by one person. 

4. No times for off leash use would be allowed. How would the wildlife know? This would also 
effectively be a "no use" time for patrons unable or unwilling to deal with off leash animals. 

5. Requiring a bond for off leash users is a good idea. It would provide a layer of insulation to 
GGNRA from lawsuits by victims of off leash dogs . 

6. Waivers of liability are rarely supportable in court. This most likely would be a waste of time 
and resources. 

7. Environmental impact would range from low to severe, depending on how many dogs are 
using the facility off leash. Fenced areas would limit the damage to the fenced area. . . 

8. A mitigating factor would be to have an escalating scale of fines for repeat offenders. This 
tactic has proven effective for motor vehicle users where fines in certain areas or under certain 
circumstances are doubled or tripled. In addition, a "three strikes" rule, where after the dog is 
impounded for a time, with the owner paying for the boarding as well as the fines should be an 
effective deterant. 

9. Owners would be required to keep their dogs under control at all times. 

10. Fenced areas would protect other patrons and wildlife but would most likely only be used by 
a limited number of dog owners. The rest would shun such areas due to overcrowding or their 
dogs' inability to interact peacefully with others. 

11. Users should be limited to two on leach dogs per person. (see #3) 

12. The Park services should pay for any facilities, improvements and operations. This is why 
we pay taxes for such areas and precisely why no significant changes should be made for this 

• small, albeit loud and militant, group of users. 
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NeilM30675@aol.c;om 

03/09/2002 03:22 PM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: places for pets off leash 

'\. 
We currently take our two dogs to both Crissy Field and Ft Funston where they 
run OFF LEASH. There are no options. The city does not give us any place for 
this needed animal exercise. I do not demand all of these areas. I do demand 
a portion of them for those who love their animals and take recreation with 
them. Failure to provide some area to animal lovers will result in civil 
disobedience on a large scale. We have a right to the use of some of this 
land. It is that simple. If we do not get.the use of it, then I say we take 
back this land that was given to you with the understanding we would have 
some of it for our use. Carol Bakker 
Or we could always have the golf courses, and kick the duffers out . 
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Mnlcholssf@aol.com 

03/09/2002 03:15 PM 
EST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Leash-free access 

- " To: Superintendent, GGNRA/ANPR, Fort Mason, San Francisco, C~ 

Fr: Marilyn Nichols, 150 Lombard Street #102, San Francisco, CA 94111 

While I am in agreement with the ANPR charter to protect wild lands and species by either prohibiting 
dogs altogether, or unleashed dogs in many cases, I strongly disagree with its strict interpretation by the 
GGNRA which exists within and next to San Francisco. It. is NOT a wilderness area or "destination 
national park" like Yosemite or Yellowstone. It is valuable, needed, accessible, everyday, quality-of-life 
breathing space for the urban Bay Area community. 

Responsible dog owners recognize that rules are necessary to maintain the nature and integrity GGNRA 
lands. We support preservation of the natural beauty and wild life of the area. We are willing to abide by 
the many rules and restrictions that go with dog ownership but it seems inconceivable that a compromise 
can't be worked out to allow historically leash-free areas to remain so. 

The ANPR needs to review rules and priorities to make them sensitive to the context of each park. For 
the GGNRA, it means that people and their dogs must be factored into the park vision and management 
as important, permanent species who deserve as much consideration as any other. 
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a -
Eric Ferguson 
<emfergus@gte.net> 

03/09/200212:07 PM 
PST 

Dear Superintendent, 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA Dog Policy f . 

I urge you to not only prohibit unleashed dogs in GGNRA, but also to 
prohibit all dogs in GGNRA. It is clear from dog owner behavior in many 
bay area parks that many owners ignore leash requirements. The only 
solution to protect wildlife and human.park users alike is to prohibit 
all dogs in GGNRA. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Ferguson 

a 
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"Judith E." 
<judithe1@mindspring 
.com> 

03/09/2002 11 :53 AM 
PST 

To: "GGNRA" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Let Freedom Ring - With Responsible Actions by Dogs & Owners 

My life and the life of my dog, Harry, is greatly enhanced by our walks {his romps) in such great outdoor public 
areas as Fort Funston and Crissy Field. He's on a lead when many people are around. When off-leash, his actions 
are closely monitored and controlled (he is not an aggresive dog), poop always picked up. 

People need to continue to enjoy their parks. Dogs and owners; too, need to enjoy them. A senior citizen, I need to 
walk. A young dog, Harry, needs to run. We both need -- and do -- to act responsibly. I also check to ensure that 
other dog owners comply with proper behaviors. 

I urge you to make the places we have cherished available to us and our good dogs, that we may continue to walk 
and run and f'!'ljtiy nature and each other. · 

Sincerely, 

JudithLitvich 
San Francisco 

" 
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GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 

3 l'?5'6 -o\- 36 

FAX 561-4355 

4159314699 

Certainly in 75,000 acres, there should be some areas for dog lovers. Compromise 
should ba considered In fairness to alt users Of the recreational areas. Can an area be 
aat aside ao that dogs can be off-leash at the beach? Walking our dog at Crissy Field, I 
notice that families, the elderly and dog owners seem to favor the beach in front of the 
parking lot. But If one crosses the bridge (and the water inlet to the marsh), then the 
beach is much less utilized by those without dogs. So maybe the beach area between 
the inlet and the protected wildlife area can be considered an off-leash area. 

Or maybe there should be time/day limitations. With more people at Crissy during the 
weekend~. maybe the leash law should be enforced. During the week, perhaps some 
time accommodations are possible. 

If the Park Service's mission i$ to provide for the enjoyment, health and well-being of . 
those citizens who use its various facltlties throughout the United States, consideration 
should be given to promoting such benefits for those of us who own and enjoy walking 
our dogs Off-leash. 

• Fumiye Quang 

• 

• 
-
'I 
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Hoplomakus@aol.com 

03/09/2002 02:50 PM 
EST 

3\ <g'Cj-O[- l P. 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: . 

Subject: Support of Exception to National Park Policy on Unleashed Dogs· 

I support an exception to the National Park policy that forbids unleashed dog walking at Fort Funston in 
San Francisco, CA. 
Sincerely, 
Mike Bolden 
159 Duncan State 
San Francisco, CA 9411 O 

GGNRA012480
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tjf@sfsu.edu 

03/09/2002 11 :31 AM 
PST 
Please respond to tjf 

?\C\O-o\- ~~ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: (No subject) 

\, 

""I walk frequently at Fort Funston; too many dogs run in the habitat 
protected areas and there are people who do not clean up after their dog 
defecates. Please require dogs to be leashed, and please enforce the 
rules. Thank you, Tom Foster 

.. . 
• 
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"Trish McMiiian" 
<trishmcmillan@hotma 
II.com> 

03/09/2002 11 :35 PM 
PST 
Please respond to trish 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: off leash dogs 

I am writing in support of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate parks. 

As a dog trainer, off-leash control is.one of my clients' main concernts, 
generally with the goal that they and their dogs can enjoy a good run on one 
of our fabulous Bay area beaches. What's the point of living on the West 
Coast if you can't enjoy the beach with your best friend? Because people 
want this level of off leash verbal control, they are willing to put more 
effort into training their dogs than they mig4t otherwise. 

With the possible exception of toy breeds, it is impossible to give a young, 
healthy dog the exercise it needs on a leash unless you're a marathon 
runner. Without exercise, dogs.develop behavior problems and are often 
relegated to the back yard, where they develop more problems, including 
digging, recreational barking and aggression ... 

Dogs who only get to meet their own kind under the restraint of leashes are 
also prone to developing aggression problems - normal body language and 
greeting rituals are not possible on leash, and a phenomenon known as 
"barrier frustration" often results, sometimes resulting in human injury 
when dogs redirect or people ineptly try to break up squabbles. 

Packed, filthy dog runs are no better. The crowding and lack of movement (as 
opposed to a longitudinal walk on the beach) is not condusive to canine or 

.human safety. I find many of them just plain scary, and my own dogs do not 
.enjoy being crowded into these places. 

I understand that not everyone is a dog lover, and fully support having 
areas where people who dQn't l~ke dogs can enjoy the GGNRA unbothered by 
wagging tails and happy ~oofs .. There are now more dogs than kids in San 
Francisco though, and our furry friends also deserve a place to stretch 
their legs. It's one of the great joys of dog ownership to take a walk on 
the beach or trail and share our canine friends' joy in each new discovery. 

Please find a way to make this possible. 

Trish McMillan 
154 Ethel Ave 
Mill Valley, ca 

Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com 
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"R. Richards" 
<webmaster@painted 
matter.com> 

03/09/2002 07:51 PM 
PST 

Dear Parks Commission, 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: public behavior 

When you are holding the public hearings take a look at the jeering 
contemptuous behavior of many dog owners - imagine these same individuals 
with large dogs running without superv.ision. 

Unfortunately, these people force government to inter~ede - please make sure 
dogs are leashed and under control in public spaces. 

sincerely, 

R. Richards 
San Francisco 

GGNRA012483
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"Jocelyn L. Won" 
<ginseng756@hotmail. 
com> 

03/09/2002 07:14 PM 
PST 

To Whom It May Concern, 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: 

I walk my 3 dogs at Fort Funston ... I've walked there for over 8 years. Fort 
Funston contrary to the opinion of the native plant restoration lobby and 
the bird watching lovers, the dogs that exercise there are the most well 
behaved and socialized dogs in the city. All the dog owners want to do, is 
to have a safe place to exercise our dogs. I don't understand the 
problem ... we are no danger to the ecosystem at Fort Funston. The area lacks 
the amenities usual to most parks, eg decent weather, areas where plants and 
flowers can grow and prosper, land that doesn't change with the conditions -
eg the sand dunes are mobile and change constantly according to the weather 
conditii;ms. Because of the speci.fics of the area, dog walking and hang 
gliding;are the most accessible forms of recreation. Regardless of the 
aforementioned, dog walking has been a activity of the area since the land 
stopped being a military area. How can you in all good conscious take away 
what has been a long established enjoyment to the citizens of this city? 
What we dog owners are asking for is not exceptional ... we just want to walk 
our dogs. 

Jocelyn L. Won 
756 Colby St 
San Francisco 94134 

Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com 

... 

II 
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Robert Booth and Pam 
Powell 
<bopambo@earthlink. 
net> 

03/09/2002 05:37 PM 
PST 

GGNRA - Unleashed Dogs: 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: National Park Policy - Unleashed Dogs 

I've walked the beach area of San Francisco and Daly City for years, since I 
moved to the Bay Area in 1968. I've dpne so as a single male; later with my 
family, my children, sometimes accompanied by a pet and others not. I've 
never experienced a problem with my dogs or with tho~e under the care of 
other people while ·the animals were off leash. That is, not to say that 
problems can't occur, or that they don't. However my experience has been 
very positive. On a few occasions I have experienced dogs on leash which did 
act out, m?ybe a result of being on leash or it was their nature. However 
their owners seemed to have control of those animals. 

I strongly believe the parklands of the Bay Area are a much safer place to 
stroll and hike because of the presence of dogs and their owners. The dogs 
are not very tolerant of weird behavior, aggressive behavior, loud and angry 
behavior. Act out and you will most likely draw the attention of any dogs in 
the area. I know there are individuals that experience varying degrees of 
discomfort around dogs. There are others who won't walk in an area 
frequented by them, avoiding contact altogether. I can only hope they will 
come to' appreciate their presence . 

What should be doRe when a owner doesn't properly oversee or control his 
dog? I feel there are adequate laws to enforce proper conduct. If there is a 
specific area of concern, it should be addressed, but not by limiting off 
leash access to the area. I believe we should return to the traditional uses 
of the GGNRA and allow unleashed dogs, under the control of their owners, to 
again enjoy the ocean, beaches and hills without the restrictions that have 
recently been imposed. 

Sincerely, Bob Booth ( and Ashley, Matt and Pam Powell) 

GGNRA012485
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"Ruth Claire Kaplan" 
<ruthkapl@earthlink.n 
et> 

03/09/2002 04:18 PM 
PST 
Please respond to 
ruthkapl 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps~gov> 
cc: 

Subject: No unleashed dogs in GGNRA! 

I hope that the dog owners will not be allowed to infringe on the right of walkers and runners to enjoy the 
many paths in the GGNRA. As a runner, I am constantly inconvenienced and endangered by careless 
owners and their dogs. I should not be prevented from using my favorite running paths by these 
inconsiderate people. I am fearful of many dogs and I just don't see that the "righf' exists for dog owners 
to allow their dogs to terrorize people who are afraid of dogs. 

Thank you for your time, 

Ruth Kaplan 

• 
,. 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear superintendent Brian O'Neill: .. 

'' 

March 09, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express ·my support ror maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with tneir dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection. 

There are several reasons why the leash law should be enforced -
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habitat. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk 
their dogs off-leash· in tne GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of.thesa species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners t? heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail time. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park system. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could use this as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 

,.,.... 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that prouects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommodates domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

elizabeth imrnergut 
po box 76 
san jose, NM 87565 
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GGNRA 
ATTN:ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
SF, CA 94132 

DearGGNRA: 

126 Springfield Dr. 
SF1 CA94132 

I am writing this letter to express my dismay at your department's decision to stop 
responsible dog owner.i from letting their animals run off leash in the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Arca. 

I am aware that when the San Francisco gave this land to the GGNRA, it was stated in 
the transfer that this land be used as "recreational open space" for the citizerui of the city, If you 
termimite the off leash rights of dog owners, you are violating this pact between the city and your 
organization. 

Dogs definitely need areas in the GGNRA to run free and exercise off leash. To restrict 
and deny the rights of dogs to be off leash in the GGNRA is a cruel mistake by your committee . 

.. 
• 

Heidi Queen 

r 

l0'd 90t9t89Stt>l L£r£NaaL w~ 9s:a0 z00z-60-~~w 
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GGNRA 
ATTN:ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
SF,CA94132 

DearGGNRA: 

126 Springfield Dr. 
SF,CA94132 

I am writina this letter to express my dismay at your department's decision to stop 
responsible dog owners from letting their animals run off leash in the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area. 

I am aware that when the San Francisco gave this land to the GGNRA, it was stated in 
the transfer that this land be used as "recreational open space" for the citizens of the city. If you 
tonninate the off leash rights of dog owners, you are violating this pact between the city and your 
organization. 

Dogs definitely need areas in the GGNRA to run free and exercise off leash. To restrict 
and deny the rights of dogs to be off leash in the GGNRA is a cruel mistake by your committee. 

Sincerely, 

Russell Moeller 

Z0"d 90t9t89Stt>t L£r£NcrSL w~ 9s:s0 Z00Z-G0-~~w 

amr.nn1na-w::a.w11 Ji l·••-cw.aiC:c:c::uw 
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GGNRA RE: ANPR 
. '\. 

We advocate strict enforcement of leash laws throughout the GGNRA, 

To answer the questions putforth In the newspaper: 

1, Re ''voice control areas" With rare exception voice control ls a sham, 

2, No areas are suitable for off leash use. Off leash dogs pose a threat to wildlife, 
children and all other users. Leashed dogs do or should not. 

3. Dogs should be limited to two (2) per person. We believe more than that number 
cannot effectively be controlled by one person. 

4: No times for off leash use would be allowed. How would the wildlife know? This would 
also ~ffectively be a "no use" time for patrons unable or unwilling to deal with off leash 
animals. 

S. Requiring a bond for off leash users is a good Idea. It would provide a layer of 
insulation to GGNRA from lawsuits by victims of off leash dogs. 

6. Waivers of liability are rarely supportable In court, This most likely would be a waste of 
time and resources. - -

7. Environmental Impact would range from low to severe, depending on how many dogs 
are using the facility off leash, Fenced areas would limit the damage to the fenced area. 

8. A mitigating factor would be to have an escalating scale of fines for repeat offenders. 
This tactic has proven effective for motor vehicle users where fines in certain areas or 
under certain circumstances are.,._ doubled or tripled. In addition, a ·~hree strikes" rule, 
where after the dog is impounded fota time, with the owner paying for the boarding as 
well as the fines should be an effective deterrent. 

9. Owners would be required to keep their dogs under control at all times. 

10. Fenced areas would protect other patrons and wildlife but would most likely only be 
used by a limited number of dog owners. The rest would shun such areas due to 
overcrowding or their dogs' inability to interact peacefully with others. 

11. Users should be limited to two on leash dogs per person. (see #3) 

12. The Park services should pay for any facilities, improvements and operations. This is 
why we pay taxes for such areas and precisely why no significant changes should be 
made for this small, albeit loud and militant, group of users . 

ss·- F?XitTPl 
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Joanna Dyrr 
<jdyrr@FlnanclalEngin 
es.com> 

03/10/2002 10:21 PM 
PST 

To Whom It May Concern-

' 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: Advocate of responsible off-leash recreation 

Please read the attached concerning Ft. Funston off-leach privileges. 

Thanks, 
Joanna K. Dyrr 

GGNRA Petition.doc 

\ 
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March 9, 2002 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Attn: ANPR 
Superintendent, Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

via FAX: (415) 561-4355 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I 
! 

I 
./ 
, 

(. 

I have been taking my dog, Marley, to Fort Funston (as well as Crissy Field) for the last year since 
I've moved back to the City from the East Bay, during which time he has frolicked with various dogs 
of all breeds off-leash. He has never come into negative contact with other people or other dogs. 
We always look forward to our outings in this wonderful region in order to give him some freedom 
in the confines of the City. Though Marley is an energetic pup, full of life and playfulness, he 
behaves well under command and thrives in his time spent with other canines. 

I sincerely hope that our current freedom to share our parks with our pets continues. So few places 
exist anymore where good dogs are welcome, that places like Fort Funston have become havens for 
dog owners - and Heaven on earth to our dogs. I've watched dog-owners, non-dog owners, hang
gliders and joggers all share these areas in camaraderie. I've also seen communities and friendships 
develop among people who frequent these areas with their pets; and a sense of pride is harbored in 
keeping these areas clean and usable for ALL. · 

After the tragic dog mauling tha! took gl~ce locally this last year, this only symbolizes even more why 
dogs need adequate time to socialize with other dogs and humans, and not kept contained behind • 
fences, walls or to chains. Dogs, like people, need to mingle, or they become unruly and abnormal. 

I hope that we, as responsible dog owners and SF tax payers, make the right decision to support off
leash recreation in a mere 0.5% of the GGNRA land; there is an abundance of open space in over 
74,000 other acres to balance active recreation with the need to protect natural habitats and preserve 
resources. Please do not take away this awesome privilege for us or (wo)man's best friend! 

Thank you in advance, 

Joanna K Dyrr 

cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com 

GGNRA012493
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Virginia Davis 
<virginla@eipye.com> 

03/10/2002 10:30 PM 
PST 

To: goga_pets..:_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: martin@eipye.com 

Subject: Dogs 

·····-· ._. ......... ,. .... ........,...._ ___ _,.,.,....,.,..-.,,,.,.....,.~ .. ,., ..... ,,.,,.,,,,.,_,,,,,., ....... -. ......... iii ...... ~-·""'·~ 

Was walking on Muir Beach today and read the notice about leash 
requirements. Please, please require dogs to be on leash. I could accept a 
fenced in dog run area, but do not want to cope with the way in which many 
dogs are allowed to misbehave by negligent owners. Virginia Davis 

.. 

~ 
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Virginia Davis 
<virglnia@eipye.com> 

03/11/2002 04:04 PM 
PST 

: ·:; ". .. ~ -

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: dog c6ntrol 

I have sent email strongly favoring an enforced le~sh law in the National 
recreation area. I carelessly omitted my home address: 3360 Dwight way, 
Berkeley, CA 94704. All dogs on leashes, the sooner the better, Virginia Davis 

.. 
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Martin Davis 
<martin@elpye.com> 

03/10/2002 10:02 PM 
PST 

32.o?.. ... Ol- l 0 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: pet leashes 

I believe strongly that to protect the area and to make visits more 
enjoyable, leashes on dogs should definitely be required in the Golden Gate 
Recreational Area. 

I would not be opposed to accommodating dogs and their owners in a modest 
fenced in "dog run." 

Martin Davis 
3360 Dwight Way 
Berkeley, CA 94704-2523 

Martin Davis 
Visiting Scholar UC Berkeley 

Professor Emeritus, NYU 
martin@eipye.com 
(Add 1 and get 0) 

http://www.eipye.com 

• 
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"Tys Sniffen" 
<tyss@mindspring.co 
m> 
03/10/2002 09:16 PM 
PST 

To: <goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov> 
cc: <fortfunston@hotmail.com> 

Subject: ANPR Comment: In Support of Off-leash Dog Walking in the GGNRA 

Please take the reasonable course of action and continue to allow dogs to be 
off leash. The narrow-minded arguments against off-leash dog walking do not 
make true sense. 

1. safety for other people: dogs off leash do not bite random people. I 
would argue that any dogs bite more readily· when on leash and feeling 
trapped .. or tied up or fenced in their own areas, not in parks. Also, I 
would like you to ask the pro-leash people to produce numbers when talking 
about safety. How many people have been bitten by off leash dogs in SF? In 
Parks? 

2. disturbing nature: 
birds:· tif:e shore birds are just as bothered by joggers and walkers as they 
are by off leash dogs. If that's the big issue, keep everyone away from 
them. 
plants: dogs on leash will still walk on the plants, just as much as off. 
In fact, they• 11 drag their owners over the p'recious grasses and ice-plant 
as well. 
poop: there are people who pick up, and there are people who don't. Having 
their dog on a leash won't make people pick up any more than before. 
Instead of leashes, try and enforce the cleanup laws . 

3. over u~e by dog people: yes, Fort Funston and other places are well used 
by dog people .. how many other people use the areas? Who is your biggest 
constituents? dog people. Driving them away with leash laws will not only 
leave your parks empty, but drive them into City parks, where the same 
problems will arise .. continuing this cycle of foolishness. 

Please use logic and think about the numbers in this decision. 

thank you for your time, a 

Tys Sniffen 

Tys Sniffen 
Deus Ex Machina 

• • 

Leadership Drive Creativity Perspective 
415.606.7746 

.. 
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"Laine Barbanell 
Schipper" 
<LOST-ARTS@sbcglob 
al.net> 

03/10/2002 11 :59 PM 
EST 

February 28, 2002 

ANPR, Golden Gate 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: Comments - Dog Policy 

National Recreation Area, Building 201·, 
Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax: 415) 561-4355 

Dear Park Service, 

As responsible San Francisco dog owners who regularly 
walk our 3 year old, well behaved border colli.e mix -
from the Rescue - in the City parks, we are extremely 
dismayed to see proposals to eliminate responsibl~ off
leash recreation in the GGNRA - there is plenty of 
room in over 74,000 acres to balance active recreation 
with the need to protect and preserve resources. 

How will 100,000 San Francisco dogs exercise.without 
the significant off-leash areas available to us today 
in the GGNRA? Restricting them to crowded conditions 
dog pens will lead to even well-behaved dogs getting 
into fights and causing trouble. Instead, we need 
to expand the designated off-leash areas, particularly 
unfenced trails. The Park Service needs to live up to 
its charter "to provide for the maintenance of needed 

·recreational open space necessary for urban 
environment and.planning." 

No one has a problem with unleashed dogs accompanying 
hunters with guns that kill other animals in 43 
National Parks; why is there suth a big problem with 
simply walking dogs off leash in our urban parks and 
beaches? When we go into the GGNRA parks, it seems 
that a large number - if not majority - of park users 
are dog owners. It is unreasonable to deny so many 
citizens the right to use the parks as they· wish for 
their own exercise as well as for their dogs. 

In the meanwhile, please stop aggressively enforcing 
the general regulation for pets on leash in the parts 
of the GGNRA identified by the 1979 GGNRA Pet Policy 
as allowing off-leash recreation; please only give 
citations for aggressive or destructive dogs, as 
promised in April, 2001. 

Joel and Laine Barbanell Schipper 
And Ember 
146 Swiss Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94131 

Cc: SFDOG, c/o fortfunston@hotmail.com 

I 
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RuthW57@aol.com 

03/10/2002 11 :50 PM 
EST 

To whom it may concern: 

·---- -·- ···--- ·--- ----·· ·····--. ··--·--·-··--------·····--· -·. 

To: goga_pets_.:.anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Off Leash Dogs at GGNRA 

... 

I am a pet lover and a beach walker. I have been rushed by unleashed dogs, 
jumped on, barked at, but not yet bitten .. I have stepped in their messes and 
have avoided others. 

I think that there is a place for dogs_ in the GGNRA: On leash on marked 
trails and beaches. 

Having a dog does not give a person the right to run it wherever they see 
fit. The responsibility for the animal's fitness lay with the owner, not with 
society as a whole. Dogs running free should be restricted to their owner's 
ability to provide the open space for them, not our park system. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth H. Wallace 

.. 
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"Blaschke, Kenneth" 
<kenneth.blaschke@d 
b.com> 

03/10/2002 11 :09 PM 
EST 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Please keep the presidio a no-leash environement 

As an owner of a small black pug, who wouldn't harm a flee, 
I am disappointed that the actions of a few dogs could cause the ban of all 
unleashed dogs. 

If the park does wish to ban some off .leash dogs, please limit it to those 
dogs that have a history of problems· interacting with other dogs and people, 
namely: 
1) dobermans 
2) german shepards 
3) rotweilers 

Please contact me with any questions. 

Ken Blaschke 

This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you 
are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) 
please notify the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Any 
unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this 
e-mail is strictly forbidden . 

.. .. 
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"aimee1956" 
<aimee1956@netzero.n 
et> 

03/10/2002 07:06 PM 
PST 

---·---··-·----·· ·- ·-· .. ··----

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: off leash 

we need to have a place where dogs can run free. please do not make this leash law come to fruition. thank u 
evangeline grecousis 

375 mandarindr#315 

daly city, ca 94015 
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• 
Virginia & Harold 
Woodson 
<illbysea@pacbell.net> 

03/10/2002 06:38 PM 
PST 

To Whom It May Concern, 

-----------------------------··-- ....... . 

3.2.08-0\ - \.{:\ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dog Walking Rights - Sutro Park, Lands End & Ocean Beach 

My husband and I are residents of the Richmond District who have lived 
on 48th Avenue for the past 6 years. I was raised in this area since 
1954 and live in the family house I gr,ew up in, directly across from 
Sutro Meadows, when it was a true meadows with only sandunes and ice 
plant. This whole area had originally been part of the land Adolph 
Sutro had entrusted to the City and County of San Francisco. As such, 
these areas were always family oriented sites,." which included dogs on 
and off lease and horses. We were a true neighborhood. Seniors would 
congregate; and families would congregate around sunset time because 
Sutro Park.was a true NEIGHBORHOOD SAN FRANCISCO PARK, until the GGNRA 
took over the area. As such, dog owners were responsible owners as most 
are now in this area, are cognizant of and respectful of those without 
dogs. We feel with the sensationalized news coverage against dogs this 
has put a stigma against all dog owners. we: are for the most part very 
law biding citizens and we personally do a lot of volunteer work to 
maintain the park and meadows. We take great pride in our area and show 
it. We help police the area, clean and plant flowers. We feel dog 
owners are an easy target for property damage when in fact we have 
serious vandalism and homeless problems every day in this open space. 
Trees get gratified, homeless leave their belongings and human feces!!!, 
etc. We can't even get those caught vandalizing the park arrested and 
prosecuted. And the government wants to aim at citing dog owners!!! 

As one possible solution for Sutro Park, Lands End and Ocean Beach is to 
have a set time dogs are allowed off lease, such as up to 10:00 AM and 
from 6:00 - S:OOPM. 

Please feel free to con~ac~ us.at iiibysea@pacbell.net . 
• 

Sincerely, 

Virginia and Harold Woodson 
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David Harris 
<dharris@petersendea 
n.com> 

03/10/2002 05:56 PM 
PST 
Please respond to David 
Harris 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dogs at GGNRA 

I am extremely OPPOSED to allowing dogs to run UNLEASHED in GGNRA. They are a menace, they 
destroy natural habitats, they are a mess, and they are a threat to the other users of the park. Please 
ENFORCE THE LEASH LAWS! Thank you, . 

David Harris 

This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
. privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

.. 
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Oldad94080@aol.com 

03/10/2002 08:29 PM 
EST 

3~10 .. ot - :38 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Dog-Leash Options 

GGNRA is trying to apply rules that are applicable~in a wilderness setting to 
an urban open-space setting, and it is inappropriate. An area should be set 
aside at Fort Funston and other GGNRA areas for unleashed dog exercise. 
Included in this area should be the beach. Dogs do the least damage there 
and get the most exercise. I have a Golden Retriever, and she. delights in 
endlessly retrieving balls from the surf. 

Please allow responsible owners to have unleased dogs in GGNRA. 

Herman L. Alcalde 
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LindaMarksSF@cs.co 
m 

To: Goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: EarlBlauner@cs.com 

03/10/2002 08:09 PM 
EST 

Subject: Unleashed dogs in GGNRA - NO! 

~. 

We'd like to add our voices to those hoping the National Park Service will 
not give in to the well-or9hestrated pleas of dog owners and dog walkers to 
open GGNRA to unleashed dogs. Unleashed dogs just don't belong in our 
national parks. It is more appropriate for dog-walking areas to be in parks 
that are not of national significance --- city, county and regional parks. 

We are hikers and amateur naturalists and s'ee a direct correlation between 
the presence of dogs and the non-presence of wildlife. Our experience in the 
Marin Headlands with unleashed dogs who were supposedly under "voice control" 
has been very negative. Just one example -- We saw a woman with five dogs 
who were chasing deer - and the woman was screaming at the dogs at the top of 
her lungs. This was not exactly.the kind of peaceful experience we were 
hoping for. 

The truth is, most dogs act like dogs. They see a rabbit, they run after the 
rabbit. They see a deer, they run after the deer. The comment in March 
8th's San Francisco Chronicle that "studies of thousands of dogs on GGNRA 
property in 1996 and 1998 showed that anywhere from 94 to 98 percent of the 
pets did not chase birds" neglects the fact that there are many fewer birds 
on GGNRA property because of the dogs --- and even 2-6% of "thousands of 
dogs" chasing birds·is going to disturb other park visitors' experience. 

In addition to reducing our chance of seeing wildlife, unleashed dogs present 
a potential physical threat to visitors (especially children), park staff, 
wildlife and to one another. Many times I've been jumped on by unleashed 
dogs while the owner is saying "Oh, don't worry, he won't bite." Frankly, I 
don't want to be put in the position of having to find out. 

Add to this the issues of the 75 endangered, threatened or special-status 
species that live or are dependent on the park for migration mentioned in the 
ANPR document outlining the :!..ssues, the trampling of native vegetation, etc. 
and we see no reason for GGN'Rb to be granted an exception to the national ~ 
park rules. 

While this does not relate to the current decision before the National Park 
Service, we also feel there also needs to be much better enforcement of 
existing leash laws in the GGNRA. We see lots of dogs there, but they are 
rarely on leashes. (We fail .to understand what the purpose is of a leash 
draped around a dog-owner's ~houlders.) And even leashed dogs don't belong 
on narrow single-track trails (where we unfortunately see them all too often.) 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide public comment. 

Sincerely, 

Earl Blauner and Linda Marks 

P.S. We hope that you will count this as two responses because there are two 
of us who feel equally strongly that unleashed dogs do not belong in GGNRA or 
on any national park land. 

******************************** 
Earl Blauner and Linda Marks 
1177 Green Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
Phone: 415-441-4520 
Fax: 415-771-0715 
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• 
ken lee 
<nekoboycat@yahoo.c 
om> 

03/09/2002 07:43 AM 
PST 

Hi GGNRA: 

~ 
· To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 

cc: 
Subject: Keep dogs on leash PLEASE .. 

We are ALL (5 total) in support of the GGNRA's postion 
on 
keeping dogs leashed. 

Thank You-

Ken Lee, Sf, Ca 

Miyuki Y. Lee, SF, Ca. 

May Lee, Sf, Ca. 

Alvin Lee, Daly City, ca. 

Jan Lee, San Mateo, Ca. 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the world's greatest free email! 
http://mail.yahoo.com/ 

" 
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• 
Judith or Charles 
Hibbard 
<sllashlbb@earthllnk.n 
et> 

03/10/2002 11 :15 AM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Unleashed dogs at GGNRA-NO! 

Please let me add my voice to those who wish to keep the GGNRA leash 
laws. For one thing, it is crucial to preserve plant and animal 
species. More importantly, there are many of us who prefer not to be 
accosted by romping dogs, however safe· they might be to humans, 
because we are allergic or simply do not wish to have,them jump on 
us. Where is our safe space? And when dog fece·s are removed even by 
the most careful humans, there's quite a bit of residue on which I 
would not care to step or sit. 

I lived with a large dog (German ~hepherd) in a large city (NYC) and 
came to realize that there are simply limits ~o pet choice we must 
accept--for their own good. If a breed is too much in need of 
exercise in an open space, don't have it in the city. I will never 
again have a dog in an urban area, nor do I let my cats go outside. 
If humans are to have the privilege of visiting a national shore, we 
must accepts limits for the benefit of the mqny. 

Thank you. 
Judith Hibbard 
silashibb@earthlink.net 
San Francisco 

-. 
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• 
Jennifer Young 
<flylngchimpanzee@m 
onkeybrains.net> 

03/10/2002 10:25 AM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Public comment on pets allowed in GGNRA 

Are only the rich allowed to know the privilege of living with a dog? 
Where will the public be allowed to exercise their dog? Because once 
this precedent is set what is to stop every public place from banning 
un-leashed dogs? Domesticated animals are an extremely enriching part 
of life. Yes, sometimes dogs bite but sometimes people are violent too. 
Should we chain humans in public places just in case one or two of them 

get out of hand? In order to experience the good in life one must risk 
the bad. This is not a video game this is real life where unpleasant 
things sometimes happen. I know we want to *try* and reduce these risks 
but in doing so we sometimes reduce what enriches our lives. 

P.S. I have never owned a dog so this request is not an entirely selfish bid. 

Thank you fdr your consideration, 
Jennifer G. Young 
San Francisco 

... 

'.· 
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"Rolf Kallenbach" 
<rolfkallenbach@hotm 
ail.com> 

03/10/2002 09:57 AM 
PST 

> Rolf Kallenbach 
> 74 Morningside Drive 
> San Francisco, CA 
> 
> To Whom It May Concern, 
> 

~--------------·--···--·-·~"--·. --

To: <goga_pets.:..anpr@nps.gov=:-
cc: . 

Subject: Please enforce existing lease laws - as a dog owner 

> As a dog owner and lover of nature, I am very happy that the National Park 
> Service is requiring all dog walkers to have their animals on a leash, 
> especially in Gold gate Park, Ocean Beach and Fort Funston areas close to 
> our home. This will only benefit parents of small children and the 
wildlife 
> that try to share those areas with the dogs and their walkers. 
> 
> The times that I have dared to jog through Fort Funston in San Francisco I 
> have seen packs of dogs running all over the place destroying plants, 
> chasing birds and joggers, and jumping up on people. 
> I have never see parents with small children at Fort Funston -- they don't 
> dare to take small children there. That is absurd! 
> 
> In fact some people have 5 to 8 dogs with them. This creates havoc in the 
> park areas when these 'professional" dog walkers meet with each other and 
> their dogs run ail over the place without any supervision. That is 
absurd! 
> 
> Don't let the highly vocal dog lobby overwhelm you. The vast majority of 
> the electorate feels as I do, but will not take the time to express 
> themselves .. 
> 
> Please continue to push for.enforcement of these laws and to not allow 
>professional dog walkers tCQ.unleash dogs in these areas. Of course these 
> laws will be difficult to enforce, but eventually the dog walkers will get 
> used to the law. 
> 
> Suggestions: 
> 
> Set aside special times of. the day or special days for certain areas. 
> Ban professional dog walkers from certain areas and require leashes. 
> Other areas -- such as Fort Funston need to be returned to families with 
> children. 
> 
> 
> Sincerely, 
> 
> Rolf Kallenbach 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> rolfkallenbach@hotmail.com 
> 
>The information transmitted in this email.and/or any attached 
> document(s) is confidential and intended only for the person or 
> entity to whfch it is addressed and may contain privileged material. 
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> received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the 
>material from any computer.~ 
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"Heins, Derek" 
<dheins@lronslde.com 
> 

03/10/2002 07:37 AM 
PST 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Fort Funston 

As an avid birder and naturalist, I am writing to express my strong support 
for the efforts to protect wildlife at Fort Funston. I find the attitudes 
of domestic pets selfish and believe that their attitude towards this 
delicate and essential habitat inexusable. Dogs and cats can live and breed 
anywhere in the North America because they have the privelege of having a 
house to go into and a bowl of food placed before them every day of their 
lives. Endangered species DON'T. 

There are certain issues where "the majority" .. opinion does not represent the 
correct opinion. The vast majority of dog owners have little appreciation 
for.the value of breeding locations to endan~red species. 

I find t~1e the "bullying" attitude of many of these dogowners insulting. I 
suggest talking a big area of grass somewhere with little value to wildlife, 
fence it off, and let the dogs run wild. Why do they have to have Fort 
Funston, of all places. 

Derek Heins 

. . 
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Deanna Nim 
<falada@pacbell.net> 

03/10/2002 12:19 AM 
PST 

Dear City Officials, 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: letter about Funston dog park 

I would like to say that in my entire life (45 years) I have never utilized 
any national, state or city park as much as .I utilize Fort Funston with my 
dogs (4 Siberian Huskies). Without any exaggeration whatsoever, it is my 
favorite place to go in the Bay Area .. ·Ther~ are countless people using Fort 
Funston for their own and their dogs' recreation. I d~n't see how anybody 
could even think of taking this privilege away. Aren't the parks and 
recreation areas supposed to be for us to use? Show me a better-utilized 
park area. There are thousands of wonderful pl~ces people can go that dogs 
are not allowed. Why think of taking away this 'one beloved spot? I have to 
admit I don't understand. 

Sincerely, 

Deanna Jay Chu Nim 
P.O. Box 370426 
567 7th Street 
Montara, CA 94037 
650. 728. 0228 
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• 
Mike Wilson 
<mlke@restorationtim 
her.com> 

03/10/2002 03:29 PM 
PST 
Please respond to mike 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Pet Management Comment 

I am thankful to all involved and the debate and discussion opportunities. 

My Wife and I have lived in San Francisco for the P?!St 10 plus years and have been fortunate to see the 
tremendous growth the city has experienced; the change and redevelopment of the Presidio and now to 
participate in this discussion. We have always been active and enthusiastic about the variety of uses that 
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) provides. From the time we moved here and did not 
have a pet and over the past one and one-half years since we got our dog. As we have chosen to live in 
the city we made a very conscious decision about our dog, the breed, the temperament and the training. 
We have--:invested considerable time, money, effort and supervision to see that he is well behaved, 
energetic and cared for. That said we want to be able to continue to use the local areas with our pet off 
leash. We believe that this is possible a~d that there are options that can and should be considered. 

The first thing to consider is training, there are numerous options locally as well as self study that is 
available. If the dog is under voice or signal control there is no reason that he/she should not be allowed 
to be off leash. I am sure that local training schools would be more than happy to develop and provide 
"Park Approved" training and provide certificates to the pet and owners. This provides the safest 
environment for pets, owners and non pet owners . 

If there cannot be agreement in the training another alternative is to have limited hours that these areas 
are open to pets off leash. I believe this should also include a training requirement. 

We enjoy our dog and we enjoy having the opportunity to use the local facilities. We hope some clear 
agreement can be reached. 

• 
Sincerely ... 
Mike and Mickey Wilson 
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Tom Walker . 
<claydi@pacbell.net> 

03/10/2002 02:47 PM 
GMT 
Please respond to claydi _ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Pet management in the GGNRA 

I would like to express my disappointment at the way the Park Service is 
handling this issue. 

I am a loving pet-owner who is concerned for the welfare of all persons and 
animals, including wildlife. 

The city and county of San Francisco is a densely-populated urban area, 
visited by millions of people each year. One of the hallmarks of our 
heritage has been our ability to reconcile the· diverse interests and needs 
of all those people. Why has the Park Service, then, made this into a 
simplistic, us-versus-them, all-~r-nothing situation? Surely we can develop 
a plan that allows trained and well-behaved pets to roam free in certain 
areas, protects wildlife in certain areas and promotes a feeling of 
inclusiveness for all of the people of the Bay Area. The NPS should long 
ago have made a reasonable effort to put such plans before the public for 
comment, rather than the take-no-prisoners approach that has generated such 
ill-will on all sides. 

It's time for Park Service leadership and a good faith effort to find a 
positive outcome for all the interested parties. The trust and good will of 
Bay Area citizens is too valuable to lose, and will be difficult to win 
back, once lost . 

Tom Walker 
1826 Church Street 
San Francisco, CA 94131 
415. 648. 7240 

' 

\ 
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MAR-10-2002 11:41 AM M.S. POLACHEK 

Golden Oate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Maso~ Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax: 415-561-4355 

Dear OoJden Gate National Recreation Area: 

415 928 2006 

"\ 

Otf-leasb dog walking is not only important, but essential to the well .. being of the people 
and dogs of San Francisco. San Francisco is home to well socialized dogs, which I credit 
to the many opportunities dogs here have t.o meet, play, run and wrestle with other dogs 
in off-leash areas. H11ving lived in many othe'I' cities across this country. I have noticed 
the difference in dogs and people in Sllil FnlllCisco. · · 

l1ie many off-leash areas in San Francisco is a key element t.o what makes this city 
unique. This is a city that revels in people's freedom to be who they are regardless of 
race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation. This .fi'ccdom was extended to dogs in 1979 when 
the GGNRA Citizen's Advisory Commission implemented a Pet Policy allowing dogs t.o 
be off-leash in certain areas of the park. The (':iGNRA should abide by this policy, which 
has been in place for over 20 years, end not restrict our fteedom. 

In fiwt, the City of San Francisco reaU1.ed how important this freedom of off-leash dog 
walking when it gave the beaches and coastal bluffs t.o you, the GGNRA. The Notional 
Park Service assured San Francisco that the tradition of off-leash dog walking would be 
continued. Now the Park Service h; threatening to no longer honor its conunitment to 
maintain the broad range of recreational use that is appropriate in an urban park, which is 
the purpose of such a park. 

It's your claim that it is the need for compliance with the National Park Service rule that 
prohibit.c; off-leash dogs that prompts this abrupt change in policy. But in actuality there 
are exceptions to the off-leash. ban in more than 40 national parks. The GGNRA 1w been 
an exception to this rule for at l\t 23 years by allowing off-leash walking. Why should 
this exception not continue? 

I am not asking for an increased amount of space for off-leash dogs. All I want is fur the 
0.5% of the 75,000 acres in the park that bas been provided fur traditional off-leash areas 
to continue as off-leash areus. This 1:11Jows a lot of space in the GGNRA for the sensitive 
habitat that needs protect;o.n fi'~m dogs and wildlife. 

Atcro, the GGNRA is going against the modem trend that is reoognizing and allowing off
Jeash dog areas. The State ofCalifomia recently recogniz,ed that filCt with plans fur an 
off-leash area at Candlestick State Recreation Area in San Francisco . 

• 
\{~ 

P.01 
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Selective enforcement would occur unless the OGNRA is planning to have more staff 
policing the leash policy. Yes, there would be a set policy against off-leash dogs but the 
enforcement of that policy would not be consistent without increased policing and 
personnel. 

As for the is.'ue of dog waste, just because people have their dog on a leash does not 
make them responsible pet owners. Responsible dog owners pick their waste up 
regardless of their dog being on or off-leash. There are (iUITCntly policies regarding 
picking up your pet's waste md yet, dog wa.4ite can still be seen were it was originally 
pJac~d as a dog was out for their walk. If this policy is not IUlcquatdy enforced, how can 
the GONRA CKpt'Ct to enfurce a new policy regarding dogs? Also, employees of the 
OGNRA regularly leave the waste fi'om their horses on the beaches and in the parks. As 
perk rangers and police ere riding their 'horses on patrol, no one picks up the waste their 
horse~ lea\'e behind, which is larger than dog Wllste. 

As for dog attackst it was about a year ago that a friend's dog was attacked in a park. The 
dog's injuries were much increased due to the &et that he was on leash. The dog could · 
not adequately protect nor defend itself by running away from an attacking dog. The two 
dog::i that fata11y attacked Diane Whipple were on leashes. Again. responsible pet owners 
do not create problems and we should not be punished for others' im:sponsibility. 
Irresponsibility cannot be stopped by merely p11SSing laws regulating fundamental rights. 
CurtaiUng our freedom by eliminating off-leash dog areas will not solve the problems 
raised by the GGNRA. Instead, it will simply remove one of the things that makes San 
Francisco an incredible city to Jive in. 

As a concerned c;ti7.en, dog owner and dog lover, I thank you for taking the time to 
review my thoughts regarding the off-leash issue. 

Sincerely, 

Melis S. Polachek 
724 Great Highway #1 
San Francisco, CA 94121 
41 S-933-6300 

" 

Q 
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Mar 10 02 ll:lBa · Dona 1 d Sweet 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention!ANPR 

415-931-823? 

We are Sao Francisco residents and taxpaye~ who have eitjoyed walking our dog at Crissy Field and other 
Parle areas for years. The benmts to both human and canine participants in off-leash clog walking are truly 
incalculable: exercise, socialization, conunwtity involvement is only a few! At Crissy Field, where ~ 
can run. ptay and swim in the bay, stress-reduction is cbtainabJe in a city that.sorely needs it. Off~leash 
recreation was agreed to by the National Park service when its plan for renovation "WaS submitted. 

There are so few areas available to citizens who want to do right by their pets and provide the ex:ercise and 
sOclalization that: all living creatures require. It is our m1clerstanding,that less titan one percent af off-leash 
areqs is.on GGNRA land ' 

Keep the promise made. Allow responsible off-leash dog wallciJl8 at Crissy Field! 
! • 

Sincerely, 

Sara and Donald Sweet 

P· 1 
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Mar 10 02 01:03p 

GGNRA; 
Attention: ANPR; 
Fort Mason, Building 
201; SF CA 94123. 
FAX: (415) 561-4355 

--.~ . 

3/10/2002 

Re: Comment of unleashing dogs on Marin GGNRA 

GGNRA, 
Last year a dear 15 year old, female friend of mine was 

severly bitten on one of your GGNRA beaches (Marin). where 
as, a leash law did exist but was not enforced. This friend had 
her face severly lacerated requiring ER attention, future plactic 
surgery, and the continual memory of the event and the fear with 
it, to this day. I cannot expect to convey to you the horror of this 
event. had it been a 3 year old, it would have been just as 
defenseless, and just as senseless. Once you remove the 

p. 1 

leash laws then we are sObjected to the overbearing attitude of , 
the owners who can now brandish their dogs in your face making 
"us", "we", at hostage, and thus feeling stupid that we have tflese 
concerns. Please don't do this thing. Once we have lost our 
rights to animals, especially dogs, then we have lost our ri~hts 
to be human. She is scarred for life, after this bite. She can t go 
back, and often once you change these laws, you don't go back 
either. Stay where you are. We need the deterrant. It is the only 
law which stands in the face of reason, and gives us the edge 
we need to protect ourselves. 

ii 

30 year Marin County resident 
makeover@usisp.com 
P.O. Box 151391 
san rafael, Ca. 94915 
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Steven 0. Gourlay MBBS FRACP PhD 
77 Montezuma St. San Francisco CA 94110 

Tel. 415 920 2215 Fax. 415 920 2219 Email: goo@gene.com 

FAX 1page415 561 4355 

GGNRA 
Attention ANPR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco 
CA 94123 

March 10, 2002 

Re: Off-leash use of Fort Funston area and other Park areas 

DearGGNRA, 

I am writing to strongly support the continuance of off-leash recreational use for dogs in 
the Fort FWlston and other similar parks . 

My key reasons for allowing off-leash dog walking are: 
• Shortage of off-leash areas in the San Francisco area 
• Excellent overall track-record of safety and public responsibility among dog 

owners in these areas 
• Ability to target educational and structural initiatives to further improve safety 

and conservation while continuing to allow most areas for off-leash use 
• Lack of nuisance currently for non dog walkers in the larger parks, of which Fort 

Funston is one 

I hope you recognize that off leash access to parks like Fort Funston is an important 
featme of the San Francisco we all want to live in. 

~ 

Sincerely, 

::;cef AA CJ 
Steve Gourlay 

a 

PAGE 01 
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March 9, 2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Ma."On Ruilding 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax: 561-4355 

DearGGNRA: 

415 585 6813j Mar-10-02 6:13PMj 

Thwik you. for sen.di.ng us your "Advanced Notice of Prop0scd Rulernaking" regarding 
Pet Management in the G<JNRA. We are writing to ask that you continue to allow off· 
leash ?:~creation in the GGNRA, ~specially al Furl Funston. 

Specifically, we ask that you continue off-leash recreation because: 

a). Very little of the GGNRA area. is given to otl:.leash use. 
b). Off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when San Francisco gave 
its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA when the GGNRA was established. 
c). Community support i~ overwhelmingly in support of off-leash recreation . 

Addilionalty, we ask that you allow dog walkers to continue to use the GGNRA as un 
off-leash recreation area, in particular Fort Funston. Our dog Russell loves Fort Funston 
and enjoys being there with his dog walker. Where will lhe:: dugs and hwuan dog lovers 
go if you take away this cherished recreation area? · 

Please do not destroy a treas.urcd way for my hu."1b11nd, our baby girl Isabella, our dog 
Russell, and T to spend precious fumily tjme together. Where will we be ablt: lo e~joy the 
beautiful outdoors if you take this away from us and other San Francisco citizens? 

Thank you for your consideration. Please feel free to contact us if you have any 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

~ad 
Delia and John Swigart 
33 Digby St. 
SF, CA 94131 
585-6&12 

Page 1 /1 
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FROM GONZALEZ 

To: The National Park Service 
GGNRA 

From: Pat Gonmlez 
P.O. Box599 
Bolinas, Ca. 94924 

PHONE NO. : 

Re: ANPR (Rulemaking Change-Off leash dogs) 
~ 

I'm. 10 2002 06: 19PM P1 

It is with a heavy heart that I attempt to add my voice to the many who have spoken on 
this issue; heavy because I fear that all of this dialogue is futile. As in the past, the Park 
Service will, no doubt, do what it will regardless of the input it pretends to respect. 
All the angles in this issue have been covered hundreds of times by other speakers and 
writers in the San Francisco dog wars; anirna1 rights, civil rights, promises made·and 
broken, the rubber-stamp Citi7.en's Advisory Commission, preservation of nature, 
Organic,Act mandates, federal lawt locaJ needs etc. etc. · But jn case anyone is really 
paying attention, or even counting letters, add one more for the dogs. 

Though J am not a city dweller, and can't imagine a more unpleasant walk than one with 
hundreds of dogs and owners all crammed into a few acres, T sympathize with those 
urban people and dogs who need a place to be free in nature. And though the Park 
Service went to great lengths to make my own life a misery, I sympathize with those 
within it who are passionate about the preservation of nature and her creatures. But the 
civilians (and dogs) involved in this issue are passionate about their need to walk on the 
land: Passionate as in love, life, death and communion with God/nature. It seems to 
them that the people who wish to enforce the "rules" are more concerned with baser 
things like power, control and pursuit of promotion within the Park hierarchy. Given my 
own painful eneounter with the Point Reyes Seashore while walking my dog on the field 
across from my home, I agree. 

I believe that the arguments of the bureaucrats who administer the Parks are specious; 
how absurd to say "Even though people have walked their dogs (here or there) with 
impunity for generations, WE 1HE GOVERNMENT have decided we must enforce our 
rules. We empower our Park Supervisors with total control over your behaviors the 
moment you step off of your own property onto ours, because it is FEDERAL LAW. 
Never mind that no one and nothing is injured by your behavior. Never mind that you are 
a law-abiding, productive citizen. And never mind that one of our own mandates is to 
respect the rights and customs of peoples living within or around the Parks. WE WILL 
PREVAIL over any rights you think you have, and prosecute you for trying to defend 
them." 

.;:t• 
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I can only write the truth as .I see jt, with no conviction that this letter will even be read, 
let alone make a difference. But ifit can make a difference, let it be one that affects more 
than one "rule", and more than the San Francisco Parks. There-must be many 
communities, like mine, where the National Park has extended it's boundaries into viable 
ongoing neighborhoods and cultures; other places where people's daily lives are 
suddenly (or slowly~ as the case may be) subject to a set of rules enforced by a Federal 
agency Whose seat of power lies thousands.of miles away from the communities in 
question. The enforcement of"rules,, (to do with dogs, housing, or any oU\er subject 
concerning the natives of a particular place) which bear no relationship to the realities of 
the locale in which they are enforced. are counter to the very principles of our American 
way of life and only create resentment. trouble and hard~hip where there need be none. 

The Park Service would do well to examine it's conscience and remember that it, like all 
branches of our government, is a servant of the American people and not a total.iwian 
entity. Contrary to all the legal jargon contained in the notice of the ANPR, the Park 
Service should realize that it's "rules" are not writ in stone and can be changed as soon as 
they become outdated. negatively impact Park neighbors or become patently absurd. It's 
rangers, supervisors and regional directors should be removed from any locale where 
they create needless heartache for the people who actually live their daily lives on the 
Jand in question. After all, it is those people, not the visitors or the Park employees, who 
have the greatest lmowledge of, loyalty to and stewardship for the lands adjacent to their 
homes. Park visitors go to trailheads and places with signs; budgeting hardly covers 
Park rangers patrolling even those heavily frequented areas, let alone the fields in rural 
neighborhoods. If Park neighbors choose to do something as simple, inn.ocuous and 
necessary as going for a walk ~th their dog in a quiet place where they have always 
walked, they should be left to do so in peace. The "rules" should accommodate a 
reasonable, respectful and compassionate local administration of each Park according to 
it's special circumstance and nee4,.. 

Yours. 

·"·· 

C?M b(I),~ t ->
Pat Gonzalez 
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear Superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

March 10, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am writing you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

There are several ~easons why the leash law should be enforced 
throughout the entire GGNRA. First, over 100 rare and sensitive 
species use the GGNRA during various times of the year, 
including several bird species. Off-leash dogs can harm these 
species by chasing and killing individuals and destroying their 
habita~. Furthermore, if individuals are encouraged to walk. 
their dogs off-leash in t:he GGNRA, the individuals could be held 
liable for 'take' of these species under the federal and 
California Endangered Species Acts if their dogs harm or chase 
imperiled wildlife. An exemption from National Park Service 
regulations would unwittingly encourage individuals to violated 
federal and state law, imperiling our natural heritage and 
subjecting dog owners to\heavy federal and state finds, and in 
egregious cases, jail ti~e. 

Second, the proposal would set a bad precedent for parks, 
including urban parks, throughout the National Park System. If 
this resolution were to pass and the Park Service were to agree 
to end enforcement of the leash laws, other user groups in parks 
across the country could-use this·as precedent to gain access 
for other recreational activities, including off-road vehicle 
use and recreational mining. 

Finally, this proposal is bad for the low-income and 
disadvantaged users of the park. The most magnanimous aspect of 
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urban parks is that they bring the natural world to individuals 
who otherwise would be denied access to nature because they 
can't or won't travel to remote areas to enjoy our Nation's 
natural heritage. The GGNRA exemplifies this, providing free 
access to a remnant of our native ecosystems within minutes of 
over 7 million people. The-urban national parks should be 
treasured for bringing natural wonder to people, not degraded 
for it. 
Thank you for considering my comments·. I look forward to the 
continued implementation of a policy that protects our 
threatened wildlife and appropriately accommod~tes domestic 
pets. 

Yours truly, 

Jennifer Adler 
230 Oak St. Apt; 21 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
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FROM Gina Solomon MD.MPH PHONE NO. : 415 206 0584 

J -;;>31- - 02.. -le\-' 

Gina M. Solomon, M.D., M.P.H. 
305 Montcalm Street 

San Francisco, CA 94110 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
VIA FACSIMILE: 415-561-4355 

March I 0, 2002 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

• 

Mar. 10 2002 07:44PM P1 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule on "Pet Management in 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, San Francisco, California". I am a homeowner in 
San Francisco, and have enjoyed the GGNRA for many years: l have walked in virtually 
all the areas of the GGNRA, although recently my ramblings have become more and 
mor.e restricted as the dog mles have become stricter in the parks. In addition, I am a . 
clinical physician at San Francisco General Hospital. My clinical practice involves seeing 
many elderly people, minorities, and people with children. Many of my patients also have 
dogs. I frequently advise my patients to increase their exercise by walking in San 
Francisco's beautiful natural areas. T ha.ve never heard any concerns from my patients 
about walking at Fort Funston or any other areas where dogs may be off-leash. On the 
other hand, I have seen frail individuals greatly increase their exercise by recreating with 
their dogs at places such as Fort Funston, where they can concentrate on walking rather 
than being dragged along by their dog on a leash. I was therefore interested to read in the 
Federal Register notice that you are receiving complaints from "minorities, seniors, and 
families with smalJ children, alleging that off leash dogs have precluded them from 
visiting the park". My clinical experience has indicated the opposite: off leash affords an 
enhanced opportunity for individuals who have difficulty walking and holding a leash to 
walk more comfortably and safely. 

There is certainly precedent for allowing um1sual uses of land in the GGNRA For 
ex:ample, hang gliding, not generally permitted in national parks, is allowed at Fort 
Funston, even though it causes some disruption and safety concerns to park visitors. In 
my visits to Fort Funston, T have witnessed activities that may degrade the resource, but 
in almost every case, these activities were undertaken by humans (generally children), not 
by dogs. I assume there is no plan for children to be kept on leasli.or banned from the 
GGNRA! 

I urge you to seriously consider an alternative plan in which off-leash recreation can 
continue in some area<> of the GGNRA. In particular, the paved paths and beaches at Fon 
Funston can allow opportunities for off leash recreation without impacting the entire 
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Gina Solomon MD,MPH PHOl'E NO. 415 206 0684 Mar. 10 2002 07:44PM P2 
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Comments by Gina Solomon, M.D., M.P.H. on Pet Management in the GGNRA 

pkk. lt is reasonable to limit the number of dogs per visitor, since I believe that it is very 
difficult for one person to control more than a maximum of three dogs. I also believe it 
would not be unreasonable to ask visitors who wish to walk their dogs off-leash in the , 
GGNRA to pay a fee for a special license to do so, and to sign a statement agreeing to 
control their dog according to certain rules and restrictions. I would be happy to pay a fee 
and sign a statement for the privilege of continuing to walk my dog off-leash at Fort 
Funston. There should be a mechanism for fining or sanctioning owners of dogs that in 
any way e~hibit vicious or destructive behavior. It should be clear to visitors that rangers 
will strictly enforce any failure to clean up after a dog, any aggressive activity, any 
digging, and chasing of birds. Falling off the cliffs at Fort Funston is a concern for both 
families with children and dogs. Anyone who cannot control their child or dog along the 
cliff edge should> of course, be responsible for the cost~ of the rescue. However> the dogs 
that fngage in destructive or dangerous activities are a tiny minority and it makes little 
s~nse to make all responsible dog owners keep their companion animals on leash when 
the potential problem is with only a few. 

!"strongly urge you to listen to the voices of the San Franciscans who are desperately 
seeking ways to continue to enjoy the GGNRA, to be.responsible dog owners, and to live 
in this increasingly crowded city with few other urban natural areas. The National Park 
Service does not administer many parks located in the middle of urban areas. The 
GGNRA is unique and requires a management approach that is unique and innovative if 
it is to succeed in providing the balance of natural preservation and human recreational 
opportunities that the park is intended to allow. 

Thank you for considering my comments . 

• 
Sincerely, 

Gina Solomon, M.D., M.P.H. 

2 

'I 
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Attached is a comment letter regarding ANPR 
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GGNRA 
FT. Mason 
Bldg. 201 
S.F., Ca. 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

March 10, 2002 

I am bewildered and angry that the GGNRA is talcing such an unreasonable stance 
against off-leash dog walking. In all the 18 years that I have walked my dogs around Fort 
Funston, I have never seen any problems caused by dogs on the beaches. What I have 
seen is thousands of San Franciscan dog owners learning to love and protect the natural 
resources of the area. I have seen thousands of people who, like myself, use the beaches 
for their main recreational activity of dog walking. · 

Dog walkers are almost certainly the most numerous, most frequent, and most devoted 
users of the Ft. Funston area. Why is the GGNRA trying to take this away from us? Isn't 

· the vast majority of GGNRA land already closed to off-leash use? Why make enemies of 
those who would oe the greatest friends of the park'? 

The situation brings to my mind a withered, ancient librarian I used to see in my small 
town library. The life goal of t4is joyless old bureaucrat had become to keep all the 
books on the shelves where they belonged and out of the hands of pesky readers! Is this 
theGGNRA? 

I urge the GGNRA to re-examine its bias against off-leash dog walking. Poorly 
considered and unfair policy decisions will only sow a whirlwind of fierce opposition 
from the many San Fnmciscans who love this land. 

Jeff Beal 
2703 20th Street 
S.F ., Ca. 94110 
415-282-4540 

P.02 
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off-leash recreation ii). the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. This will bring the general 
regulation into compliance with the GGNRA, s· enabling statute '1o provide for the maintenance 
of needed recreational open space necessary for urban environment and planning." 
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Whlle we seek a special rule for off-leash recreation, we aJso petition the NPS to STOP 
aggressively ellforcing the general regulation in the parts of the GGNRA identified by the 1979 
GGNRA Pet policy as allowing off-leash recreation. We ask that it give citations on1y for 

~ aggressive or destructive ~logs as promised in April 2001 . 
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We, the W:c!ersigne~. petition the National Park Service to create a Section 7 ~peci~ rul~fora 
off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. This will bring the general 
regulation into compli~c~ with the· GGNRJ\'s_ enabling statute "to provide for the maintenance 
of ntf~ded recreati~nal open space necessary for urban environment and planning." 

IC 

While we seek a special rule for off-leash recreation, we also petition the NPS to STOP 
aggressively enforcing the genera] regulation in the parts of the GGNRA identified by the I 979 
OONRA Pet policy as allowing off~leash recreation. We ask that it give citations only for 
aggressive or destructive dogs as promised in April 2001. 

# Name Street City ST Zip Email UpdAtc?• 
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. • We, the u~dcrsigned, petition the National Parle Service to create a Section 7 special rule for(!; 
off .. Jeash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. This will bring the general 
regulation into compliB!~ce with the GGNRA's enabling statute "to provide for the maintenance 
of n~eded recreati~nal open space necessary for urban.environment and planning." 

While ·we seek a special rule for off-leash recreation, we also petition the NPS to STOP 
aggressively enforcing the general regulation in the pans of the GGNRA identified by the 1979 
GGNRA Pet policy as allowing off-leash recreation. We ask that it give citations only for 
aggressive or destructive dogs as promised in April 2001 . . 

Upd1tc?• 

SF 

._.SF-··--.. ____ _ 

• :! ~e undersigne~ petition fue National Park SeMce to create a Section 7 spe~;al rule for ® 
off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. This will bring the general 
regulation into compliance with the GGNRA's enabling statute "to provide for the maintenance 
of needed recreat~onal op~n space necessary for mban envir~iunent and planning." . 
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While we seek a special rule for off-leash recreation, we also petition the NPS to STOP 
a~gressively enforcing the genef81 regulation in the parts of the GGNRA identified by the 1979 
GGNRA Pet policy as allowiIJg·o~-:leash recreation. We ask th.at it give citations only for 
aggressive or destructive dogs as promised in April 2001 . 
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• If 'Yes' we'll send you regular email and penod1c snatl mad updates on this issue 

Signatures collected at: ·---------- on ,2002 by _________ _ 
Return Lo Fort Funston Doir Walker.s/P.O. Box 959/Daly City/CA/94017-0959 
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Amy Hoffman 
<AHoffman@MARKET 
COMPASS.COM> 

03/11/2002 05:21 PM 
PST 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: 

I am a citizen of Pacifica, California and wish· to write to express my fullest support for developing a 
reasonable and fair approach that would allow dog owners to use certain GGNRA lands to recreate with 
their animals off leash. My understanding is that one of the primary purposes of setting aside land within 
the GGNRA is to provide needed open space to allow for recreational activities for people living in 
populated urban areas. People and dogs need and richly deserve the op[Jortunity to exercise and run off 
leash in these areas. The use of these resources should be managed to accommodate the needs of a 
diverse citizenship, and should not be preserved as pristine wilderness (which is not the purpose of 
GGNRA) or for the use of only a certain segment of the population (families with children as opposed to 
other segments. of society). 

, I 
The opponer.ts of off leash recreational would have us think that dogs destroy the environment and 
protected species (not anywhere near what human beings are doing) and that there is a vicious dog 
waiting to attack a child around every corner (again, most dog bites are of children in family/backyard 
situations). 

There are many wilderness areas, local and county owned parks and other facilities that do not even allow 
dogs on leash, or which are reserved solely for children. The population of this country is growing older, 
getting fatter, and is more resistant to sharing limited resources. This is a trend we have to fight in order 
to teach citizens, and especially children, tolerance and sharing and humanity (for other human beings 
and for animC:tls) and pres.erve our quality of life by being able to freely recreate in ways that will benefit our 
social, emotional and physical well being. 

I strongly urge you to do the right thing and formalize a long standing policy on allowing well socialized 
dogs under adequate voice control to run off leash in certain areas of the GGNRA. 

Thank you, 

Amy S. Hoffman 
Pacifica, CA 

• 
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March 11, 2002 

Superintendent 

Shawn C. McOhie 
9 Circle Drive 
Apartment A 

Tiburon, CA. 94920-2134 .. 
(415) 381-0385 Home 
(415) 492-5769 Work· 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn:ANPR 
Fo~ Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Require dog leashes 

Dear Superintendent: 

Dogs should not be allowed to run free in Golden Gate National Park. This is the only 
park in the nation that doesn't require dogs to be restrained. The unrestricted dogs are a 
threat to small children, native animals. and plants. My three-year-old daughter iG not 
able to play on Crissy Beach, because the dogs run up to her and get into her face. This 
frightens my daughter and she wilJ not stay at the beach. She has also been approached 

· many times on the walking trail by dogs trying to Jick her face. This is very disturbing to 
a parent since I do not know if the dog will bite, or not. 

Another problem is that lhe dogS'imerfere with picnics by trying to eat your food, lick 
people. and they run across your beach bl~ket. Just go down 10 Crissy Beach on the 
weekend and see how many times dog interrupt picnics. They also make it very hard to 
lay out and sunbath on the beach (run by and get sand on your body). It is my 
understanding that the park manager is trying to make this policy pennanent. The dogs 
have completely taken over the park, and few others can enjoy the park, especially small 
children. 

The National Park service has stated severaJ reasons why they do not allow dogs 
unrestricted in the parks. All of these reasons apply to Golden Gate park: 
--When a loose pct chases a squirrel or raccoon, the wild animal's ability to survive is 
threatened. and when it is: threatened, it may react aggressively (I have seen this many 
times in the park, especially with the native birds) . 

.. 

7 
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-There is a possibility of exchange of diseases between domestic animals and wildlife. -
Dogs, the most common traveling companion, are natural predators that may harass or 
even kill native wildlife t,hat is protected within the park's boundaries. 
--The "scent of a predator" that dogs leave behind can djsrupt or alter the behavior of 
native animals. --Pets may be hard to control, even on a leash, within confines of often 
narrow park trails and may trample or dig up fragile vegetation. 
-Dog and cat feces add excessive nutrients -and bacterial pollution to water, which 
decreases water quality and con Also cau!e human health problems (Crissy beach now 
smells like a little box) 

Sincerely, 

~fil~ 
Shawn McGhie 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

I support off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National R~reation Area. Following 
are my comments on the activity. I moved to San Francisco last June after liv.ing 35 years 
in Tennessee. I have been dismayed by the dog unfriendliness of one of the supposedly 
most progressive states in the country. 1 am an avid rock climber and trail runner and 
have found that most of the places surrounding.the Bay area, particularly state parb and 
parts of the GGNRA. are off limits to both leashed and unleashed dogs. Two of the 
places I havo found that I can at least run with her off leash are at Fort Funston Bea.oh and 
Crissy Field. Now, I understand these areas lire may no longer be available for her to run 

. and play without the constraint of a leash. Why does it have to be an all or none 
situation? Both areas are large enough ~at if folks at GGNRA feel it necessaiy to have a 
restricted ~ - they can and at the same time, leave an· unrestricted area. My dog needs 
to swim and run and she can't do these freely with a leash. A dog that is able to exercise 
and socialize freely with other dogs and people is a better-adjusted, less aggressive dog. 
Dogs tba~ are constantly restrained on leashes tend to be more dog and people.aggressive 
in my personal experience. Have you ever just gone down to Crissy Field or Fort Funston 
and watched the joy and delight and community of dogs and their owners? There ere so 
many places where dogs are not allowed to go and run free, please save these two areas. 
If GGNR.A and the City of San Francisco continue to limit and restrict once dog free 
areas, I fear we will all suffer a backlash from frustrated, pent up dogs . 

Michele Mcginnis 

9.{) l Ve.tN)O/)+ s-f: 
~(Ml\ t"rfMll.C. ~ S. c.o 

....I 
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March 11, 2002 

To the GGNRA: 

Sara Lemke-von Ammon 
3898 Washington St. 

San Francisco, CA 94118 

I am writing to urge you not to restrict off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. 
I have owned dogs in San· Francisco for many years, and believe that off-
1€ash activity in just .5% of the 75,000 acres is a reasonable, and in fact, 
desirable, use of the facility. Responsible use of this land by dog owners will 
not adversely affect the enjoyment of the area by non-dog owners. and will 
significantly enhance the lives of San Francisco dogs and their owners. 

Thank you for considering my comments . 

Ve.ry truly yours, 

M11. I - "f\" Q 
/...-~ rwas 

Sara Lemke-von Ammon 

• 

p. 1 
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Tei: Golden Gate National Recreation Area · From:. Maria Alioto 

Attention: ANPR 554 Moultrie St., SF 94110 

Fax: 415-561-4355 Pages: 1 

Phone: 415-561-4728 Date: 3111/02 

Re: Off-leash recreation in GGNRA 

I value off-leash dog wall<lng! 

I believe that off-liash activity can be managed in a way that respects the preservation of natural 
resources and other recreational interests in the GGNRA. 

Please make an exception to the off.leash ban! 

1/1 
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GGNRA 
Attention: AN-PR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
SF, CA 94123 
Fax: 415.561.4355 

Attention: ANPR 

March 11, 2002 

Mar. 11 2002 05:20PM Pi 

I am contacting you to express my support for continued off-leash recreation and the 
expansion of such areas in the GGNRA. On a daily basis I enjoy our beautiful outdoors by 
walking my dog along the open spaces. This is not only physica:Iy invigorating, but also a 
calming activity, which both my dog and I enjoy immensely. When San Fr.ancisco gave it.s 
beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA, off-leash dog walking was an intended 
recreational activity. The GGNRA was eStablished to maintain needed recreational open 
space necessllt}" for urban environment and planning. I suggest that we have designated off- . 
leash trails as part of the urban environment and planning process. With such clearly -
marked trails, GGNRA recreational users can make their choice as_ to whether they want to 
take that particular trail or another. With such off-leash trails dearly designated, I and other 
dog owners would know that we could continue to fully enjoy the outdoor ambience that is 
so abundant in the Bay Area. 

.. 

. Sincerely. .. " 

Tula Santana Gourdin 
Dog Owner and GGNRA user 

~o~o BRlDGEWA'Y, NO HS. SAUS.ALJ'l'O, CA. 94965 

Pl-IONE: 415.311.5719 • TGOURDTN@l'ACBELL.NET 
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Golden Gale National Recreation Arca 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

March I I, 2002 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Emily Hatch 
2565 Chestnut St 
San Francisco, CA 
94123 

REi PLEASE DO NO'r ELIMINATE OFF LEASH DOG WALKING l'N THE GGNRA ! 

I am writing to beg you not to take away off leash dog walking in the GGNRA. r live, pay taxts and vote 
in San Francisco. I moved to the city about 10 months ago. I ha'l.e two very energetic and athletic Vi1..slas 
that need to get out and run for an hour or more EVERY day, rai~ or shine . . 
Being new to San Francisco, the ability to walk with my dogs off leash in the state parks has enabled me 
to provide my dogs with the necessary amount of eKercise the breed needs on a daily basis. Jn addition, it 
has enabled me to explore and enjoy the beauty of San Francisco as well as meet new friends, which has 
been important since I'm fairly new to the area. Being able to ~alk my dogs off leash is critical to my 
dogs, physical and mental health! This breed, as welJ as manY. other hunting dog breeds, needs a lot more 
exercise than they can get on a leash. 

The restrictions of a leash would adversely impact my ability to live with iny dogs in San Francisco and 
leave me few options to provide my dogs the exercise they require. There already are so few places in the 
city that dog owners, like myself, can take our dogs and aJlow them to exercise off-leash! I understand 
and appreciate that wildlife and sensitive habitat preservation is important. Dogs are already restricted in 
lhose areas. My dogs were bred as bird hunters and 1 nm extremely sensitive and cautious in potentially 
sensitive areas and often leash the dogs even in areas where it is not required out of consideration and 
respect for the environment. 

Off-leash walks provide better exercise for my dogs, allowing them to cover more ground. Exercised dogs 
are better behaved, less anxious and high,-strung, and bark less. My dogs are actually more wild and hard 
to control on-leash than lhey are off-leash! The more exercise they get, the better behaved they are! 
Why punish responsible dog owners like myself? Doesn't it make sense to ~xplore other options'? Why 
not place more trash bins and plastic bags in the parks and perhaps rope off the more sensitive areas? 
Why not limit all professional dog walkers to J dogs so that they cannot only better control but eJe1111 up 
after the dogs under their care? There are so many other potential solutions than going to the extreme 
measure of banning off leash dog wal\ing in the GGNRA. 

Please, I beg you, do NOT take away off leash dog walking in the GGNRA! ! ! l honestly believe that it 
will create more problems in San Francisco and city apartments than it wiJI solve for the few who have 
complained. · 

Thank you for your time, 

Sincerely, 

Emily Hatch 
( 415) 928-5900 
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BANANA REPUBLIC 
Marketing 

345 SPEAR STREET, 4th FLOOR 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94105 

TEL (415) 427-6134 
FAX(415) 427-7011 

FROM: Rachel Salvador 

AlTN: 5\"9P-V'IY1-ttv\!iUvi+ 
COMPANY: bt>\d!Y\ bait N()\1~\'\ll \ VlL\YtCl hoYl {'{&A 
FAX# ~l- 4 356 

DATE: 31" 1()'2..
TOTAL PAGES: 3 

COMMENTS: 

·' 

P.01/03 
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March 11, 2002 Joan Jeong 
3033 Broderick Street 
SF, CA 94123 
415/33? 15&? 

Via Fax; 415/561-4355 :jJ/(p ~j"6fd 

Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Fort Mason, 
Building 201 
Sar.ffrancisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent: 

In response to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area's 
("GGNRA") Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ("ANPR'') FR Doc. 
02-568, filed January 10, 2002, I support the long-standing tradition 
of off-leash recreation in the GGNRA . 

My son's dog Lucy is an important member of our family. Off
leash socia·nzation and exercise contributes to Lucy being a well
adjusted and healthy dog. It is also personally important for my own 
physical and recreational activity to enjoy walking with Lucy offleash. 
I know many other dog owners and others who agree with this. If 
Lucy had to be leashed, none of these benefits would be the same for 
me. 

I am 65 years of age. As a senior, it is particularly enjoyable 
and important to me to be able to engage in offleash recreation at 
Crissy Field. When Lu.cy its on leash, she can pull me and make it 
uncomfortable to walk wit'h her. 

Off-leash dog walking was an ir:ttended recreational activity when 
San Francisco transferred its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA 
and when the GGNRA was established to maintain "needed 
recreational open space necessary for urban environment and 
·planning" (16 U.S.C., section 460bb). GGNRA should not be allowed to 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco. Continuing to 
make offleash recreation a primary use in areas of GGNRA is a good 
use of the land . 

" 
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There is room for offleash activity in GGNRA's 75,000 acres. · 
Traditionally, off-leash use has occurred in only 0.5% of this land. Off
leash activity can continue while respecting other park uses, including 
preservation of natural resources and other recreational uses. 

I am a responsible dog owner. I pick up my dog's waste. I do 
not leave trash but leave the parks ~lean. I watch that my dog does 
not disturb people, wildlife, or plants. If GGNRA continues to permit 
off-leash access for people with dogs, I will support it as a community 
member in whatever way I can. 

Thank you for your attention to this. 

Ve~y Truly Yours, 

~#7 

. " 

** TOTAL PAGE.03 ** 

-·-·' . ··-. 
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March 9, 2002 

PERSONAL.AND CONFIDENT 

Atl:ll: ANPR 
Supet.inrcndent, Golden Gate National ecreauon Area . 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San F.tancisco, CA 94123 

via FAX: (415) 561-4355 

To '~'hom it May Concern: 

I have been taking my dog, Marley, to F rt Funston (as well as Crissy Field) for the last year since 
I've moved back to the City from the Ea t Bay, during whic~ time he has frolicked with various dogs 
ol all breeds off-leash. He has never co e into negative co~tllct'with other people .w: other dogs. 
We always look forward to our outings ' this wondctful region in order to give him some freedom 
in the confines of the City. Though Mar ey is an energetic pup, full of life and playfulness, he 
behaves well under command and thriv in his time spent with other caninC3. 

I since.rely hope that our cunent freedo to shnre our parks wirh our pets continues. So few pfa.ces 
~st anymore where good dogs arc wclc me, that places like Fott Funston have become havens for 
dog owners - and Heaven on earth to o dogs. I've watched dog-owners, non-dog owners, hnng
glidcrs and joggers all sharl! these atcas · camaraderie. I've also seen conununitics and friendships 
develop among people who frequent the e areas with rhcir pets, arid a sense of pride is harbored in 
keeping these areas clean and usable for ALL. 

Afte.i: rhe tragic dog mauling ~at reok P. c locally thls last yeac, this only symbolli:es even more why 
dogs need adequarc time to socialize with othez: dogs and humans, and .nQ.I kept contained behind 
fences, walls or to chains. Dogs, like peo le, need to mingle, or they become unruly and abnormal. 

I hope that we, as responsible dog owne and SF tax payers, make the right decision to suppo.rt off
leash recreation in a mere 0.5% of the G NRA land; there is an abundance of open space in OV"cr 
74,000 other acres to balance active recre tion with the need to protect natural habitats and preserve 
resources. Please do not tike away this a csome privilege fo.r us or (wo)man's best fricndl 

Th
1
anflk you in advance, 

/ . , 
~ ...... 

Joanna K. Dy.rr 

B 

cc: fortfunston@hoanail.com 
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To: GGNRA: Attention; ANPR: Fort Mason, Building 201, SF, CA 94123 
FAX#: (415) 561-4355 

March 9, 2002 

To Whom It May Concem, 

N0.250 

I am a former Commission.er on tbc Sen Francisco Co~ssion on Animal Control 8Dd Wolfare 
(1998-2001) and also a rctiJCd editor md translatar, and now a full-time graodmotb.er. Although I 
have never bad the joy of sharing a home with a dog, I do know that dogs need to run free as 
often as possi'ble. 'Iheicfore, I support off-leash dog-walking i'n the Golden Gate National 
Recreation .Atca (GGNRA). 

Off-lensh dog walking wns an intended :recreational activity when San Francisco gave its beaches 
and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA and when the GGNRA was established to maintain .. needed 
recreatlonlll open space necessary for urban, environment and planning" (16 use 460bb). 

In small plU'lcs, if there is reftl opposition from thqse with smnll children, solutions such as 
l\llowing off-leash dog-walking before 9 a.m. 8Dd Qftcr 5 p.m. when small children m hardly 
ever pre.sent could be considered. However, th~ is definitely room for off-leash dog-walking 
within the 75,000 wes of the GGNRA, especially as off-leash use has oCCU11'Cd in only 0.5% of 
this land, I've heard that preserving cliff swallows was one tc!ISOD to ban off-leash dog-walking, 
but if, true to their name, these birds live around the cliffs, then oil that is neccssaiy would be to 
fence off the areas near the cliffs . 

. To ban off-leash dog-walking in the name of the Environment or to pit dog against bird is 
unscientific and hypocritical. A basic principle of a true Environmentalist is the view that we 
(ftlliml\ls, the natural enviromMnt and humans) are all an inseparablo part of the Wob of life, or 
11$ tb.e Native American Chief Seattle put it: "Whatever happens to the beast soon happens to 
man. All thing me connected!' I take rity two-and-a-half year old granddaughter to ft nearby 
medium-sized park every day. About a YCl\J' ago, when the issue of off-leash dog-walking w(ts · 
already in the newspapers, my granddaughter awl I weic watching a young mother and her little 
daughter playing happily in n grassy field with a large off-leasb dog. Afterwards, the mother 
groomed tho dog and then carefully placed tho wads of hair from the brush underneath some 
bushes. When she looked up and saw us, she looked apologetic and explained: ''I used to tbrow 
this dog hair in the gal'bage, but sohie birdwatchers saw mo one day and asked that I leave them 
under bushes because animal hair is the kind of thing the birds seek to make their nests." 

All this talk about the conflict between off-le!Ulh dog-walking and the safety of small cliildren, 
some birds QDd the environment, is, in my opinion. somtthing made up by some h\UJl&ll beiags. 
For years I've walked along Baker's Beach llllcl go almost every day to the park and evecywhere I 
see off-leash dogs and children playing haPMY together or side-by-side. I have never seen any 
conflicts. 

Sincerely/")/ • 
ct,,;. ... ~ 

Chin Chi 
1345 Clement St., Apt 301, S.F .. CA 94118, (415) 668~22S2 
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From: Annie Sammis~ 
Re: Off-Leash Dog Walking 

cc: 

Date: 

Pages: 

NO. 9898 P. l 
Annie Sammis 
81 Bradford Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
Ph. HS.509.8901 
Fax 415.6f3.7780 
Email anniesammis@attbi.com 

03/11/02 

1 

" Urgent DForReview 0 Please Conunent 0 Please Reply 

DearGGNRA: 

• I am a Member of SF Dog. I'm sure I don't need to tell you how much your consideration of an 
exception to the off-leash ban means to all of us "dog people" - the thousands of devoted owners 
and our wonderful dog companions who visit the parks daily, and have become friends and a 
community not unlike all the like-minded communities that comprise our great city. The dog
friendly community is not at cross-purposes with the preservation of natural resources and other 
recreational interests in our parks - we are an integral part of it! We care about our parks because we 

,. 

• 

spend the most time there! · · • 

I am also writing to ask for your support in the efforts of the Professional Dog Walkers of San 
Francisco. For several years, they have provided an extremely valuable daily service to my 7-year
old lab, Ruby, and myself. "Walking" is a misnomer really. They run her (she is a dog, and needs to 
be run unencumbered by a tether!). Anyway, I don't know what I would do ifl couldn't use my dog 
walker's services, especially when I'm working, which is too often. 

Part of the reason I moved to San Francisco 14 years ago was its reputation for dog friendliness. So, 
once again, I want to stress the importance of finding a way to collaborate with us dog owners and 
professional dog walkers toward continued off-leash park access and inclusion of our furry friends in 
the wonderful mix that is San Francisco. 

Annie E. Sammis 
Product Manager 
ChevronTexaco, SF 
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Maureen E. crowe 
16 Hodges Alley 
San Francisco, CA 94133 
Phone: 761-0881 
Fax: 761-0881 

Fax 
To: The National Park Service From: Maureen E. Crowe 

- - .:f': Attention: ANPR 

Fax: 561-4355 Date: March 11, 2002 

Phone: Pages: 2 

Re: Dog Walking Policy cc: 

D Urgent D For Review D Please Comment D Please Reply 

•Comments: See attached letter 

... 

D Please Recycle 
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Maureen Crowe 
16 Hodges Alley 
San Francisco, CA 94133 

GGNRA 
Attn:ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Re: Dog Walking Policies 

32~0-0~- IA 

Although it seems as though the National Park Service is once again merely going through the motions of 
seeking public input while having no honest intention of adjusting its policies accordingly, I send my 
humble letter. 

Mankind will always keep dogs as companions. A large number of San Francisco residents who keep dog 
companions are not fortunate enough to have spacious yards. And even those who are fortunate enough to 
have yards are enlightened enough to know that a healthy, well-adjusted dog requires regular exercise off
leash in an area where there are other dogs. 

As a tax-paying citizen, I call upon the park service to change its policy and officially allow off-leash dog 
recreation in some of the GGNRA I am not suggesting every part of the GGNRA be open to off-leash 
dogs. But a policy that preserves those fe"':' areas that have been historically used by residents of the San 
Francisco Bay Area for off-leash dog exercise is only fair, and should be enacted. I refer to Ft. Funston, 
Ocean Beach and Crissy Field especially. Walking my dogs off-leash is a form of recreation I choose. I 
feel entitled to the use of some national park service land to engage in this form of recreation. And please, 
please, please understand the difference between taking a dog for a walk, and taking a dog to a pen Just 
imagine yourself on a walk along a beach, then in contrast, a walk on a treadmill. 

It is also important to keep in mind that the recent local incidents of serious and even fatal injury involved 
dogs that were kept by irresponsible and even scurrilous individuals who cultivated attack behavior in their 
dogs. 

In closing, I must remark that I find it particularly dishonest on the part of local Park Service management 
to have started harassing and ticketing people walking their dogs off-leash, in areas where it has for years 
been allowed, while the publlc comment period is still underway. 

Thank.you 

Maureen Crowe 
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To: G,G/J fZ.f# Ir 1r ! Nil Fi!. 
Fat.· 415°'-S(g:l ~43S:S":. 

5.2 ~l-02-!:tc..,. 
.. .. 

fo/2-T 111f.soN I 4!t.IXY 20 I 

·Re: .~/f..ihJJ, d~ 
Sender: . .rua..· / t7~WitMu)1f 

YOU SHOULD RECEivE z. PAGE(S), INCLUDl;iV(; THIS COVER SHEET. 
IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL THE PAGES, PLEASE CAU 650-851-1569 . 
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9ear Superin~endent O'Neill: 

3'2.s>f-02. ... ,~ 

I support off .. feash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreai ion Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
· comments on this a~vity as well as Information about me that m ~Y be relevant to this Issue. 

Name: SugfOuMNJQfE 
Address: Ljoog Ftt&vi H1Y... Bwl\ :tf103 

(street). 

(printed) 

B&Dl,JoOb c,1 y_C->=.ft ___ q-1-lf.,._..O'-""'tP...J--t ~--
(city) (state) {zip) 

&m~ o. doj'tx.me.r- wlw o./~ f'tk "f ~.·~ herd~ ( Z1(J /oJ:. 
~~ ha9s ate- ik ea$;1el<\ w~) 1 J: ~'ffbi"t mO/'e.. d()j-/ne;,djy 
:fvo. r/s ~ h auf 'fk GG JJ f<.ft / 1.111 d . L t.f IYI m ~V f'fY of 

off le ad! d.o:J w alk-i 15 on 'f1tJL frea cJuil aJ?J trn SdYM of 'IL_ 
wider fn,.L/s • 

• '· 

Here are some ideas for your letter: 

• What parts of the GGNRA do you visit now? Where would you i JKE to visit if off-leash was permitted? 

• The Park Service has stated that ~hildren, the elderly, racial an! I cultural minorities, and people with 
disabilities may avoid areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give. Q ersonal examples where the opposite Is 
true -that th~ groups seek off-leash\areas for their recreatiqn? Wo, wff Y Wt1lJ.t.J> mer? 

• Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? M}' J)o~ .J>oes ! 
• Do you bring your friends and· family. along or meet up with fri~ nds? Have you -made new friends 

through thl~ actiVity? What would be the impact on your life if i here were no longer off-leash recreation 
in the GGNRA? 

• Since tht:! early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a prin 1ary usage of some areas now within the 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash ~ :Kreation available In these areas is 
a good use of this recreation area.? Do you have suggestid 1s as to how the GGNRA' can make off
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? F1HE ffoPt.E- ftp. NoT: Pt(.kJJJ/7- ujJ /rfTEll. 'j)()6. 

• 

San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA Nlth the understanding that existing 
activities, including off-leash recreation, would continue. Do yo11 think the GGNRA should be allowed to 
renege on this part of i~ agreement with San Francisco? No, 

~~: ~! Vel'Si<>n 2.0 
Date :, fro! o 2.- (opu~nat.· Age:s.{ Sek' M f )EthnJdty~ T I (!;/ 

..., ,_ 
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San franciseo Unified School Oistrict 
Chief ACadcmic Office, Parkside 
2550 25\\\ Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94116 
Tel: (415)759 .. 29SO 
.Fax: (415)564-0941 

facsimile transmittal 

'-"I \S- 5<ot -Y 3$5 

~e= 00'- l pp.&. at.<)dOs Pages: 

at GCS'~ 

I I 

~ ( ·~"-[) oaeJ 
CC: 

D Urgent 
• 

0 ForRevieW 0 Plmse.eomment 0 Plaa98Reply 0 P1ea99Recyde 
• • • • • • 
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3-11 -2002 1 : 03PM FROM EOTECH 56d0941 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: AN.PR 
Fort Mawn., Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
FAX: 415-5614355 

To 'Whom It May Concern, 

March 11, 2002 
'-

Deborah A. Farkas 
222 Duncan Street 
San .Francisco, CA 94131 

Sjnce the late l 970's I have been a regular visitor to GGNRA. Since 1987, 1 have visited 
Fort Funston wjth my former and current·dog, I w~)tlld like to continue to allow my dog 
to run in the Fort Funston area of GGNRA, particularly on the beach. 

Off leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when San Francisco gave its 
beaches and coastal bluffS to the GGNRA and when the GGNRA was established to 
maintain "n(;'.eded recreational open space necessary for urban environment and planning" 
(16 USC 460bb). As a San Francisco homeowner and taxpayer, as well as a public 
employee of the school district, l feel "that dog owners are entitled to areas of use within 
GGNRA. . 

I do respect the fact that a major aim of our national parks and seashores js to preserve 
natural resources and allow for a variety of recreational uses. T believe that a solution can 
be found to respect the aims of J?at\ft:al resource preservation and satisfy the needs of dog 
owners. I would suggest that one restricted route be used for people to bring their dogs 
down to the beach. Once on the beach, T think dogs should be allowed to rwl .free on a 
large stretch of the beach. 

Please continue to allow off-leash dog recreation in GGNRA. 1bank you. 

Sincerely, 

~a..~ 
Deborah A. Farkas 

P.2 
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FROM : Fl..ILCRUM SECURITIES LLC PHONE NO. : 415 440 6788 

TO: 

FAX: 

FROM: 
PHONE: 
FAX: 

DATE: 

321?&-o3-/A 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Barbara ~. Rambo 
2425 Green Street 

San Francisco, California 94123 • 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
415-561-4355 

Barbara L. Rambo 
41 S-70S-0909 
415440"6788 

3/11/02 

SUBJECT: Off-leash Dog Restrictions 

Pis. see attached letter .. 

_3 ~ges (including cover page) 

Mar. 11 21211212 05:02AM Pl 
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FROM FULCRUM SECURITIES LLC 

March 8, 200Z 

PHONE NO. : 415 440 6788 

~zcg.3-03-- IA 

Barbara L. Rambo 
2425 Green Street 

San Fral!lclscO. Califomia 94123 
415-705-0909 

Golden Ga(e National Recreation Area 
FottMuon . 
Building 201 
San Francisco, Ca 94123 
Attention: ANPR 

To Whom It May Concern: 

RE: Pet Management in GGNRA 
Off-leash recreation areas for dogs 

Mar. 11·2002 05:03Ft1 P2 

The National Park Service rules prohibiting <>ff·leuh dog walking in national parks are 
iDtended to apply to wild areas f!Ot to the unique urban park environment in San 
Francisco. These rules were. written£efore some of these urban park areas were 
designated national park ~ and therefore were written without consideration of them. 
There are many good reasons tlHtt these rules do not apply to our unique San Francisco 
urban park environment: 

1. The legislative policy for such anerception was set forth in 16 U.S.C. 460 bb when 
the OONRA was established to maintain "recreational open space lleCeS&ary for urban 
environment and planning."' A plan fur Crissy Field some furc years ago proposed 
substantial acreage fur dogs off~lea~ with the lagoon and native plants fenced off. 
Indeed. sio.ce 1979 the Park Service has permitted this use, and thus created a public 
expectation that dog owners may e>tercise their dogs off-leash in certain areas. 

2. Many recreational and conservation uses should and do exist. Seventy-five thousand 
~can ~ely accommodate them all. The City and the OONRA are a geographic 
entity in an utban area; they should be good neighbors and share the privileges and 
burdem of their beautiful enviromncnt. While matJy residents are conc:emed about the 
park flora and fauna, the Park Service itself bas shown that these 1'¢8Qurces can be 
readily protected without sacrificing generous off-leash dog walking areas. Moreover> 
the untin:a-ited presence iu the OONllA of cyclists, rurmers. skaters, picnickers and 
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FROM : FULCRUM SECURITIES LLC PHONE NO. : 415 440 6788 Mar. 11 2002 05:03AM P3 

'3:J. ~o-C!)o--1 A 

~ 

large parties that hmm plants and alarm birds and wild animals are not being 
addressed by the National Parle Service. 

3. As a good neighbor1 the National Parle Service must know that the more restrictive 
and punitive it is toward the dog-owning community. the mote dog owners will have 
to burden tity patks and streets. There is. plenty of room fQr 1118ny uses of the 
OONRA. Indeed, the City's population has decril\sed in recent decades, whcreas the 
dog populatian has expanded significantly. 

4. Tho dog owners who use the OONRA for dog exerci$C and recreation, as well as. 
personal exercise sod ~eation, ~ responm1>1e peof)le who maintain the park areas 
(picking Ill> pfter their pets) and keep their pets under voice QOntrol. While the 
National Park Service bas been tracking dog"bite incidents, these are rare compared 
with the nmnbcr of dogs that are CJl'et'Cised in the area. There are clearly inany 
bicyde, runner, and skatirlg accidents occurring in the same m~ Sho\lld all these 
activiti~ be rendered illegal by t~ National Parle Service in the GGNRA? 

S. There is an abundance of beach adjacant to Cria$y Field for unleashed dog recreation. 
It is an ideal area for that purpose. Most of the time even the areas currently restricted 
to doss are void of people or wildlife . 

6. the National Park Service is often vlewed as inflexible and bureaucratic it its 
dealings with ~ publio-tbe taxpayers who support it. The current debate about off
Jeash dog walking in the GGNRA offers a unique opportunity for the National Park 
Service to demonstrate ~ciliation, goodwill, and consideration toward all the 
citizena1 interests subject to its rule making. . .. . 
. . 

Public lands should be open as much as feasible to all legitimate varieties of public use. 
One of those u~-otf leash dog walking-has had a long standing tradition of acocptance 
in the GGNllA. 

I therefore strongly urge you not to prohibit off .. teash rccroation for dogs in the OONR.A. 

Respectfully, 

-~_L_.L~~ 
Barbara L. Rambo 
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March 11, 2002 

FROM: JACK M. HANSHAW 
PHONE: 415-381-9652 
FAX: 415-389-1246 
Email: jhanshaw@ix.netcom.com 
1024 TRILLIUM LANE 
MILL VALLEY, CA. 94941 

TO: GG~A, ATTN: ANPR 

FAX 

Number of pages (including this cover page): 1 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

415-389-1246 

• 

Off leash dog walking should be allowed in certain GGRNA areas like MUIR BEACH. I have lived in 
Mill Valley since 1972 and have been walking dogs there, off leash, since then, and have never heard of a 
conflict, ever! 

The GGRNA should observe the PEOPLE'S WILL by allowing a policy of allowing off leaSh walking. 

Regards, 

Jack Hanshaw 

F' - 1 
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Jam .. J. Weber 
118 Eugenia Ave . 
San Francl•co, CA 94110-5428 

Tai (415) 550-0232 
. Fax{415)550-0232 

To~ P~ ?J7,f61mt ~Jl . .fJ ( Fu: t./J£'-S:.t,. /-'f3'5' :f'" 

~ro~-~1')k __ ~- Date:. _ $. /J.CJ'L ·--

Re: 11/..f P~ - -:- ···- · d°"j Pagn: _Unc~dlng_cover sheet) 

CC: 
----------------·----··--

0 Urgent ~r Review 

... .. 

DPfeae 
Comment 

OPIHu 
Reply 

DPlaase 
Recycle 

------- ·--
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03/11/2002 09:53 4159209865 DELL COMPUTER PAGE 01 
?ar Superintendent O'Neill: a2 2r' -ot .. t A uate: _..,:;:J=+l ..J...' '--'~1,-.;~=------

.port off-l~ash recreation In the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation ;n the GGNRA, 
; well es Information about me that may be relevant to this Issue. 

(optional: Age: ~Sex M {f)=thnicity_D 
jd~~=~~..l...l:~~~~:::.S:~~:.LJ~~~.,...._j:A..~~~CA-~~--=~4~~~~~~-

(state) (!Ip) 

Please describe how often and INhere you visit the GGN~. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your 'liait(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. , 

\.0 ~ 0-- Y"YUUvV\.V'Jl../~~NeA. \0 QC>-*O ~ ~1:>tbvl ~--:;,~ 
~""°~ ~.~~/~~ 
~-<lo~~~ ... ~~~~~~. 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of o~-leash dogs or would you feel sa~er without their presenr:.e?. • .A 

'f~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ 'Cfh-~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~-~ cst'.-C~.;- v 

1 
.. ~Jlt1~ \OD10CD~UV1 . 

w=.,uJ<--o.-rt...d!-.~~~~~ ~ ~-

Signed: ?JC& Jbi).. i2 ~ llate ~l\o[o-z_ :_s 
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• Superinlendent O'Neill: ~ f' If>( T 
0 

.' if ft;" s; (, / lf] ~!)"Date: _.;:..::··:;....,c.,/.....;./..:../....,c./-=!(o-..L=---

;upport nff-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Followin!'.I are my comments about continuing off ·leash recreation in the GGNRA. 
: well as infonnation about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

3me: {~. !/'t,,f.'7' 1 J~Jl. f> .r c1 of~--------
:kJress: 'I (- )~u.-r.1 ic tv ~l!.-~ #·t' 

. (streat> / (city> 

L... 
(optional: Age: Yt Sex M (£)Ethnicity_ I/ii J 

9t//2- / 
(state) (zip) 

Please describe how often and wtiere you visit the GGNRA. IJYhat are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 

• 

the benefits to ~au of y~r visit(s)? If this has ~anged over the year~. describe why. . ,; '! 1 : _ 
'I ~..LJ. ~I Wc·r:t... a.1~ . .(.1.~;.1t. . ...L (/vt:~.f k"; I /11 l.<:>_. ,lw "/ t_Q_.,f/( . ./ s.r. ,. --~·~1. c:.t.1 f~'il/7. 
/'~j- t~f.A .4' w~"-.i. ,l ,.,,."<? ~~/ !: ( rvo ~ .:t.l,(_· c1. I 1t ~ .. s ~nA.J. h 1·v-.<) . _r {,1(..1~~ l 
N ~ r>r-l- I - 2. )<. 'b L·Ll..L.. I,_.., 4.~k-1 t'<.. . fo.·7f-(./,,...11 - s:;/!i I /, O·l" ,. t' / ..Z-<.~ .\' 

(} I ) . tr . . 1· " 
5,. (!..L..-v<. ( ty. /j , IA·t ~{ l.j- .r Jl..i" c:..Jl..~u.;e· 

Please describe IMlether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or m~t up 
with friends? Have you made new friends throughJhis activity? 

r.1- /S. ~r- <:\. _\' t)Q~v~.f U·{"/ t •1 :h7 f-:...,- I /"i.Jl...,, 

Oo you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make spe<:ific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 
futurcgcnei;ntion!l . .f'~-rp<JY/iv;~,s·. 5ro 1.s ,, J.t..~.,_~·<' c..",/.iJ, t?•i.JJ.~ :f'")•::.-.!';:_-6. .,,Li /'--di- ~-ye.. 

.} ~.'(,( ~ ; _ ~ ~~ /fL·:-~( Iv r ~ .. -- ~, ,. ,..)/ /- tl'...t.P .:1.. !. /:., ti /t !.t..Lu /.,.. cl t ll··~· . Aj ,. 
['--t f,._p,_#1 ~ ~ ci"" .. {~ .. l( tl.lrt. Ir.;. 1 ~ -h .!:!:::!·..... ~:., . ,,...., f?..:-.. K-<.>-. '/"J,r; /J.-t!./__ : ,..., -€.~l ~. ~ .. 
'tl1.A> _tfYV'-A- . t 5 ~ .. i.. i/t..e. 6-A7 r\. r;,t h r;;...I ~~ f<·v /1 S /VJ--i /l/l..;'l,t.. • /Ju./.-J ~ )~.1 ',:( 
~7 v/A. . .c. /-..,; f tA.-zr )AJ is uf'/ ~t?,··$ /, . /Ju.-1·t J..~ t-~~~d. ~ vl- )...1/lr r I !J: . . 

CH .:· 'VV iJ.. .A - J.4 5 s ~ f1A,J,./ I;>-~ t/J-. e;.. {L~ ... r t; . .:.-- . .Sr "?--. ' la../!. I'/ , l, 1 ·1 c . .d 111 
.. Whal would be die impact VI• you1 life if there were i'l9 IOAgef-ef:Hee~liOft'in1htrGG'l\i'RA7 

p tV£k. ;;· ~y lZj M-· .-;, n~ - . t..<. k; 1·1 .. ~ ~ o i:.. d-tJ r 12> I" .. ~ It.a"... . . 
of! &. .. &. s /.) I h U-5 '? vL. "'~ ~ {,~-1 s r: I~ '(/; .eL~1f - ~\...+tA'<. s ,r~ (: h-< /J •"'-'{;;.~ I 

.. A nU't.f,v. ,:) tA.,-(_,IL r--~ ~lp le /) i (. k ( I J l.·<r ~/·&..... t!u c;o . 

L Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer. without their presence? -

•
bJj<· tlt-i.~.F t1~ //vt.L - ,:f F~< 5r.j- .f..-l liu,.. (A_,~1- ~ " -
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To: ANPR Fax: (415) 561-4355 
Company: GGNRA Phone: 

Date: March 11, 2002 

0 Use thi& rax 
number only 

0 Notify recipient 
before sending 

From: Jenna Jones Phone: (415) 731-7810 Return Fax: (650) 496-4367 

Original: 0 To follow via mail 0 To 'follow via courier D To follow via email . 18] Original will not follow 

Fax Contains: _3_ pages (inc/U<Jfng this sheet). 

Ref: 1000-050 Return Original to: J. Jones Location: 950-28 

.. .. 

' 
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March 11, 2002 

ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 . 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

• 
Dear Members of the ANPR: 

It is much to my dismay that I am required to write this letter; however, it is 
imperative that you hear the voices of those whose day-to-day lifestyle your proposed 
actions intend to impede upon. I understand through various sources of information that 
off-leash areas will be banned from all Golden Gate National Recreation Areas 
(GGNRA) if certain proposed rulema.king is ultimately adopted. 1 cannot overemphasize 
what a disservice such a result would cause to a very large portion of San Francisco's 
residents. 

I am a single professional who moved to San Francisco two years ago with my 
lab/hound mix, Jane. Many of my friends recommended that I take Jane to Ft. Funston, 
as it was a beautiful place that both dogs and people could enjoy. I remember our first 
trip there - I rolled down the windows along the highway drive to take in the salt air. I 
remember being surprised at how the place exceeded even my high expectations with its 
beauty and openness. I was glad to know there was a pla~e that both my dog walker and 
I could take Jane so she could run around and enjoy the outdoors, for all of us to enjoy a 
little freedom from the constraints of city life. 

Unfortunately, that seurce of peaceful enjoyment is threatened. There is a strong ' 
movement to eliminate most (if not all) off-leash areas in the GGNRA. The reasons 
underlying this movement, as I understand them, are to protect the ecology of and certain 
species of wildlife in these areas. 

I do not argue that protecting California's coastline and wildlife is not an 
important goal. The issue hpre, hqwever, is one of balance. The ANPR should seek, in 
its actions, to balance the interests of environmental and ecological protection with 
protecting the quality of life of human beings and their pets. The evidence shows that the 
original goal behind establishing the GGNRA was to provide recreational areas for 
citizens of the community, not ecological preserves. At minimum, though, the goal and 
purpose behind the GGNRA should be to strike a balance between maintaining natural 
settings and providing recreational areas for people. This does not seem to be the goal 
behind the proposed rules, however, although no evidence exists to justify abandoning 
the original purpose of the GGNRA. 

The evidence presented to support the proposed rules does not support the 
position that the interests I describe above are mutually exclusive. Groups representing 

INISNOS NOSllM 

. , 
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dog owners have consistently sought to improve the quality of the GGNRA by 
communicating concerns with respect to th~ parks to appropriate authorities, organizing 
clean-ups in the areas of use, making suggestions for improvements to the parks and 
using the areas for their intended purpose - recreation. In short, dog owners have, in 
many respects, been the biggest proponents of the GGNRA. Thus, it is clear that _ 
allowing off-leash areas can accommodate two pwposes - maintaining a clean, 
environmentally sound park and allow.ing people to let their pets roam freely. 

Please do not tum your backS on this city's residents by adopting rules that will 
make their daily activities unpleasant and ineffective. Please do not tum your backs on 
the true pwpose of the GGNRA - to provide a recreational area for all of the city's 
residents. Please take the time to find a viable alternative to eliminating a huge 

_ . . +1roponion of the GGNRA' s current use. It is not an easy task, but it is a necessary one, 
~an~ one for which you are responsible. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

0-

• 

INISNOS NOSllM wvg~:6 zooz · 11 ·1ew 
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Mar 11 02 10:33a Stocki 415-441-20?4 

Jill Stocki 

Fax 
To: Golden Gate National Rec. Area From: Jftl Stocki 

Fax: 415-561 ·4355 Pages: 1' 

Phonlt: Date1 3/11/02 

Re: Off-Leash Policy CC: 

D Urgent D For Review D Please Comment 0 Please Reply D Please Recycle 

Dear Superintendent: 

I am a local San Francisco resident that makes multiple weekly visits to Crissy field with my dog and 
baby. Each time I visit the area, I am so liberated with the experience of smiling people and happy 
dogs. Dog owners are very respectful of this place where their dog can roam free, playing with other 
dogs in harmony. Of the thousands of visits I have made to the bay, I have never witnessed a dog fight 
or attack on a human or animal. These dog owners are respectful of the land, other dogs and people. 
They pick up dog litter and keep the beach clean. Dog owners of aggressive dogs do not visit this 
location. They know they wotlld be shunned immediately. I do not worry with my baby and the other 
dogs visiting this area. I know that only sgcialized dogs visit Crissy Field. 

Please keep San Francisco Crissy Field a off-leash area for dogs. It is one of the last places we have 
been able to visit where dogs can get their true exercise and socialize with other friendly dogs. Dogs 
are important part of our society. Please respect their need for exercise, socialization, and nature. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Re~rrls~ 

Jill Stocki 
(415) 441-2072 

.. 

p. 1 
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03/11/02 12:05 SRI CHEMISTRY ~ 415 561 4355 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MESSAGE FORM 

Retum FAX: 650-859-4321 (Chemi.rtry Lab) 

.. 

N0.091 

DA TE: March 11, 2002 PAGE I (If,, 

TO: l''KOM: 
ANPR Muriunnu A~aro 
Golden Gate Recreat'lonal Arca Senior Chemist 

ChemicaJ Sde.ncc and Technology Lahc1n1tory 

Tel. No. 650-859-2086 

FAX No. (415) 561-4355 
FAX No. 650-859-4321 
e-mail: marianna.asai·o «!.J sri.com 

Re: off-leash recreation at GGNRA 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I wish to comment on the need to preserve off-leash recreation in lhe. Go.Iden 0<.lle Ni·Jlional 
Recreational Area. 

My par.en.ts are in their 70s and enjoy the parks with their two dog.~. Tc i.;; great exercise for r he 111 1 I 
also see people running with their dogs, and I believe that. off-leash acrivities are hcal1hy 1"cr1·c·:\fii:111 

for people and. dogs alike. 

My parents bring theil' own bags, clean up after their pels, and keep w rrnils. The hrnd and 
warerways are treated just us .respectf.lllly by us when we have dogs with us ns whl~n WL' arL' ah 1111.:. ~ 
T strongly believe that the facilities ano beauty of parkland~ in the. GGNRA "hm1ld re111;.1i n a\'.1i l;ibk 
for off-leash recreation. · 

Sincerely, 

Ma~~~ 

Marianna Asaro, Ph.D. 
SRl International 
333 Ravenswood A venue 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
> 
ph (659)859-2086 
fx (650)859-4321 
marianna.asaro@sri.com 

SRI Inter.national 333 Ravenswood Ave. · Menlo Park, CA 94025 . ( 415) J.26-6:?00 

a 
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03/11/02 11: 34 4153676205 

:March 11, 2002 

Go1den Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Fax 4lS-S6l43SS 

Dear Sirs or Madams: 

MARSHALL SYSTEMS PAGE 01 

The National Parle SeJVice is acting to restrict my recreational use of the Golden Gate National Recreation 
Arca (GGNRA) in and around San Francisco, California. This is in contradiction to the agreement made 
with the City of San Francisco and the enabling legislation for the GGNRA. There is no other facility like it 
in the area. I am writing in opposition to this actiolL 

My family has enjoyed Fort Funston for the last twenty years with three generations of pet Golden 
Retrievers. Our pels have been off-leash, but under our control. While we have hiked, the dogs have 
romped in the surf, run in the open areas, and played with the other dogs. We cannot get the same use if the 
dogs must be leashed, must be confined to a small area. or must be limited to a few trails. Our dog, Remy, 
runs much faster than I do and needs to run to get e1<crcise. Remy loves to race through the water, but it is 
far too cold for me. Even if I could pJay "tag" with other dogs like Remy, the other people in the area 
would probably get very apprehensive . 

I am concerned because the Parle Service wants to deny the traditional recreational use of this land for us 
and other dog owners. I am concerned because a fairly selective set of regulations is be cited as a basis for 
this action and the reguJations that run counter are being discounted. I am concerned because rather than 
preserving the area in its natural state, the Park Service seems to want some sort of idyllic habitat garden. I 
am concerned because the Parle Service seems detennined to pursue it own goal despite the goals 
established by the GGNRA enabling legislation, despite the hand-OVCr agreement with San Francisco, and 
despite the Park Service's own ~gemen! Policy which outlines intermediate steps. 

My concerns for this land are not onlylhe use it provides to my family and dogs. I have participated in 
clean-ups of the area and removed far more human waste than dog waste. I have pulled ice plant under 
ranger direction to help eliminate non-native vegetatio1L Once the Parle Service put up signs and I learned 
about the bank swallow areas l made sure that we and our dog stayed clear- I have continued to do so even 
though the signs have disappeared over time. 

I urge the Park Service people to interpret their goals in the light of the laws and agreements that have been 
made, rather than interpreting these Jaws and agreements in the light of goals they might wish to pursue. 

Sincerely, 

J, seph H. Marshall 
845 Palomar Drive 
Redwood City, CA 94-062 
650-368-6234 

.. 
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March 11, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

I am writing in support of off-leash dog walking in the Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area. 

' 

I believe that you can allow off-leash dog walking and still preserve 
the natural resourc of the GGNRA. 
~ .r 

V.~L . 1vian em 
321 Cheny Street 
San Francisco, CA 94118 

r 

"' "' 
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,, 
Comments con~erning off-leash dog~walk~ng privileges for users of GGNRA 

FAX # 415/561-4355 

Although for 35 years I was the own-e.r (and therefore ·the walker) of 
large dogs in San Francisco an~ frequently used public areas throughout 
Northern California for their exercise, I am firmly opposed to off
leash dog-walking in any place where the general public, especially 
children, utilize the area for recreational purposes. 

Most pet dogs are -- most of the time.''~- well-behaved, obedient -- or 
at least responsive -- to .their owner~:' wishes concerning beha'\rior, 
and seldom intentionally aggressive or· frightening to other dogs or 
people. Ho~ever, every single one of them, big or little, does have 
the potential for anti-social behavior of a possibly dangerous kind, 
and no one can predict precisely when such.an incident might occur. 
My own dogs, with one exception, wer,e docile and quite friendly, but I 
kept them leashed because I observed·many incidents which could have 
caused problems. (Example: unleashed dog minding its own business 
or playing; unsupervised child, friend'ly or curious and intrigued with 
dog's activity, suddenly interferes with dog's play or take its toy or 
decides to hug the animal, and dog reacts negatively; child becomes. 
frightened, might even get bit, unsupervising parent is hysterical, 
fu.t"ious and perhaps also frightened by dog's behavior)) All too often 
the result of such an example is that most witnesses will be turned 
off by the dogs actions, no matter that it was provoked. 

In our society it doesn't ~atter whether the dog is truly at fault; 
the person, especially if a child, is not supposed to be put at risk 
by any action on the.part of the dog. Sinoe the aim should be to 
prevent ALL unfortunate.incidents, not just remedy or explain them, 
the surest method c5f prevention should be required at all times, and 
that is a leash (Enclosed areas for off-leash exercise exist and 
should be utilized by owners who desire that for their dogs.) 

It would be wise for authorities to remind dog-o\.l?\ers that even only 
one ugly incident c~n.result in a very wide ripple effect.of negative 
response by the public to all dogs. Many children and some adults 
are simply afraid : of dogs (a concept most of us who tr~asu.re their 
~ompanionship find it hard to understand), but those fearful people 
have a right to enjoy public recreational areas without wrirryinq 
about the appearance of an unleashed dog. 

rn 39~d 31~3113~ r Zl~nHS ~ 8LLE-9LL-91P GGNRA012573
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superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Comments on ANPR for pet policy 

Dear superintendent Brian O'Neill: 

March 11, 2002 
555-555-5555 

I am wf"'iting you to express my support for maintaining the 
National Park Service's leash law throughout the GGNRA where 
dogs are allowed. The leash law represents a reasonable 
compromise between preserving endangered species and habitats 
and allowing people to recreate with their dogs in the GGNRA. 
This will protect our environment and strike an appropriate 
balance between recreational impacts and urban wildlife 
protection . 

I have ·noted that at Fort .Funston, areas where dogs are 
currently run off leash have very little plant cover except for 
iceplant, and much of the ground is completely bare of 
vegetation. People continue to throw balls, etc, for their dogs 
in these areas. 

As a matter of accomodat~nsr both people and pets, I would like 
to suggest that with or without leashes, no dogs be allowed at 
Fort Funston on weekend mornings prior to 10:00 AM. This would 
allow those of us who wish to use the park a chance to do so 
without wading through a sea of fur. It would also provide a 
break for foraging shorebirds, which disappear from the beach as 
soon as dogs show up (very few dogs on the beach are on leash) . 

Thank you. 

Yours truly, 

Arnold Gerstell 
220 lake Merced #17 
Daly Cicy, CA 94015 
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To: GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

San Franc'isco, CA 

fax: 415-561-4355 

3.11.02 

To All Concerned: 

FAX NO. .Mar. 11 2002 01:26PM P1 

I am a San Francisco resident, voter, and business owner. I am also a dog 

owner have some comments on the Advance Notice of Rulernaking 

Process regarding off-leash dog walking at Crissy Field. 

I am a strong supporter of off-leash.dog walking and want to be able 
to continue to walk my dog off-leash at Crissy Field. 

It is very important for my dog, and all dogs, to be able to have a place to 

run free of a leash. Off-leash areas enable dogs to socialize with other 

dogs and people, without socialization dogs can become aggressive. 

Off-leash areas allow my dog to get enough exercise-I am fairly young 

and athletic-but by no means could I provide my dog with enough exer· 

cise while she is telhere!fo me. Without enough exercise my dog, and all 

dogs, would become ill and temperamental. 

Crissy Field is a big place and there is enough room for all including an 

off-leash area for dogs. 

I respect the needs and rights of park users and wildlife. I clean-up after 

my dog. I have trained my dog well and provided her with years of social

ization. her response to my training_ and the freedom she has been allowed 

in off-leash areas have made her a trustworthy, healthy pet Please respect 

the dog-owners right to provide a healthy life to their dogs. 

Thank you, 

• 
l~~ 

Kristin Bumgarner 
769 Ninth Avenue, No 12 

San Francisco, CA 94118 

GGNRA012575
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

TO: GGNRA 
FAX NUMBER: 561-4355 
ATTENTION: ANPR 
FROM: Marianne Michael 
DA TE: 3/11/02 
NUMBER OF PAGES: 1 

Marianne Michael 
308 Poplar St. 

Mill Valley, CA 94941 

I support off-leash recreation in limited parts of the GGNRA. To be physically fit, 
mentally well balanced and well behaved, a dog needs hard exercise. This kind of 
exercise is not possible while tb.e dog is confined to the limits of a leash. 

. I strongly support the preservation of natural resources and the protection of wildlife . 
However, 1 believe that banning off-leash dogs from less than 1 % of the GGNRA is 
radical and unnecessary. Remember, the GGNRA is a recreational area, intended for the 
public's recreational use. Walking dogs ofleash is one such use that was intended when 
San Francisco turned the land over to the GGNReacreationalA., and this use should be 
protected. 

Regards, 

Marianne Michael 

' 

\ 

Iii 001 
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Col4en GatG NationCLl Reerut·i.on Area 
Attn: ANPA 
Fort Mason, Bu1ldinq 20l 
san Francisco, CA 94123 
FAK: 415/561-4355 

Deiu: Folks ; 

I offer ehese pubiic comments on the pet ma.na.gement proposal~ ~1thin th• 
Recreac1on Area. 

Dog walking apd owner e~Qrciae has been 4Zl activity enjoyed b:y m~ny resident• of 
San Prancisco for decade• - prior to establianment of the Recreation Ai"ea -
continuing toclay ~ seniors, perion; of many nAt~onslities, farniliea and 
couples- ~ an outdoor rec~eacion aet~vity, QS iagitimaee •• hana-gl1aing, 
hiking, kite flying. etc. it also predate~ National Park Service regUlaeory 
requiralllents :or doo leash use or outright prohibition. In the l977 Aeeea&ment 
of Altarnativo5 eor the General Managem$nt Plan, COll!Pleted after brCUld ~bli~ 
~n.put and ~etailad analy9is by agency etaff, •dog wal~in.g' is eited on p, 213 as 
a ~re~existing public use for the oeean Beach-Ft. run~ton plDl'l!lin~ unit. Yet, no 
where in that docwnant are regulotory constraints mentioned, alleged odverse 
impacts to n~tural resource~ descr1bed, or alternatives prohibi~ini thia lon~
atana~ng pu.blic rQcreation value di~cuseed- Since a RQcreation•wide r.evieed 
General ~ana~emen~ flan for the Recreation Area has not been issued altho~h the 
park hae been 92Panded co double o~iginal size, thia 1977 dOC\IJl\Cnt has not b~en 
replaeeo. Han~-gli~ing, uae of horse-trails, bikina and running evepts have 
increased vlettor recreation density D» ~11 as en~oyxnent, yet we do not iee 
adaie1onal const~aint~ placed upon these participants such as cicat1on& and law 
suits. Many yaare ago, a platfo:cm w•s conmtructed on an his~oric military 
structure at Pore Funatan to better view hang-gliding and ocean scene~ - an 
acco111t11o~t1on to a recreat!o~ actiV1ty with an impa~t upon an historic resource. 

City and State Park sy~cems seem ~o be working towards a more positive approach 
thBn the Park service wb1ch in recent pa~t has ganG~Bt~d ill-Will through the 
!lliseakas of it~ own 9taff. A more restricced Park se~ica policy and praccic~ 
regarding dQ~/pcople rec~eation will raaul~ in fu•th•r erosion of public 
eontidiince in the agency and increased. uses of City or CoUtlty park areas. 

I u~ge superintendent O'Neill and P~r~ Service Director Mainella to ia•ue a 
waiter from the raqulatory on-lease and/or pro~~ition of do~ and cwnar 
recreation within Golden Gate NRA because of this public use pre-existed Par~ 
service manageme"t- I agree that rca~onable owner behavior i• very iJJJPO•t~nt and 
liability, clean-up, end control are owner•a responsibilicies i~ any 
juriadice1on-

Sincerely, 

• 
Maraba c.S- Kally 
985 Partola DrivQ 
sen P•anclnco, CA 

P. 01 
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8 March, 2002 

FAX (415) 561-4355 and mail 

Attention: ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Mine is a clear and definite voice in support of off-lead dog walking within the 
GGN:KA, as lands exist now, and for a re-operung of some of the areas closed during the 
lasi few years. Mine is also a voice for concern about the fairness and propriety of the 
process. 

Firstly, I believe public comment on this matter is nol new: For yet another time, public 
review is asked for something already several times canvassed, agreed to, paid for by tax 
dollars, and recognized locally and in Washington. 1 

Further, while fonnal exceptions were written to allow for mountain biking on regional 
trails and hang-gliding at Fort Funston, that use continued without stigma during the 
rulemaking process. The GGNRA however has taken an adversarial position against dog 
walkers and in so doing, has deliberately sabotaged the current process: Individuals are 
being ticketed for walking with dogs off-lead in areas where for years this activity has 
gone on withouc intertuprion of any other natural or social use. Such an aggressive 
campaign against off-leash dog waiting clarifies the magnitude of GGNRA bias and 
taints this process. Rangers are not ticketing merely in circumstances where problems 

1 See legislative history of the GGNRA which reveals the groundwol'l< for this exception for off
leash dog walking almost 30 years ago when the park was fom1ed: Section 1 ( c) of USC Section 
16: "Each area within the National Park System shall be administered in accordance with the 
provisions of any statute made spetifically appl icnble to that area." 

From the House Report of the 92nd Congressional Second Session, 1972, adopted when the 
legislation was pas!;ed: On page 4857: "As a national urban recreation area, this new component 
of the National Park System will be confronted with problems which do not frequt:ntly occur al 
other national park and recreation areas." 

This is the enabling language, this is the report from the House, on page 4852: "It is expected that 
the predominant use of the recreation opportunities offered by the Golden Gate National Urban 
Recreation Area will be the peop1e residing in the nine county San Francisco Bay Region." 

And there is a quote on the bottom of page 4852 discussing those uses of this area: "On a nice 
day, it will satisfy the interest of those who choos~ to Oy kites, sunbathe, work their dogs, or just 
idly watch the action on the Bay." 

Ill 001/002 
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are clear-cut. Rather, they are ticketing for our status as dog walkers.2 With one hand 
rangers hand out cards which include recommendations for dog walking, 
recommendations that in fact put the safety and welfare of the community at risk, while 
the other hand writes a ticket to fine a responsible dog owner. 

There was for 22+ years in place the 1979 Pet Policy, drafted, reviewed and commented 
upon by City and federal agencies, used in fund-raising $34 million private dollars for 
Crissy Field restoration, which created an.exception for off-lead dog walking in the 
GGNRA. $34 million private dollars. Documentation exists and has been presented in 
various forums which confinns GGNRA recognition of this poliey. Yet, now we are 
engaged in yet another costly review process. 

A working dog is a dog off-leash and for any owners who have not achieved genuine o.ff
Iead control, then there are within these areas space and room where appropriate off-lead 
control can be taught and learned, which training is not possible now.with the current 
enforcement. I and others look to the day when signs the Park Service painted over, the 
ones that read "Voice Control," can come out of storage. 

We are all of us safer walking with dogs off-leash on these lands. 
There are no birds at Gro1u1d Zero finding people and remains; there are no plants 
standing sentry duty at bridges and airports. 
We owe Dog off-lead areas to run and exercise mind and body . 
We owe people access. 

argory en 
Pier 26, Adrian Studios .: 
San Francisco, California 94105 
415.999.2054; margory@dnai.com 

: 

cc: The Honorable John D. Graham 
Administrator. 01RA 
Office of Management and Budget 
262 EEOB 
Washington, DC 20503 
Fax: (202) 395-3047 

SFDOG, fortfunston@hotmail.com 
Other parties 

2 Supervisor Dr. Leland Yee wrote to Mr. Superintendent O'Neill in a letter dated November 28, 2001 that 
indeed the Superintendent does have the authority to stop the excessive cnforcemenl 1ickcting. 
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Shawn McGhie 
<ShawnMcGhie@Fairls 
aac.com> 

03/11/2002 05:29 PM 
PST 

Dear Advisory Committee: 

'5Bot-o(- lB 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_j)ets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Dog leash law 

I strongly advise your committee to overturn the policy allowing dogs to run 
free in the recreation area. Since this-law adopted over 22 years ago, the 
use of the area has changed dramatically from virtual wasteland to a heavily 
populated public recreation area. ·over the past year, in the bay area, one 
person has been killed and another seriously injured by unleashed dogs. The 
very dog that killed Ms. Wipple was allowed to run free in your recreation 
area (there is a picture of the dogs on the beach in the San Jose Mercury 
News, Jan 31, 2001) . You have no control over what kind of dogs· people 
bring down to the recreation areas. Therefore, you must overturn the law 
because it is your duty to protect the public in the recreation area. 

My bi-iggest concern is for my two year old daughter's safety in the park. I 
take my daughter down there every weekend and go for a walk along the 
walking path. There have been at least fifty or more occasions where dogs 
have run up to, or lunged at, my daughter. Every time this happens, I try 
to block the dog from my daughter or pick her up. Then the dog owner will 
laugh at my reaction and say, "my dog won't bite her." How do I know if the 
dog will or will not bite her. The owners of the dog that killed Ms. Wipple 
said the same thing to people that came into contact with their dog. It's 
like the drunk driver who says that they never hit anyone before when 
driving home. 

Your organization has made a major investment in the park over the past 
three years by putting in the walking trail and beach for public use. The 
unleashed dogs have completely taken over this area, especially the beach 
area (the beach now smells like urine from the walking trail) . It is 
impossible to have picnics or sunbathing on the beach, when dogs are 
constantly running across your blanket/towel. The dogs also try to eat any 
food that you bring down. It would be far to dangerous to even consider 
taking a child to the beach~ I think it is a shame that so much money has 
been invested in this area, only to have the dogs take it over. 

The only reasonable compromise would be to fence in part of the new grass 
area for a "Bark Park, 11 where dogs could run free and not be a danger to the 
public. Many cities have established these parks to protect the public and 
public areas. 

Shawn C. McGhie 
9 Circle Dr. Apt. A 
Tiburon, CA 94920 
(415) 492-5769 
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03/11/02 11:01 AM EST 

Date Submitted 11-Mar-02 

a Bc?2. - ol -lA 

To: GOGA_Public_Affairs@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: NeW Submission 

E-mail address (needed for a response):: 
Comments:: Every time I go to the GGNRA, I see dogs chasing birds. I think 
dogs should be kept on leash at all the parks. 

Name:: Elaine Vestal 
Address:: 294 Carl St. 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
Phone:: 
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Marina Gelman To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
<marina@bluemartini.c cc: 
om> Subject: Let dogs play without leashes 

03/11/2002 02:51 PM 
PST 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As a dog owner for the last 10 years, I couldn't pass an opportunity to voice my opinion about 
dog-leash law. . 
Dogs are men's best friend and as such should have· place in the city where they could run free. 
How can someone 
justify taking a few of the remaining places away from our dogs? In the city that has over 
700,000 population 
it should be reasonable to expect couple of places for pet owners and their pets to walk to play. 
Also, fc:>r your study and 
information : my dog has never chased birds. 
If you have any questions, give me a call at: 415-23 5-8680. 

·Regards, 
Marina 

marina.vcf 

• 
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RobGeminl@aol.com 

03/11/2002 06:42 PM 
EST 

Dear Park Staff, 

. 0&;4-ol- l A 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: National Park Policy on Dogs 

Please don't succumb to the hysteria and terror tactics of the lunatic fringe, otherwise referred to as 
"animal rights activists," or the strident, militant dog owners who think that they and their pets have a right 
to do whatever they please EXCEPT obey existing laws and follow the dictates of courtesy and civilized 
behavior. 

I take a 1-2 hour walk everyday, weather permitting, and usually enjoy Ocean Beach (from Fort Funston 
up to Sutro Heights), Golden Gate Park, or Crissy Field and the Marina. 

EVERY SINGLE DAY, I see dogs tearing up groundcover, disturbing other outdoor enthusiasts, including 
children, and terrorizing wildlife, especially the small birds one finds along the surf at Ocean Beach or gulls 
along Crissy Field. Just last week, I watched as a man in a horse and buggy had to whip dogs with his 
riding crop because they were barking and snapping at him and his horse. 

EVERY SINGLE DAY, I watch mothers grab terrified children as out-of-control dogs run up to picnic 
tables, blankets on the beach and other gatherings. 

EVERY SINGLE DAY, I see dogs defecating in planted areas, beaches and open meadows - and their 
owners making no effort whatsoever to pick up the mess. Many owners don't even carry scoops and bags 
when exercising their dogs. 

EVERY SINGLE DAY, I "experiment" by mentioning leash laws and pet pickup laws to scofflaw owners . 
At best, I'm just ignored. At worst, I'm told "F--k Off!" or "F--k You!" 

Clearly, the rights of species to NOT be exterminated by domesticated animals far outweigh the rights of 
dogs and their owners to ignore the law. 

The rights of tax-paying, law-abiding outdoor enthusiasts to enjoy clean, pleasant parklands far outweigh 
the rights of dogs to run wild and uncontrolled. 

The rights of children to enjoy a picnic or a field trip far outweigh the rights of dogs to terrorize our smaller 
citizens. 

I add my voice to the chorus asking for immediate and unrelenting enforcement of the existing laws. I also 
call for higher fines for offenders. I'll even go so far as to recommend that unleashed, unsupervised and 
untrained animals be seized - just like towing cars. After paying fines, boarding fees, pet food and other 
e~penses to release their pets, perhaps owners will rethink their lawless, careless, arrogant and selfish 
ways. 

~ 
Thanks for providing a forum for people to "vent!" 

Sincerely, 

Robert Spoor 

Rob Spoor 
San Francisco, CA 
robgemini@aol.com 
415.664.3166 (voice) 
415.664.3191 (fax) 
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Marian Hardin To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
<mhardin2@ix.netcom. cc: 
com> Subject: Dog-leash opinion 

03/11/2002 02:56 PM 
PST 

Unleashed dogs should not be allowed t~ run freely in the GGNRA area. 

I am a long-time resident of Daly City. Over the years, my family and I 
have frequently visited Thornt.on Beach--wb.en it was accessible--and Ft. 
Funston. The vegetation and land are suffering from overuse. Although 
I like dogs, the unleashed pets can be dangerous. 

Thank you for this opportunity to express an opinion . 
• 

Marian Hardin 
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"Sarah Colby'' 
<sarah@lsc-sf.org> 

03/11/2002 03:27 PM 
PST 

3~-0f-lA 

To: <goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov> 
cc: <fortfunston@hotmail.com> 

Subject: ANPR Comment: In Support of Off-leash Dog Walking in the GGNRA 

As a responsible and loving dog owner and resident of San Francisco, I write begging you to keep the few 
remaining areas in which dogs may run off-leash free to nonagressive and nondestructive dogs. It is cruel 
to confine all dogs to a few small mud pens (called designated dog runs) in the city. I understand that 
some dogs are unruly and their owners irresponsible. These dogs and owners should be cited and fined. 
I often tell these dog owners that they must curb their dogs and respect the other inhabitants and users of 
the parks. It is unkind to make well-behaved d9gs pay the price. I believe we can co-exist peacefully 

. without closing off the GGNRA areas to play and fun for.responsible dogs and owners. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Colby 
21 Seward Street 
San ·Frarcsico, CA 94114 
(415) 626-3058 

• 
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barbara 
<speed@fletcho.com> 

03/11/2002 02:51 PM 
PST 

To Whom it May Concern: 

'6307-0(-~ 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: 

As a long time dog owner and user of open spaces for our dogs' off leash 
recreation in the East Bay, I'm writing to urge you to continue to provide 
spaces for everyone to run their obedient dogs. We've seen this work out 
successfully at Point Isabel, and now are enjoying using the Albany 
Waterfront Park. We are especially concerned that this park continue to be 
available for the off leash recreation of dogs who are under voice control, 
and feel that their presence is no problem to people or wildlife. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Speed . . 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

Fletcher Oakes 
Barbara Speed 

There is no trap so deadly as the trap you set for yourself. 
--from The Long Goodbye by Raymond Chandler 
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Gretchen Irion 
<gdirion@pacbell.net> 

03/11/2002 02:39 PM 
PST 

Superintendent GGNRA 
Attention ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear sir: 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Fort Funston dog walking 

March 11, 2002 

936 Castle HHl Road 

Redwood City, CA 94061 

I have frequented Fort Funston often in the last five years to walk my 
pointers off-lead. Some dog breeds require extensive daily exercise 
which cannot be acquired while the dog is leashed unless the owner 
happens to be a marathon runner. I always find the park well populated 
by people with their dogs. Fort Funston was the best place in the Bay 
Area to walk your dog. That is until the park service started fencing 
off areas and harassing the dog walkers. 

-
It was my understanding that the land was given to GGNRA with the 
prerequisite that it would remain as recreational land for the people. 
It doesn't really seem fair for the federal government to dictate what 

type of recreation people should"have at Fort Funston, especially since 
there is a 20 year precedent of off lead dog walking there. I also have 
a problem with people who do not frequent Fort Funston dictating what 
type of recreation is appropriate for the people who do frequent th 
park. If Fort Funston is .closed to off lead dog walking, where will I 
be able to go to walk a few miles with my dogs so we can exercise together? 

Sincerely, 
Gretchen Irion Pharm.D 

- .. -~·-- ........ --. 
~.·· · .... -···---- ....... 
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Libby Roberts To: goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov 
<libbyr@reyes.stanford cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com 
.edu> Subject: ANPR Comment: In Support of Off-leash Dog Walking in the GGNRA 

03/11/2002 02:09 PM 
PST 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames, 

I am writing to urge you to continue to allow off leash dog walking in the GGNRA. I wish I had 
an eloquent and persuasive voice that could c;onvey just how important this is to me, and to 
thousands of dog owners and their canine companibns throughout the Bay Area, but I'm afraid 
this is just a simple plea for you to recognize the importance of allowing dogs to have room to 
run and exercise and enjoy their bond with their human friends. 

I am not suggesting that dogs should be running rampant through the streets. I am pointing out 
that most dogs ARE well behaved and ARE entitled to proper exercise and fresh air and a safe 
environment. Yes, I say entitled because that is their nature, and that is the way we (as a 
civilization) have brought them into our culture and our environment. We domesticated these 
animals, and that makes it our responsibility to provide for their needs. 

There is talk of having dogs take their exercise in a restricted, over-crowded, un-natural "dog 
park." That is not sufficient for me or my dog. She is a dog with lots of energy and needs room to 
run. And I want to run with her. I also want to throw her ball and watch her run into the ocean to 
retrieve it. This can't be done on a leash or in a small fenced-in patch of dirt filled with numerous 
other dogs vying for room to run around in that same small patch of dirt or concrete. 

I have been taking my dog to Fort Funston since I adopted her five years ago. There she has run 
back and forth along the trails, wagging her tail and urging me to hurry to get down to the beach 
so she can romp in the water. The only time I have had to call her back from chasing another 
animal is when she has gotten into a game of "tag" with other dogs and it is time to head on back 
to the car. She doesn't wander into fenced off"areas of restoration" because she tried once and 
was told "no." Yes, she recognizes the word "no" and obeys me when I say it. Yes, she poops on 
the trail sometimes. And when she does, I take a plastic bag, scoop it up, and carry it to the 
rearest trash can (even if it is a hundred yards away and even if she does her business under a 
bush). In all my time at Fort Funston, I have only witnessed a hand full of people who have not 
picked up after their dog ... and l'.i.have seen strangers pick up the mess of the those few 
irresponsible owners. I have also seen discarded filled diapers, beer cans, McDonald's cups, 
broken glass and various other forms of human effluent scattered along the same trails that my 
dog and I enjoy. 

Some people do not care for dogs. That is their right. But it shouldn't be their right to prevent me 
and my dog from enjoying an hour or two of recreation and pleasure in one of the few places in 
the Bay Area that allows dogs to be dogs off leash. We don't bother anyone. I do not particularly 
care for children. But I certainly don't feel that I have a right to prohibit them from enjoying all 
that Fort Funston has to offer. Their screaming and crying annoy me, but I don't suggest that they 
be herded into a playground and forced to take all their exercise there. My dog loves children, 
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and will drop her ball at the feet of the nearest child. Even /have to smile at the enjoyment they 
get from awkwardly flinging her ball and having her bring it right back to their feet for another 
go. She gets along with them; but ifthe child or parent shows fear of her approaching, I call her 
back to me. Two "different" groups sharing the same place. 

I have given you examples of how my dog behaves. I have painted her as an ideal dog. She is. 
That doesn't mean she is without faults, but when she heads towards inappropriate behavior I 
exercise control and bring her in line. That is what the majority of dog owners do. Most dog 
owners have dogs because of the desiie to share the special love and joy a dog brings to a 
family's life. They are concerned with the safety and happiness of their companion, and abide by 
the rules established to allow dogs and people and children and the environment to interact. 

The Bay Area is way overcrowded. Dogs, like their human frienCts, need to have a place to go to 
get away from the stresses of overcrowding. I do not say open up every park and open space to 
dogs, but don't take away one of the few remaining places where dogs and people can enjoy life 
together. · 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Libby Roberts 
Mountain View, CA 

*********************************************** 
Libby Roberts 
Administrative Assistant 
Radiation Oncology, Physics Division 
Stanford University School of Medicine 
300 Pasteur Dr., Rm H-0144 
Stanford, CA 94305-5304 
PH (650) 723-5549 
FX (650) 498-5008 

··········································································· 
Q: What are the first requisites of good manners? 
A: Kind heartedness, self-respect, consideration,a sense of fair play, and some powers of 
observation. 

Vogue Book of Etiquette - 1925 
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JosephOBrien@amre.c 
om 

03/11/2002 01 :32 PM 
PST 

3~10-0l- IC-

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA and Pets 

I understand you are seeking comment on whether unfettered pets (i.e.,dogs) 
should be allowed 
in the GGNRA. 

My vote is no. 

As an avid walker (and cyclist), I'm astounded by the number of dog owne~s who 
let their 
pets run free. Dogs chase and frequently bite. Pedestrians adults and 
children -- should 
not be put in potentially dangerous situations by pet owners. Unfortunately, 
far too many dog owners 
are naive about the propensity of their pets to frighten or injure people. 
Leasliet" must be 
mandatory. · 

Joseph O'Brien 
823 Thornhill Drive 
Colma, CA 94015 

• 
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33tl-C9l- 1 A 

To: Alex Naar/GOGA/NPS@NPS 
cc: 

Subject: New Submission 

FYI Don't know if you saw this or not. 

Roger Scott 
Public Affairs 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
National Park Service 
Phone (415) 561-4731 
Fax (415) 561-4710 
E-mail roger_ scott@nps.gov 
-----Forwarded by Roger Scott/GOGA/NPS on 03/11/02 08:11 AM-----

• 

Onllne_Forms@nps.go 
v . 
03/11/02 11 :01 AM EST 

. 

Date Submitted 11-Mar-02 

To: GOGA_Public_Affairs@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: New Submission 

E-mail address (needed for a respoRse) :: 
Comments:: Every time I go to the GGNRA, I see dogs chasing birds. I think 
dogs should be kept on leash at all the parks . 

Name:: Elaine Vestal 
Address:: 294 Carl st. 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
Phone:: 
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"sarah hubert" 
<sarahhubert@hotmail 
.com> 

03/11/2002 12:42 PM 
PST 

3'?l2.- Dl- SB 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: fort funston 

I would like to comment on the leash law enforcement of Fort Funston: 

The area to the left of the stairway leading down to the beach should be allowed for dogs to run 
free while under voice command. That area of beach is rarely used by "sunbathers" and 
predominantly used by walkers, both with dogs and without - as well as horseback riders. There 
must be an area larger than 1 OX20 foot fenced area for our dogs to get exercise - they need to 
run. Must I drive outside of the city to exercise my dog? As for the birds nesting- will kids be 
ticketed for chasing the birds? Will horses be banished from the beach for stirring the birds away 
from waters edge? There must be some space and we're asking for just a little - we'll stay on the 
paths, no venturing into the iceplant - we'll clean up after our pets - we'll discourage the chasing 
of birds. Just a little space along a beach which is primarily used for walking dogs anyway ..... . 

A loving dog owner AND an environmentally conscious individual, 

• Sarah Hubert 

Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com . 

• 
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Charlotte Louis 
<scbaduck@aiinc.com 
> 

03/11/2002 08:28 PM 
GMT 

Monday, March 11, 2002 

Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 

-·~--·--~·"' 

3-ol~-ot-sA 

To: "Brian O'Neill" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: I Support Alternative A - Keep Dogs Leashed! 

\_ 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

I am writing to support Option_ A in the ANPR and further request that the Park 
Service continue to allow leashed pet recreation where currently permissible, 
while minimizing pet impacts to visitors and park resources. 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the world's largest urban park, provides 
critical habitat for some of the state's most rare and threatened species 

-· including 11 federally listed endangered wildlife species and 9 federally 
listed plant species. While parks such as GGRNA also provide a great place to 
recreate with pets, I am concerned that the ANPR could lead to changes in the 
current leash policy that would put sensitive park resources and public safety 
in jeopardy . 

Numerous academic and government studies identify off leash pets as threats to 
visitor safety, wildlife, and the integrity of natural and cultural resources. 
For example, a study by the American Humane Association documents injuries to 
humans, wildlife, and pets as a result of unleashed pets and recommends that 
pets be leashed in public areas set aside for natural resource protection 
purposes. Golden Gate National Recreation Area records indicate numerous 

.incidents of dog bites, threats of dogs to park visitors, and instances where 
park rangers were forced to risk their own safety to rescue uncontrolled pets 
and pet owners trapped on cliffs or in the ocean . .. 
For these reasons -- threats to public safety and park resources -- I support 
Option A. Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Louis 
2110 Silver Circle 
Fallon, NV 89406 - 6822 
scbaduck@aiinc.com 
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Karl Crawford 
<kcrawford4@yahoo.c 
om> 

03/11/2002 11 :52 AM 
PST 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

B3t4 ... ol-lA 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com, t_m_ochoa@yahoo.com 

Subject: Please save off-leash areas! 

San Francisco, CA 94123 <?xml:namespace pre~x = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /> 

To All Those Concerned; 

I am a San Francisco dog owner and have been exercising my dog at Crissy Field for ten years. Crissy 
Field, in addition to be an outstanding place to enjoy the outdoors within an urban city, is the closest place 
to my house where my dog can legally swim. It is truly one of the reasons I live in San Francisco. 

The number.of areas where I can exercise my dog off-leash is being steadily reduced. Dogs need a place 
to exercise and be socialized off-leash. Responsible and knowledgeable dog owners know that dogs are 
safer and less likely to get into trouble if allowed to mingle with other dogs in less restrictive environments. 
This is critical for their physical and mental health. 

I think the law should be written to enforce dog control and clean up. If dog bites are a problem, then let's 
focus on those particular dog owners. For instance, legislation that concentrates on owners of problem 
dogs. In ten years of visiting Crissy Field several times a week, I have never seen a single dog bite. 
There is no need to punish a// dogs and dog owners . 

Please don't implement or enforce laws that create more of a problem then they fix. 

Karl Crawford 
267 Francisco Street 
San Francisco, CA 94133 
415-781-3330 

Karl Crawford 
KCrawford4@vahoo.com 
text page: 4152156178@mobile.att.net 
home: 415-781-3330 
cell: 415-215-6178 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the world's greatest free email! 
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Marie Partl 
<MParti@moraga.k12.c 
a.us> 

03/11/200211:30 AM 
PST 

3316-01 ... 3.B 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: GGNRA dog rules 

I have been going to Presidio for about 27 years, and I have never had a 
problem with dogs running loose. The dogs are friendly and certainly look 
forward to their run. I believe that it is unreasonable for a very few to 
mandate a change in this situation. There are many, many places for people 
to run free, in fact, too many to even contemplate, but very few places like 
the Presidio where a dog can have a taste'of joyous freedom. Needless to 
say, I am not in favor of ticketing people who let their dogs run loose. I 
am, however, in favor of ticketing dog owners who do not clean up after 
their dog . 

• 
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Oexrex@aol.com 

03/11/2002 02:15 PM 
EST 

Dear ANPR Supervisors: 

331(&> -ol - 3.B 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: (no subject) 

Dog owners seeking open spaces to exercise their " friends " are overwhelmingly decent, 
responsible people who respect other's rights as well as the environment. 

Pass and enforce restrictions on dangerous attack dogs, but allow others the luxury of 
running and enjoying a little freedom. · · 
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"Fobes, James" 
<jlfobes@nps.navy.mll 
> 

03/11/2002 11 :01 AM 
PST 

331'1-0{- 313 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: dogs 

No dog should ever be loose except in a fenced yard. Many of them represent 
a danger to the public and there is no justification for permitting that 
risk to exist . 
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Vadim Sheynkman 
<VSheynkman@ecolor. 
com> 

03/11/2002 11 :00 AM 
PST 

NO UNLEASHED DOGS!!!!! 

Nowhere! 

··' • ... l .;; ••.• j .·: .. -:·· ... .:..:. .... ~. - . 

"'3~l'B-c:>{- 3 r3 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: NO UNLEASHED DOGS!!!!! 

Except for their owners' backyard! 

Blank Bkgrd.gif 

.. 
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"Victor Sr." 
<vecastillo_ 13@msn.c 
om> 

03/11/2002 11 :04 AM 
PST 

Dear Superintendent GGNRA, 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Fort Funston Dogs Policies 

For several years I used to walk with my Chocolate Labrador Retriever "Dallas" at the Fort 
Funston recreational area. Just before he passed away, I took him to his favorite place, Fort 
Funston, to relax and forget his ilh1ess and pains. The park was quite frequented by many pet 
owners, who socialized among themselves and petted other dogs when they met. It was relaxing 
for all of us and the dogs felt free of the restrictive homes where they lived. Just like we need 
some open natural space to revitalize our spirit, they also need this freedom and exercise. The 
owners were quite responsible and their dogs well behaved. Seldom did I see a dog nmning 
through the fields. I never saw any of the dogs bothering any wildlife, since it was almost not 
existent in the populated areas of the park. 

Today, we are all worried about aggressive dogs and inconsiderate owners. It is my experience 
that these dogs are kept locked up and usually chained in backyards where their aggressive 
owners use them to intimate their neighbors. These dogs would be le_ss aggressive and even quite 
docile if they were raised from puppies in a loving environment, with frequent opportunities to 
interact freely with other dogs and people in a open fields. Nmmally, aggressive dogs are 
territorial within their confined area. Like it or not, we have had pets throughout history and will 
continue to have them for years. We need to create an environment where they are tTeated as part 
of the family and the community and not caged like zoo animals. Even zoos are creating more 
natural environments with more space for the animals to roain, while we interact with them. This 
is the civilized way to live together in this world. 

I urge you to create at Fmi Funston and other GGNRA recreational ai·eas designated areas where. 
our dogs can freely enjoy what nature offers in social envirpnment that nurtures them. As an 
environmentalist at heart and in practice, I believe in the co-existence of man, animals, and 
nature and not in their isolation into protected areas. That is how our world has survived for so 
many yeai·s. 

Sincerely, \ 

Victor E. Castillo 

\ 
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"Lillian M. Piol" 
<Lpiol@hansonbridget 
t.com> 

03/11/2002 10:23 AM 
PST 

3BW .. 03-JA 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov'" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: L TO GGNRC Re Off-Leash Regs.DOC 

I have attached my letter concerning my views regarding off-leash recreation 
in the GGNRA. 

<<LTO GGNRC Re Off-Leash Regs.DOC>>. 

L TO GGNRC Re Off-Leash Regs.D 
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Via Fax: 415/561-4733 
Via E-Mail: ggoa_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
Via Mail: 
Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Fort Mason, 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent: 

In response to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area's 
("GGNRA") Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ("ANPR") FR Doc. 
02-568, filed January 10, 2002, I support the long-standing tradition 
of off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. 

My dog is an important member of my family. Off-leash 
socialization and exercise contributes to my dog being a well-adjusted 
and healthy dog. It is also personally important for me for my own 
physical and recreational activity to enjoy walking with my dog off
leash. I know many other dog owners and others who agree with this. 
If my dog had to be leashed, none of these benefits would be the 
same for me. 

Off-leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when 
San Francisco transferred·its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGNRA 
and when the GGNRA was established to maintain "needed 
recreational open space necessary for urban environment and 
planning" (16 U.S.C., section 460bb). GGNRA should not be allowed to 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco. Continuing to 
make off-leash recreation a primary use in areas of GGNRA is a good 
use of the land. 

There is room for off-leash activity in GGNRA's 75,000 acres. 
Traditionally, off-leash use has occurred in only 0.5°/o of this land. Off
leash activity can continue while respecting other park uses, including 
preservation of natural resources and other recreational uses. 

I am a responsible dog owner. I pick up my dog's waste. I do 
not leave trash but leave the parks clean. I watch that my dog does 
not disturb people, wildlife, or plants. If GGNRA continues to permit 

933407.l 
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off-leash access for people with dogs, I will support it as a community 
member in whatever way I can. Thank you for your attention to this. 

Very truly yours, 

Lillian M. Piol 
1 Daniel Burnham Court, Unit 104 
San Francisco, CA 94109 · 
(415) 749-0970 
diamondlilpiol@earthlink.net 

933407.1 
03/08/02 
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David Anderson 
<davidinathens@hotm 
ail.com> 

03/11/2002 06:20 PM 
GMT 

Monday, March 11, 2002 

Brian O 1 Neill. 
Superintendent 

3B2f-C91 - 3A 

To: "Brian O'Neill" <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: I Support Alternative A - Keep Dogs Leashed! 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATTN: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

I am writing to support Option A in the ANPR and further request that the Park 
Service continue to allow leashed pet recreation where currently permissible, 
while minimizing pet impacts to visitors and park resources .. 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the world's largest urban park, provides 
critical habitat for some of the state's most rare and threatened species 
including 11 federally listed endangered wildlife species and 9 federally 
listed plant species. While parks such as GGRNA also provide a great place.to 
recreate with pets, I am concerned that the ANPR could lead to changes in the 
current leash policy that would put sensitive park resources and public safety 
in jeopardy . 

Numerous academic and government studies identify off leash pets as threats to 
visitor safety, wildlife, and the integrity of natural and cultural resources. 
For example, a study by the American Humane Association documents injuries to 
humans, wildlife, and pets as a result of unleashed pets and recommends that 
pets be leashed in public areas set aside for natural resource protection 
purposes. Golden Gate National Recreation Area records indicate numerous 
incidents of dog bites, threats of dogs to park visitors, and instances where 
park rangers were forced to risk their own safety to rescue uncontrolled pets 
and pet owners trapped on ~liffs or in the ocean. 

For these reasons -- threats to public safety and park resources -- I support 
Option A. Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

David Anderson 
130 Broomsedge Trail 
Athens, GA 30605 - 3353 
davidinathens@hotmail.com 
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Lisa.Novak@WellsFarg 
o.COM a - 03/11/2002 10:15 AM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_ANPR@nps.gov 
cc: fortfunston@hotmail.com 

Subject: ANPR Comment: In Support of Off-leash Dog Walking in the GGNRA 

To whom it may concern-

I am writing due to my concern about the Fort Funston recreation area, in 
regards to leashed pets. My husband and I enjoy Fort Funston at least once 
a week with our dog. It is the only place we have found where our dog gets 
the exercise that she needs and deserves. Plus, my husband and I enjoy the 
area and get to spend quality time·together. We look forward to bringing 
our children there (as we currently do not have any) from the time they can 
leave the house. We frequently meet friends at Fort Funston who have 
children, as it is great exposure for the children. 

I urge you to allow us to keep our dogs off leash in this park. Without it, 
we would not have anywhere to go and I would fear the lack of exercise would 
cause behavioral problems with my dog, as well as other dogs in the area. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Lisa Novak 
2038 s. Delaware St. 
San Mateo, CA 94403 
650-570-7673 

voter and dog owner 

Lisa Novak - Project Manager 
PCS University Online 
Wells Fargo & Co, Private Client Services 
415-396-1570 
lisa.novak@wellsfargo.com 
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"gale Justin" 
<galejustln@mindsprin 
g.com> 

03/11/2002 10:17 AM 
PST 

To Whom It May Concern: 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: 

I would like to add my voice to those of others who love dogs and who are seeking to keep some open 
spaces available for the exercise and socialization of their companion animals. Over the past 20 years I 
have owned 4 Golden Retrievers. There is no question in my mind that dogs need off leash exercise and 
that they do overall very little damage to "native vegetation, birds, fish and other dogs." I have no statistics 
to prove this but I have a beautiful yard that my dogs have over the years peacefully shared with plants, 
birds, turtles, and cats. Compared to the benefit provided by these welf-behaved animals to the blind, the 
deaf, the disabled, the solitary person, the occasional dog fight, bird chase or canine rescue is a negligible 
harm. Surely GGNRA can keep some scenic open spaces available for the exercise and outings of our 
loyal and loving companion animals. 
Dr. Gale Justin 
690 Oberlin Avenue 
Kensington, Ca. 94708 
(510)527-2815 

GGNRA012605
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<kortney@california.co 

• 

Kortney To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

. m> 

03/11/2002 10:03 AM 
PST 

To whom it may concern, 

Subject: off leash dog issue 

I strongly believe that it is our right as citizens of San Francisco to have access to off leash 
recreation in some of GGNRA lands. Thi~ is an urban area and open space cannot be closed off 
entirely to recreation because of some birds who next there. No one wants to chase away wild 
life, and their simply isn't the science to back up your claims that dogs chase birds away. To the 
contrary, the birds seem to come to the off leash areas to nest (maybe to get out of the way of 
ranger vehicles.) In addition, Fort Funston, Crissy Field, Baker and Ocean Beaches and the West 
Pacific Trail of the Presidio have absorbed a considerable amount of the off leash recreation for 
dogs AND tax paying o-yvners of dogs. Without use of these areas, our city parks will be overrun 
with all who need recreation. We need these areas to exercise ourselves and our dogs so that we 
can all be healthier and happier citizens. 

It's not clear why the GGNRA is taking such a harsh stance against a large group of responsible, 
tax paying citizens. Why not cite people who break litter, voice control, digging, bird chasing 
laws, instead of ticketting everyone? We go thru considerable time, effort and expense to train 
our dogs. We work very hard to education each other and be the best citizens we can be. Your 
blanket no-tolerance policy seems lazy and unfair. 

I am organizing everyone in my community to fight this. We are in contact with our 
Representatives. This has become an issue of my quality of life. Thank you for this opportunity 
to voice my opinion. 

Kortney Eichenberger 
139 5th Avenue #3 
SF, CA 94118 
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Peter Beck 
<PBeck@lomacleanlng 
.com> 

03/11/2002 09:35 AM 
PST 

To: "'goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov"' <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: dog leash policy 

Dear Sir: I would like to go on record in favor of allowing people to 
exercise their dogs off-leash in designated areas. I realize that there are 
two sides to this issue and in the spirit of fairness, to use Fort Funston 
as an example, why not have off-leash dog walking allowed only at specific 
times, e.g. 0700 to 1300 daily. After that, no dogs at all until the 
following day. This allows multiple usage' of the park areas and would 
satisfy both camps. In addition, I would require dog walkers to obtain an 
annual permit, for a fee, and then police the areas very stringently to 
insure that dog walkers pick up dog litter and take care of the property. 
Violation of park rules would result in the loss of their permit and park 
privileges. Thank you for allowing us this forum to air our views. 
Sincerely, Peter S. Beck, 944 Lincoln Place, Pacifica, CA 94044 . 
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Heidi Hofer 
<heidi_hofer@yahoo.c 
om> 

03/11/2002 08:58 AM 
PST 
Please respond to 
hhofer 

GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

.... .;.:.- ·~·. ----------·. --- . ---· 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov, Mark Maigatter <mmaigatter@hotmail.com> 
cc: Mark Maigatter <mmaigatter@hotmail.com> 

Subject: Dog Walking in SF 

<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "um:schemas-ri:licrosoft-com:office:office" /> 

Please save off-leash use areas! 

· Surely some compromise can be reached that will afford dogs and their owners designated areas 
for off-leash recreation. Dogs require the ability to run free for both exercise and for 
socialization. Dog owners in San Francisco do not have large backyards - most are lucky if they 
have a deck or patio. Dog owners need parks near their homes and apartments for off-leash 
recreation, especially to reduce car pollution and parking congestion. Buses only allow one dog 
per bus, and drivers can refuse dogs if a bus is crowded. 

I fully support enforcement of policies for responsible off-leash dog walking and to protect our 
environment. Dog owners need to pick up after their dogs, and should be severely fined if they 
do not; the same way other individuals who litter should be fined. In my experience it is dog 
owners who care more about the environment, especially since they are regular users of it. 
When my husband and I walk om dog Cozy, we are continually picking up trash; presumably that 
left by non-dog owners (bottles, cans, wrappers, food waste, soiled diapers, broken glass, etc.). 
This is something we frequently see other dog owners do. At our local Mountain Lake Park, the 
volunteer clean-up days are staffed 70-80% by dog owners. Dog owners have a very vested 
interest in the appearance and safety of San Francisco parks because they are regular users. What 
S'Jn Francisco needs more of is targeted enforcement on violators - those humans who do not 
clean up after their dogs as well as those who do not clean up after themselves. 

Please save our parks for the use of all residents, whether they have 2 or 4 legs! 

Regards, 

Heidi Hofer 
Voter and SFDOG Member 

th 
66 7 Ave . 
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San Francisco, CA 9418 
415-831-8513. 

hhofer@alumni.haas.org 

Heidi M. Hofer, hhofer@alumni.haas.org 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the world's greatest free email! 

\ 
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evestal@WellsFargo.C 
OM 

03/11/2002 08:46 AM 
PST 

35~1-01-1A 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Off-leash dogs 

I think dogs should be kept on leash at all of the parks. I love dogs, but 
every time I go to Ocean Beach or any other park with dogs, I always see 
them chasing birds. There is always at least one dog owner who doesn't 
control their dog. They also run over the dunes messing up the plants. 
Please don't allow off-leash dogs iri the parks. Thank you. 

Elaine Vestal 
294 Carl St. 
San Francisco, CA 94117 

GGNRA012610
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Sasha Futran 
<sfutran@pacbell.net> 

03/11/2002 08:51 AM 
PST 
Please respond to 
sfutran 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: Off-leash Areas Needed 

There is a great need for off-leash places to walk dogs. There are many 
dogs living in the area and people are now well aware that their dogs 
need places to run for exercise and ~lso the opportuity for 
socialization. 

As a member and former officer of the Olhone Dog Park Association 
(ODPA), the first offical dog park in the country located in Berkeley, I 
would like to tell you of the comments at a recent ODPA meeting by the 
head of Berkeley's Department of Parks and Recreation. Lisa Caronna 
told us that she gets fewer complaints about the Ohlone Dog Park than 
other parks in Berkeley. 

You see, the problem isn't dogs, but the people. With education and 
understanding about the difference between play and aggression, knowing 
when to step in and intervene, etc. dogs and people can have a good and 
safe time. 

Please continue to allow dogs off-leash. 

Thank you, 

Sasha Futran 
510 - 849 - 9323 

GGNRA012611
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"Janice Zavala-Clark" 
<jzavalaclark@nccwd. 
com> 

03/11/2002 08:32 AM 
CST 
Please respond to 
jzavalaclark 

Janice D. Zavala-Clark 
Management Analyst 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Pet Mgmt Policy 

North Coast County Water District 
PO Box 1039 
Pacifica CA 94044 
(650) 355-.3462 

pet mgmt policy.d0< 

GGNRA012612
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March 8, 2002 

Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 

. San Francisco CA 94123 

RE: Pet Management Policy 

I would like to introduce myself. My name is George Kanakaris, I am the General Manager of 
the North Coast County Water District. I was made aware of your Pet Management Policy after 
reading an article on page 16A of the March 6, 2002 issue of the Pacifica Tribune. It is my 
understanding, after reading the article, that the public comment period for this issue has been 
extended to April 12,2002. Hopefully,_ this will be adequate. 

As the District is interested in commenting on this matter and will make every effort to meet the 
timetable established, we rese~e the right to comment as a property owner that may be affected 
by your Pet Management Policy. The District owns several acres on Milagra Ridge in Pacifica. 
I am interested in gaining an understanding of your policy, and any potential impacts it may have 
on the District: The. District, through an agreement established with the GGNRA, has allowed 
the GGNRA use of portions of North Coast County Water District's property at Milagra Ridge. 

I would appreciate a call regarding this matter. I can be reached at (650) 355-3462, Monday 
through Friday between the hours of 8 A.M. and 5 P .M. I would like to thank you for your 
attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

George Kanakaris 
General Manager 

GK:jzc 
S:\users\George\ggnra\pet mgmt policy.doc 
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Lee Rudin 
<leewaysf@pacbell.net 
> 

03/11/2002 07:36 AM 
PST 

Greetings, 

3330-o 1-sJ3 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
. cc: 

Subject: Pet management 

I support off leash dog walking in the GGNR. I realize it requires pet 
owners to accept responsibility for the dog's behavior, waste, and not to 
disturb ecologically sensitive areas. With enforcement, from the ranger and 
the dog owners, we can coexist peacel:ully .. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Kindest Regards, 

Lee Rudin 
San Francisco Triathlon Training 
http://home.pacbell.net/leewaysf/index.html 

GGNRA012614
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"Verna Osborn" 
<vernaosborn@earthli 
nk.net> 

03/11/2002 07:35 AM 
PST 

3331-0l-\0 

To: <goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov> 
cc: 

Subject: Keep Dogs on Leash!! 

Dogs should be on leash in all public areas. The GGNRA is for ALL of us to enjoy. Dogs 
should not be allowed to destroy habitat, menace wildlife, and threaten human beings. Not all 
dogs are friendly, some are dangerous. Ordinary people like myself cannot tell the 
difference--and are very threatened by the approach of an unleashed dog. It would be fine to set 
aside specific, fenced areas as free dog runs--but it Is totally unfair to give dogs free run of a~l 
public areas. Verna Osborn, 1937 Ascot Drive, Moraga, CA 94556 (member of GGNP A) . 

• 
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Kathy Lucas 
<kslucas@pacbell.net> 

03/11/2002 06:28 AM 
PST 

To: goga_pets_anpr@nps.gov 
cc: 

Subject: ANPR: off-leash issue 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

I write this letter to urge the GGNRA to compromise on behalf of dog owners 
and their dogs who support a portion of Crissy Field being open to dogs 
running off-leash. 

Crissy field is a beautiful resource· that San Franciscan's of varied 
interests can enjoy. There is room enough for people of all types and for a 
wide spectrum of wildlife to enjoy this treasured recreational area. John 
Muir and Teddy Roosevelt wrote that we must protect the parks so that our 
children and their children may enjoy them.· ·This generation must also be 
able to enjoy these lands. 

Crissy Field, now restored, and now under the auspices of the GGNRA and the 
National Park Service, has never been bette~. More beautiful, more 
protected, and more pristine than in it has been at any other point during 
the past hundred years. The protected lagoon in the center of Crissy is an 
excellent example of how numerous and varied interests may be accommodated 
while sharing the park. Since restoration, many indigenous birds have 
returned to repopulate the protected area faster and to a greater extent 
than anyone had hoped. This miracle happened over the course of ·roughly a 
year. A year in which dogs ran off-leash elsewhere in the park. 

Many dog owners are currently up in arms on this issue because they believe 
their voice has not been heard or perhaps acknowledged by the parks service. 
Dog owners, by and large, are among the among the staunchest supporters of 
the GGNRA, The National Park Service, The Sierra Club, and the Audubon 
Society yet now they are being treated as an adversary. The town meeting 
last year was a disappointing example of how the issue is being evaluated 
and which interests are being weighed more heavily than others. 
Having investigated the origin and the nature of the gifts of these lands, I 
am confident that there is solid legal ground to support the multi-purpose 
use and sharing of thi"s land·. Some say that they would like to fight this 
battle in court and seek to strip the park service of this land. I believe 
that the GGNRA and the National Park Service are uniquely able to maintain 
and protect these lands but they must be shared. 
The National Park Service has repeatedly promised that it will give the 
public a fair process with regard to proposed changes to the long enjoyed 
traditional practice of allowing off leash dog walking recreation in some 
parts of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. But now the public input 
process is apparently being subverted by the GGNRA suddenly reversing its 
longstanding policy that allowed off-leash dogs in certain areas -- before 
the public input process occurs. 
The Park Service says it is setting up an Advanced Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, which it suggests will fairly allow the public to have input on 
this highly unpopular change. Nevertheless, the GGNRA employees announce 
that they have unilaterally reversed the current policy before the ANPR 
public input process begins. What good is a public input process if the 
agency is so committed to the change that it insists on abruptly reversing 
its longstanding policy and aggressively escalating enforcement just prior 
to the public comment period? Recently, Park Service managers have been · 
extremely antagonistic towards dog owners at Crissy Field by telling them 
that the 60-day comment period is merely a formality, and that GGNRA has 
already made their decision. Furthermore, the Park Service managers at 
Crissy Field have been quoted saying "the Park Service will issue tickets on 

GGNRA012616
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the first offense, jail the dog owner on the second offense and confiscate 
the dog on the third offense". Hearing this makes one not only the question 
the legality of these threats, but also question the Park Service's 
intentions and ethics. 

The impact of this poor is public policy is very significant. The change in 
policy would have a huge impact on the quality of life of so many in this 
densely populated urban area. Many would not take advantage of the 
opportunity to visit the parks but for the activity of taking their dogs out 
to run and play. In a city like San Francisco, it is crucial that dogs be 
allowed to run in a safe place. The open off-leash environment at Crissy 
Field provides puppies with the natural dog-dog socialization opportunity 
needed in raising mentally healthy and well-adjusted domestic dogs. 
Furthermore, for the many water dogs, the unfettered play they enjoy in the 
waves at both beaches helps maintain their good physical health and jolly 
mental disposition. Dogs that are not allowed to exercise sufficiently can 
become nuisances. In the city, most people do not have the luxury of having 
backyards for their dogs to run. Furthermore, for most medium and larger 
dogs, walks around the block or even fenced in cement dog runs are not 
sufficient to exercise them. Well-behaved dogs, like well-behaved humans, 
should be allowed to enjoy the open spaces provided by the GGNRA. However, 
dog owners must be held fully responsible for the actions of their dogs, 
especially when off-leash. Off-leash dog walking should be treated like 
driving a car, a privilege that requires responsibility. The solution is not 
to ban off-leash privileges, but to ban irresponsible behavior. 

Please make the dog owners part of the solution. Crissy Field is an amazing 
resource that can be enjoyed, respected and cared for by all. I am hopeful 
that you will agree and will support the case for off-leash rights at Crissy 
Field . 

Sincerely, 
Kathy S. Lucas 

Kathy Lucas 
kslucas@pacbell.net 

GGNRA012617
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: 2002 9:12 Fax Station : NPS o . 

FROM : Richard Kurz, MRI, SRA 

GGNRA 
Attention: A NPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear ANPR, 

FAX NO. 14155817322 

February 27, 2002 
1910 -IT" Ave.,. 
San Francisco> CA 941 "16 

Feb. 28 2002 09:17AM Pl 

We are in favor of off-leash recreation for dogs in the Golden Gate National 
, Recreation Area. Eve11 before we had a dog, we were in favor of off-leash areas 
where ever possible. Man,s best friend must have room to run and have fun. We 
are also in favor of protecting the environment and wildlifo, but we fail to see how 
denying dogs a. place to run around would be a. detriment. to the environment and 
wildlife . 

When San francisco gave its beaches and coastal bluffs to the GGN.RA, it was with 
the written understanding that the uses, i.e. off-leach dog walking, would be 
continued. The GGNRA was established to maintain 1Lneeded recreational open 
spa.ce necessary for urban environmental and plamung." .. 
KEEP THE TRADITION OFF-LEASH RECREATION roR DOGS IN THE 
GGNH.A. 

Thanks, 

Pamela Kurz Caitlin Kurz 

GGNRA012618
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FEB-28-2002 THU 09:44 AM UCSF DEPT STOMATOLOGY FAX NO. 415 476 4204 

33?1i - D\---IA 

REGARDING: GGNRA POLICY ON OFF-LEASH DOG WALKING 

I am writing this letter to sincerely urge you to decide in favor of off~leash 
recreation in the GGNRA Jalids. 

J have been going to Fort Funston oi1 a daily basis with my dog for the past 
two years and it is an absolute necessity for the we11-being and happiness of 
my dog. Our dogs need to be exercised off~leash so they can run and play 
freely with their friends. In a city like San Francisco, with such a large dog 
population, there are so few places left to exercise our dogs off-leash. The 
CiGNRA lands arc basically our Jast hope. If you do not allow for off-leash 
recreation here, as it has been for the last 22 years, the effects on our city 
parks and neighborhoods will be devastating. 

Jn addition to all the benefits for ~mr dogs, it is also a very social and 
enjoyable activity for dog owners to go out and congregate with their 
friends. It gives us such great pleasure to see our dogs having such a 
wonderful time ai1d almost instantly all the troubles of our sometimes hectic 
lives seem to inelt away. The people here arc always so friendly and it's 
one of the few places in the city where total strangers feel comfortable 
sayfr\g hello to one another. 

Please hear our voices .and let us continue to use the GGNRA lands for off
lcash dog recreation. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, ~ 

~ L"' \S~")"r J 
Alan Belgard 

~ ·v ~- ?°''~ s s"' c; A"('. 
:.;r:' l A VfL)\ \7 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

DcarGGNRA: 

R23 York Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
February 28, 2002 

We strongly support off-leash recreation for dogs in the Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area. These arc urban parks, and serve an important recreational need for us and our dog 
tha~~annol be satisfied anywhere else in San Francisco. 

The National Park Service should not blindly end off-leash recreation lo match rules in 
other national parks, but should see that the GGNRA is an urban park that serves vital 
recreational needs for SF residents, and lhat was given tu the NPS by lhe city of San 
Francisco originally. 

Our dog is under our control, and we clean up after her and keep her out of fenced-off 
areas in Fon Funston conscientiously. We ~o t.o the park every Saturday- this is an 
imp·ortant time for us, as well ns our dog, and is the only time that our city dog gcl.8 lo ruJ\ 
free in a "natural" environment without fear of being hit by cars or other urban dangers. 

Responsible off-leash recreation can absolutely cuex.ist and work with other concerns the 
park service needs to addresi-;. We \.lllderstanc..l thc importance of conservation and 
maintaining natural resources in the parks, as we arc financial suppo1·ters of and arc 
active in the following organizations: 

• National Parks Cunsct'vation A~sociation 
• California St.ate Parks Association 
• Friends of Recreation and Parks (SF) 

We hope that you will reconsider the recently implcmcntell ban, and maintain responsible 
off-leash recreation for dogs in the GGNRA. 

Sincerely, 

Ditv\d Hecht 
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3'33 (o- 01-1 A. 

2519 Pacific Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

February 25, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 
Subject: ANPR- PET MANAGEMENT IN GGNRA 

RECEIVED 

MAR o s 2001. 

SUPER\tnEaDEnTS omcE 

As a City of San Francisco resident and taxpayer I feel it is very important to maintain an off-leash dog 
areas in the City environs! · 

There is adequate space at Crissy Field to have both off leash and on leash areas. 

Walking a dog on leash doesn't provide the same benefits as an offleashrQmp does. When off leash dogs 
at Chrissy Field, socialize with other dogs. They also play in the ocean both fetching and swimming. A 
well-socialized and well-exercised dog is a happy, secure, reliable and well-adjusted dog. There are few 
places where dogs can play off leash and enjoy swimming and other activities. It is a safe place to let your 
dog off leash without worrying about traffic • 

People walking at Chrissy Field generally marvel at the fun the dogs have on the beach. They too believe 
there is enough space that we can all share it! They too believe we should have a "dog off leash" beach 
with adequate space for running and playing. All of us know other beach areas with ''no dogs". We all 
believe there should also be a beach area for leashed dogs. · 

Yes, we all believe dogs should be leashed on the walking/biking path. This way people who don't like 
dogs can avoid the "dog beach" and in the other areas they will be leashed! 

There should be on leash areas and off leash areas that we can all enjoy the wonderful space at Chrissy 
Field. 

In doing it this way, dog I ers have their space. Others have their space too. WE ALL PAY TAXES!!! 

cc: Crissy Field Dog Group 
2435 Divisadero Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94115 
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March 6, 2002 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Building 201 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Thomas R. McKewan 

RECEIVED 

MAR 7 2002 

SUPElllNTENDm·s Ofi1f,E 

Attention: ANPR, Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Dear Sir: 
I am in favor of creating a special off leash area for dogs in Fort Funston, Baker Beach 
and Chrissy Field. My reasons include recreation and health benefits of dog owners and 
dogs. The need for this special exception is due to the fact that the GGNRA was created 
in a densely populated region, which included these traditional off-leash dog beaches. 

I believe that some areas with sensitive flora and fauna should remain closed to dogs and 
humans. I also believe that allowing off-leash dog-walking only during certain times of · 
day or certain days of the week would solve problems of dogs interacting with certain 
members of the public, who are averse to dogs. I do not believe that there needs to be a 
limit on the number of dogs, or the need for a waiver or bond, as in the experience of 
many, dogs off-leash are better behaved than dogs on leash. I also believe that if funds 
are needed to create this special exception, dog walkers will raise part of the funds. The 
NPS is responsible for some of the funds, as they must recognize the cultural history of 
those areas with respect to off.,.leash dog use, just as they recognize the cultural 
s!gnificance of say, the Nike Missile sites. 

Therefore I ask you to please create a Section 7 special rule for off-leash recreation in the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area in order to bring the general regulation into 
compliance with the GGNRA' s enabling statute "to provide for the maintenance of 
needed recreational open space necessary for urban environment and planning." 

While I seek a special rule for off-leash recreation, please stop aggressively enforcing the 
general regulation in the parts of the GGNRA identified by the 1979 GGNRA Pet Policy 
as allowing off-leash recreation. I ask that you please give citations only for the rare 
aggressive or destructive dogs. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

J~ 
TomMcKewan 

• ~. ;;, l·'· 

21 Santa Monica Way ·San Francisco, CA· 94127 · 415-681-4512 · !ax415-759-9202 · torn@mckewan.com 
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Wednesday, March 6, 2002 

Brian O'Neill 
Superintendent 

' ~ ...... ;: ·• 

RECEIVED 

MAR 8 2002 

SUPfRiiiTENnm·s fiffi£E 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
- ATIN: ANPR 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill, 

'I. 

I am writing to support Option A in the ANPR and further request that the Park 
Service continue to allow leashed pet recreation where currently permissible, while 
minimizing pet impacts to visitors and park resources. 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the world's largest urban park, provides 
critical habitat for some of the state's most rare and threatened species including 11 
federally listed endangered wildlife species and 9 federally listed plant species. While 
parks such as GGRNA also provide a great place to recreate with pets, I am 
concerned that the ANPR could lead to changes in the current leash policy that would 
put sensitive park resources and public safety in jeopardy. 

Numerous academic and government studies identify off leash pets as threats to 
visitor safety, wildlife, and the integrity of natural and cultural resources. For 
example, a study by the American Humane Association documents injuries to 
humans, wildlife, and pets as a result of unleashed pets and recommends that pets 
be leashed In public areas set aside for natural resource protection purposes. Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area records indicate numerous incidents of dog bites, 
threats of dogs to park visitors, and instances whef'.e park rangers were forced to risk 
their own safety to rescue uncontrolled pets and pet owners trapped on cliffs or in 
the ocean. 

For these reasons -- threats to public safety and park resources -- I support Option 
A. Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Landon 
1000 Powell Street, Suite 78 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
clandink@pacbell.net 
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I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I ·support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Nwnerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Hwnane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many docwnented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It ~ED 
82% of Bay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer p~~i lgree! 

Sincerely, · · ...-- Ul\'R 8 2002 
N@ k W?>IJ..n5ere~ "'" 
"2-7..-~q '-ltR.1!..l N s 1. SUPERiMTENDEMf'S omcE 
SF CA-44U>3 

Tu Whom It Ivfay Concern: 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. . 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safefy of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pet<; as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlifo and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. It is no surprise that 
82% ~fBay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer P~Ci?f¥1!b 

Sm~ 
MAR 8 2002 

su~tRiNTENDENT'S OfACE 

To Whom It May Concern':' "3'33°\ -0 \ -\,P.. 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on trail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the cmmtry. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the American Humane Association-identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and there~WJ!end that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. .U:::.JyJ:;-,.._ 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resultecMll§any doc~d . 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting p-~sit<Os~azardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their O-/~.po smpH~ that 
82% of Bay Area residents (KP prefer·~-~ I agree! 

Sin_s:.erejy, · r- - . " Uf-f!C[ 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly support existing regulations that require pets to be 
on leash and on ~ail when in national parks. I support Option A as 
proposed in the recent ANPR. 

Changing the leash law for just the GGNRA would set a dangerous 
precedent for national parks throughout the country. Allowing pets off
leash is inconsistent with the park mission to protect natural resources 
and the safety of.all visitors. Numerous scientific studies-including 
one by the Amencan Humane Association--identify off-leash pets as a 
threat to visitor safety and wildlife and therefore recommend that pets 
be leashed in natural areas. 

Lax enforcement at GGNRA has resulted in many documented 
cases of off-leash pets threatening or biting park visitors and hazardous 
rescues of uncontrolled pets and their owners. PHiC&fiVED 
82o/~ay Area residents (KPIX poll) prefer pets on leash. I agree! \rY· . ~- 1$,,, MAR 8 zooz 
"'$\ /If=:::..=~ SUPB!llmNDENrS OIRCE 
S1t1V rneNc.r5C.() e;,- "&Ill>/ , 
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IVIJ\1-( o 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 'uvi:: 

SUPERiiJTEMn • · • 
.41iiriupport off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Fonol.«!W~¥ny 
.-mments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: MRS AN lIB k\1}"\f)KB 
Address: Lia l 8 RU£.~O\.JS .5\ 

(street) 
. 3.f 

(city) 
c.e . 

(state) 

(printed) 

'1~131 
(zip) 

• 
Here are some ideas for your letter: 

.._ • What parts of the GGNRA do you visit now for off-leash recreation? What parts would you LlKE to visit 

• . The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with 
disabilities may avoid areas with off~leash dogs •. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is 
true - that these groups Seek off=:eash areas for recreation? 

• How important to you is the social aspect of off-leash recreation? For example, do you bring out-of-to\ 
visitors with you or meet up with friends on your walks? What would be the impact on your life if then 
were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within tt 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• San Francisco,transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing 
activities, including off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed ti 

• renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco? 

Version 2.0 

Date.?/{ /o:} 
I 

-
(optional: Age: __ Sex M(j EthnicitylJ.._j 
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Dear Sl.tPerintendent O'r~~ .. i. · _: : ·::: · 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. 

Name: ltA.c_;e. ~c\3-e_r (printed) 

•
ddress: 05 1r.iancl1es{er £-{ye.tJ &v\ +f~"c 1!co CA 9/-111 D 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What a1 

the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. • 

(J)e_ v1s1.+- "f01.\- h-tns-kA / ~-r"tJJL fh 'I} 4~d G;tJJJ/1 {jak fdr-k.. 
Wifh OLA.if doC)" UJe_ lJ1.si'+- & r no-. l /{)I datd <a- a"'d Fd1+ h.t"~" 
al vYI llS-\- eve 'tJ: (...~~ e~c\. We.. ~ -h, U)o.__ t \c Ov-r du c\ . \ 

~ I J (, r'_' ud (._) ) 
E?(\~(k~ ~ ~ .. J<?.J>l,°\:~fi .y V1.Srr w 1TI~ Tri~~ S., 

2. The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walk"1g .il1 ar;i off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

r -(~-~-J- Sa...~ c-t]oJ,l:.;~ /(\ o{'-\' ~~&~ °'-re_a.._~ hec.r;..A.-<_~ 
J..._ l f)~~·;: ·'.; ~- de~~ a.re u ~<ie,0 . \JD I (_Q__ C 0 il"h W\.. 0-.r<l_ q ""'-d 
+t~~~'!'~ o~rs O.re_:_ v~ spDA~\.\o~ c:lo (!}s; o wi"-Q..r s, 4-- CA.{SD ~ f 
r _('.) · 64 I eN- I\ Co1--e o....l J t k f;,y no...l fl, JJ . ~ c_~us-e.. --/here. ave_ usu.a. I I q . · 
~r;_--h 1{;+ "{2€00/f.. aY-Ovtn~ - rf)eople r See- f recoo..fJr"2::-e....Pecav..u. we a.II {.o(.)2JIL (},.VdCXJ.sJ::i6 

3. Please '9escriMwf1ether off-leash recreadon 1s a social outlet for you. 'Do you bring your friends and family along or meet 1 
with fr:ienct.s? Haye.xou made new friends through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no lone 

~ ~ ..... , "' ~ .. '" 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

• !J-e_ ~ VV\-~k. ~~V'--()-- v0iA.u -91e0c\~ '-f-~v~h Ov\r d....cid--
cl.)cJLt1~%- Q~ Lue o~(\ ~+ c.uf Loi~ ~'e"~J L-c.Jl-\.01 ~ 
(, l\i\ dve I'\ ar-;~ c-\~65'. -:C::-\= +ke_\e_ c0-<?_,r.e_ V)tJ {~,,,..-. df-f- f-t:o.__J 
( e Cv-t.P----h.(}r\ IV\ S-1==- J: uJou__\c..\... ~ % mo\./-{_ OIJ\.~ ff ~ a.."ea...,.. 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash d09 recrea~ion has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good ~se of this recreation area? Op you he 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? \ ~ / 

Cc-L.c __ 0<),e V>D>n - pe+UAJn-e..r.s ~'\ 1-l-..__ Vo.3+- VV\..~ orl 

b+_. d!'.l(s OW-Ne n, __ a_.f --e.. V.e ~ OY\ 1i 'b \.Q__ "' '- cl ~ --fl.._ .;.__ 

de(' $5 U "-~ JM UL COV'h ~cl.• i1 OiYl--31 ~ 'fi>:r.S \zi. 
\.j /~v 0-~ ~ f\i \\ 0-~-t 

~C>~ t--6erf\-ol dti ovY'{ 
5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GG~~ with th~ understanding that existing activities,~cluding < 

leash recreation, would contin1:1e. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement witt 
San Francisco? 1 I -Ill I ~ ,.,...P ,/ .L · . Ao 0 a\ u.. ~ \ Vttr\- . 1 hQ.,v--e_ o.v e... pl.Q.,H v & re c.. -e_.00, 1 o V""\ ~ 

• ·Sf'O..C.<S y ,1u0 -- d.1itg.~~ or D.'l--ka._st-, cl©ei 1 bLL\- ve~ ~~:. 
S~ ~ !MR 0 8 2002Date j--5-0J, (optional: Age:j{) Sex M~nicity__ 
Version 1.0 SUP0\lNtEN\l£Nt'S off\CE 
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uear '>Upermcenaem u Neui: 

I support the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be rel~vant to this issue. 

Name: f\AQ./\oCl l\e-\- So,M..A. (printed) 

.ddress: 45" ~\o'Ce5:fev:co....c..e 53 a&;\-n~M ~, ~s&> GA ~Ll l \t\ - \0\ ~ 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. ·Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What a1 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

°I-trl.\ ~o-T~-t\i\e-"~ doc;\ lULt?. 6W!- G3\ \eo_s-\;- ::L~~G...,\.oee~, ~~·-t-he. 
~ ~J: \J\OJJe ~~n·h~j 'k \& ~o l.\ecus. ?\ ~~ -::t. ~ ~~. ~ ~ 
\l\eacki\l\e f'1eS\f\ fu"("" ~~e e.~r< .. Nf~-€. • -r. \\ ~-\-"o-T~~~°\ W~ f'Y\'e.• 
-Q,, ~~ ~~() ~~~'JV!. \,3u. '('<\,\~~ M\"'°~ T'le.•. 

-f.o< fume '("e.~V\ ~ w\l\ OV\.\1.-\ ~~~ ~.s ~<l.A~ u.i~ 'hSO:f'.-1 U.,0-~t=~~e ~cl:\,, 
\rf!.• ~J:~¥- "'-1.\M-iO qo~QJr\~ l\1\1\\e.Ca./\-~ \A~-:C:VG \l~~~~o.'..CGS ll-\~ 

2. The Park Service has st~t~d that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities may avoid 
areas with off-leash dogi.'fcan you give personal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 
areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, please explain why. 

-tsee ~swer -to-:er l , . se 
~"'~~ ~ at\A.e:(' ckq ou.:>V\ev-s. O.J.>..b- c:ksq~ o-t\ \~~,~ e.."\l\vLraV\"f'M.""-* e'(\'\~ 

~\e\l\Af'-eY-J ~Y-e.s.Jre CU.S.O"f'+b-re ~~e ~ ~T J;ee\ ~e ~xah~:~d 
~ ~. ~~ ~s.~ \.)s.uo.l\.t.t.. '\b-\-ou:>~~v ~s -~~\:>~~\. 
~ 'n\m ~"°Wl <J....,~e~V\.\..!.. ~\. -s-o~ \J\e. ~~ ~ \~eves-\-e<:l\.v. q~v 
u~ \ea...l\. %om-~ ~t:Y' ~s -r~r--tV\GJJ,. ~OJ\-\"\\/\..~ c;_,~~. . 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet u 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What wauld be the impact on your life if there were no longE 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? . . 

• 

· ~O. 0 t+ ~:S \M:)T ~6"0t,de ~Goo\~-\\.~ bO f'N.JdAJ'l . .S. L ~'he,"\.\) -\-C) &t== ~ 
~\~lfV\\O.. ~ ~* ~()J.je o._loto4' -""i'·\L\f\~~-
-& ~~ct"~ wot~·~~ ~-~e.~ ©.Jceo..A \~--\.~-::£:" au..>..>-\/\A-\- ~~-Tc 

¥ OlJ\" -fu-y- so'Me ..f'(l::sh ~'. ~ ~ ~ r ~\ci... ~ ~ -\:\1\e. Ao~ st-~ 
a:1: ~~ a.l\ ~ \0 "'<\ q~th\JU\ ~-+'1.~y-~ ~r€\er~o\~. 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you ha\ 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? • 

, dsn-\-1.~u-e. -t"~ ~~\de~. '-" '{"g(e~~ ~ ~0-s\-~0 ~ ~\ck-c/ ~ 
t~ Se.\Je~ ~~-~ \"' ecu:N-. ~. ~~c ~..\ '-\~""I\vG \.>.JEU~c:L~~ 

GX" ~':tu V't'S.1\-oV\ ~~ ~~-\-\D.il ~ ~~ ~~ ~\i..hv 
\j.j>J?.lh ~ ~ \.S. ~~-ttoM ov-e. ~ ~~ ~~s~ eve~o~ k 1s lV\~ ~ l k. :-F~ 
~e:K~~Y\ll\e. 5Mi!.l\s-t\Ne ~c>J.r. ~u.,,o._As -\-c ("UV\~~ tre-~ 
G.!VJO>.\.s. °"ecJµ..-t-cr ~ ~\Jire -:L~~·L\.\ \,.i\-fu \.\~\/\/\. 0\.\ le.o...s~. \,..,~~ eX.ube~ 1 
G.:t"-\:tce.~ s~ ~ \.\.:s o\I\. ~ GJr1\'\ ~ ~~ ru.....A--o.q~~ ~ ~ CLHt~·n.T ~ .. So ~+
~r ·~59 ""I:. CaM....~ h1.

0

1M ~-\\1-.-e. l~ ... bec.a..u.~e -:r:: <::.0-.u...~~l\ l ~""l -~'HIM ~* 0s1vt.VWJ. 
5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including oft 

leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to renege on this part of its agreement with 

San Francisco? µ()~ .... rel~ ~6 1, I ~-n!!<Ll\'1 \A.e.~~ -u«- \e<i.,~~ CiXe~ ( . 

REcE\'1E0 ~ 

Vtf}.R (})§tin~; 3-I o-z-, 
SUPlt\\tl1H~\\f.ars {\ff\tE 

(optional: Age.~ Sex M(i)EthnicitY. e._ 

Version 1.0 
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GGNRA 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Attn: ANPR 

To whom it may concern: 

------
...•.. ~---- .. -

S 4746 County Road B 
Eau Claire, WI 54701 
February 27. 2002 

~E.c£.\'6E.O 
~R 0 S ?_\\\\1 

·s\\mtt 
~\W~\~\t\\\\m~ 

I am a resident of Wisconsin who was first introduced to Fort Funston about fourteen years ago by 
my sister and parents, who live in the Bay Area. On each of my three to four annual visits to 
California, I~ miss an opportunity to walk the trails, clamber down the dunes, and roam the 
beaches at Fort Funston. In this beautiful place, the unbounded and joyful freedom I see--in the 
hangliders soaring above the bluffs, in the dogs and their owners romping with such exhilaration-
the heart and spirit of San Francisco, are perfectly represented. Fort Funston is one of precious 
few places I can think of where lengthy lists of rules and regulations do not keep everyone, dogs and 

·people alike, on a depressingly short leash. 

Given my strong sentiments about Fort Funston, I was appalled to learn that a law requiring that all 
dogs be leashed might soon change everything. I am writing to add my voice to those who 
vehemently oppose this new regulation. There are so many reasons why this new law is a bad idea. 

From what I have observed, most users of Fort Funston are in fact dog owners or dog walkers. In my 
estimation, about 99% of them are impeccably responsible about controlling and cleaning up after 
their pets. The logic behind imposing a leash law on park visitors who are so law-abiding eludes me. -

For some regular visitors to Fort Funston, including my own parents, being required to leash their 
dog would be difficult to impossitfte. My mom uses a manual wheelchair. For her, or a parent with a 
child in a stroller, trying to move along the trails and simultaneously manage a leashed dog would 
present a very tricky challenge. · 

We live in a world where too many people are weighed down by stresses of infinite varieties. I don't 
believe we can afford to regulate ourselves out of one of the few places where it is still possible to 
shed one's burdens, to enjoy being out under Nature's wide sky, and to revel freely in the 
companionship of a four-footed friend, whose unconditional love and loyalty are truly precious 
commodities. 

Sincerely, 

~~Q_./Ji~ 
Susan A. Thompson 

GGNRA012628
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March 7, 2002 

Superintendent 
GGNRA, Building 201 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent: 

RECEIVED 

MARO 8 ZOOZ 

SUPERINTENDENT'S OfffCE 

We have a 15-month old puppy that we have been bringing to Crissey Field daily 
for over a year. Needless to say we are strongly in favor of maintaining the GGNRA's 
current voice control policy and were discouraged to read the ANPR document, the tone 
of which bordered on accusatory. 

The ANPR document takes the position (and on this, at least, we think everyone 
would agree) that the most significant concern regarding off-leash pets is public safety. 
The document plants the logical argument that more people are visiting GGNRA parks 
while municipalities are increasingly restricting off-leash rights, which in turn causes 
more off-leash activity at GGNRA parks, thereby increasing the likelihood of, and 
liability for, dog-bites and other negative events. It's valid, but it's also a lifeboat 
mentality: local jurisdictions are shifting traffic our way so its fair game to do the reverse. 
Without choosing sides, reducing or eliminating off-leash areas does not serve public 
safety it only increases the incidence and level of aggression; dogs aren't born on a leash 
and socially need to interact off-leash. No one benefits by having a city full of dogs that 
are not well socialized on leash or off. 

If public safety is tJ;ie main concern than jurisdictions should stop focusing on 
deflecting responsibility onto some other entity, they should in fact act responsibly, as 
should dog owners. The city of San Francisco should be concerned about the GGNRA's 
presumed intentioiis from a safety perspective. San Francisco's current 19 designated 
off-leash areas are much too small to absorb the increased dog traffic that would arise if 
the GGNRA denied off-leash rights. We've read that there are more than 100,000 dogs in 
San Francisco alone. Even if only 10% of those might be of age and breed, or mixed 
breed, that require daily off-leash exercise, the numbers become staggering and 
implausible; the density that would result would cause something closer to mayhem than 
socialization at these 19 sites. 

GGNRA012629
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Most likely, people simply wouldn't take their dogs to these locations (nor to any 
additional parks measured in terms of termis courts) and the consequence would be a 
disturbing number of non-socialized dogs in our city. 

The fact is, the GGNRA is custodian of all the coastal real estate from south of 
San Francisco to as far north as Olema. Although the ANPR document clearly states the 
GGNRA's commitment to national standards over local issues, there must be an inherent 
obligation to serve the immediate community. These park properties are not in remote 
areas like Yosemite or Yellowstone, they are in urban settings. As we understand it, the 
parks were transferred to the GGNRA with the understanding that off-leash privileges 
wobld be preserved and there has been significantly more than just an implicit or informal 
arrangement on this issue. The argument concerning Title 36: "this regulation has always 
applied to GGNRA and failure to apply it consistently at GGNRA does not in any way 
limit its applicability today", is the GGNRA's trump card and it does not ring true. 

As jurisdictions increasingly reduce permissible off-leash locations, the result will 
be higher density and negative incidence at remaining off-leash locations and increased 
non-social behavior, generally. That is something no one wants. We haven't seen any 
studies, but it seems we are at the point where any additional closures result in observable 
traffic increases elsewhere. The GGNRA holds the best and greatest amount of off-leash 
areas, and closure would not only be a disservice to those of us who own dogs, it would 
be a disservice to the community as a whole. As is currently the case, the rip-tides off 
Ocean Beach are far more dangerous than any four-legged animals that walk on GGNRA 
beaches. Let's keep it that way. I would like to see the SF Parks and Recreation work 
more closely with the GGNRA to develop a better off-leash program that ensures a 
welcome environment for both those with and without dogs. It is not just a question of 
space; dog owners should be cited for, among other behavior, dogs straying into protected 
'areas. For the most part we've found that owners police themselves, and collectively are 
quick to intercede if a dog is too aggressive or an owner is irresponsible. In some 
instances it could involve reconstituting designated areas. Crissey Field, for example, 
attracts many families with children, particularly during seasonally warm weekends. 
Most gravitate to the beach in front of the parking area extending to the estuary. It seems 
reasonable that the off-leash area begin after the estuary, especially during warmer 
seasons; there is plenty of space. Families that prefer no dogs can enjoy where they 
traditionally camp-out, while all can settle beyond the estuary with the understanding that 
it is an off-leash area as well. 

GGNRA012630
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Dogs like people become more aggressive as they are increasingly confined, and 
getting rid of off-leash areas does not eliminate the risk of aggressive behavior, it 
heightens it. There are responsible measures we as dog owners can improve upon, as can 
the SF Parks and Recreation Department, but in ·the whole equation, the GGNRA with the 
lion's share of off-leash lands deserves the greatest scrutiny, particularly when the only 
action called for is none at all. There is a disturbingly self-righteous tone behind the 
ANPR document proclaiming an adherence to higher and greater national principles .. We 
hope this is not an accurate reflection of the GG;NRA and that pursuit of the "bigger 
picture" actually includes acknowledging and maintaining past commitments, and more 
importantly, serving the immediate community and not burdening it, particularly when it 
was this same community that entrusted the lands in question to the GGRNA to begin 
with. 

• 

. 1).:'%L .L ~ 
Dave Herron and Kim Ryden 
17 54 Bay Street, Apt. A 
San Francsico, CA 94123 

GGNRA012631
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Camille Solyagua 
1455 Sixth Avenue San Francisco California 94122 
Telephone 415 661 2757 Fax 415 661 1053 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn. ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

March 6, 2002 

Dear Superintendent 0 'Neill, 

Rl!cE£1veo 
MAR OB 2002 

CiJPERiNTENIJENrs OFffCE 

I cannot begin to tell you how important walking my dogs at Fort Funston is to 
me. It is how I ritualistically begin each day. It is such a gorgeous and peaceful place 
which I have enjoyed for over the past ten years. Needless to say, I am greatly 
dismayed at your proposed changes and feel that whatever your motives are they are 
misguided. Off leash dog walking is vital to the health of a dog. If they are never 
allowed-~~-run fre.~tt. and.-soci~ize with other dogs, problems will eventually develop 
both physically and socially. It is an act of cruelty to keep an animal tethered to a 3 
foot leash for its entire life. You must understand the dogs are extremely important to 
a large percentage of the population and have been for for hundreds of years and most 
dog owners will go to great lengths to ensure the well being of their animals. 

Furthermore, your proposed change violates an agreement with the city to keep 
Fort Funston as a place for recreational activity and I and many other people would 
support any move made to remove Fort Funston from the auspices of the GGNRA. 
Cooperation and understanding is required on both sides. It is never too late to open 
the dialogue again. 

I hope you will reconsider your position. 

Sincerely, 

~\l~Soli~ 
Camille Solyagua 

GGNRA012632
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Dear Superintende.nt O'Neill: ---- .---~3-;o :ul-\ G Date: 2 -·/ ·· · aJ....._ . 

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, ; 
well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue . 

• Name:/?r&-AI# M~.&--<ri) (opttonal: AgeVO Sex(ffl>F Elhnicily: ct4? 
Address:~S° S/fvr#Rh ~ ~J-f$P"9&1/WV Cd f'...fet?& 

• 

• 

(street) ' (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are t 
benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. REC El VED 

MARO 8 2002 

rnPERiPJTENDEl\lT'S OffiCE 

2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet u~ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

Z?&r~ 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for fut 
generations. 

f1 Hvsr, 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

Date:~ 
GGNRA012635
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RECEiVED 

MARO 8 2002 
~pport off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area {GGNRA). ~Jj~WMJNf.cim~ . ~ 
,..mments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this 1ssu~:· ·H .i Ofnr.t 

?,'35 \ -Ol _\(.... 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: " 

Name: J?o ~"""'~ ( B---\>..~-==-~~- (printed) 

Address: 35] 6JL~c;_~~ De. PJ5&1 f51GA CA S YO/J 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

::C \JI~ ~D.(2-\ Po\N{.l~ex'\Jt> e~ .[:Aq-- ().f:-
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~ '{- \.}:>~LZ__ f'°'\'<\ i L>j I G. +-~ ~ L--Y--.l«r--Dt:.0 _:r:;-~ll 

'1\~>-- 'tt>fr::\ -i::;l/C~o.v 4 ~~ +:012-- UJ4-il...~'¥A+L.s '-:::L ~'-lL1' -f?:,z_ l>t:...\}$--i:A T<t.D -.,.o UJ<XSE_ ~~ 
· LLAs ~ Al :po-"lJJ Pf::::AL-~ . 

• 

Here are some ideas for your letter: 

• What parts of the GGNRA do you visit now? Where would you LIKE to visit if off-leash was permitted? 
6 • 

• The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with 
disabilities may avoid areas with off-leash dogs. can you give personal examples where the opposite is 
true - that these groups seek off-leash areas for their recreation? 

• Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? 

• Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends 
through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreatior 
in the GGNRA? 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within th 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to_.,nake off-leash recreation available in these areas 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNM can make off
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• San Francisco transferred .its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing 
activities, induding off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA shOuld be allowed tc 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco? 

~ <Od=fopt/onil/:Age~Sex ~) 
( GGNRA012636
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
.3~'35 ~- 01 -\A 

.. ~ ... ---~-. .._ __ , .... -· - -·-·--
RECEIVED·-

MAR O 8 2002 
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• 
support off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNi0{J!rl"Nmfttij~ my 

' omments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to thi~ issue. 

Name: JJ ,q \) l h D R: R IS , (printed) 

Address: 414 M,i:suo-S 6 Au EN us ~ -F'R:ANC:lU!J)> ~A. 9Pl Z1 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
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Here are some ide-as·for your letter: - ~ U ~~ ~ , 

• What parts of the GGNRA do you vjsit now? Where would you LIKE to visit itlbff-leash was permitted 

• ~e ... f:ark Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with 
. cli~ili9es may avoid area~ with ~ff-,eas~ dogs. Can you giv~ personal examples where tne opposite 

true -that these groups seek off-leash areas for their recreation? 
' 

• Do)You feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? 

• ~'ypu .bring your friends and family along or meet up with friends? Have you made riew friends 
through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recrea 
in the GGNRA? 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash reaeation available in these are 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA' can make c 
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing 
activities, including off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowec 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco? 

Signed: ~ i.ll& D~ oa1e!}['l.11.JMJ) OD;fopbimal: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnidty____, 
Version 2.0 GGNRA012637
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I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Followi~ are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation In the GGNRA, a wen as infonnation ~bout me that may be relevant to this issue. . 

~ame: ~?/ Jbowlar . . (opl.ional:Ag&: .trt./Sex M~__J 
Address: q--().;> 1 a~" <fl'. &&IV~@ M . f<f'/:Z../ 

(*Ht) I (city) . , {9f&J (zflt} 
. . 

1. Please describe how often and 'Nhere you visft the GGNRA. What are Y{>Ut matn activities or reasons for visiting? What a 
the benefits to you of your vi_sit{s)? If this has changed over lhe years, describe why. . _L ~. 1.. c ·-'- . 
Ev~~ c/ n~ ~1 8°17.;(

1 
dJ-id ~ ~ /r6' TV 1~~r rul'U~ 

JU~ tJ~~a,6-/~t-~~cP~ ~~ 
0f~ ~6 ~ /ivf. ~· J .PVaU ~~~ ~ W&U~. -

- 16 ;,udrf"~ -W<ffe ~and &&&&J! -
2. Pleaae describe whether off..feash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or metJJt' 

YAth friends? Have you made· new friends through this acUvlty? 

~..d,,..; d ~-&Zdlet:. J . ~ti'-~ y~. 
~.AJ-dA-. ~ _ ~-· t/ne,,;.,,~. ~ ~ ~ ~ /n • 

am~ ..M/.M:-~ ~ ~ - -

MAR 0 8 2.00Z 

CUPER\NTEijUHlT'S OffiCE 
nate 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: · REC~\\/t':..s.1Jate; O ~ -- o~,.... o '2.. . 

Ml\.R 0 8 'l.U\\1 -
~pport off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. FollowiflQ are my commentl'al)Out continuifl off-leash l8Cfe8tion In the GGNRA, 
• well as infonnation about me that may be relevant to this issue. r u?E\\Ullf.~~t~l'S Offl .E . 

Name: {Jr\J J) f. fh/ S UJ U U1-t-- . '"" (optional: Age:.f::t.£ Sex (M)F Ethnicity__) 

Address: yo 2- 7 CLEYY/ E/V1 s T, SH fi?ttrtcrsco . oil . 9' Yf2--/ 
{stiHt) T (cltJ) _ I (9tlleJ 7 {ZtpJ 

Date og..-os-- 02-. GGNRA012639
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• Anja Finseth 
384 Curtner Ave 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

ANPR-GGNRA 
Building 201 
Fort Mason, San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear National Park Service, 

March 4, 2002 

RECEIVED 

MARO 8 2002 

[lJPfRIPJTENDENT'S OffiCf 

For the record, please allow off-leash dog walking in the GGNRA. My two kids, my dog 
and I desperately depend on it. 
But you and I know that you couldn't care less about this letter or any other letter during 
this public input period for your ANPR. You have shown your contempt for the process 
and the people by "educating" us and enforcing your new leash regulation before the 
process is even completed. . 
You don't care about the public, and why should you because, as a federal agency 
(which, by the way, you have no business being), Congress has given you all the power. 
You make the rules AND you enforce them. 
You will no doubt dedicate every inch of the 7 4,000 acre GGNRA to your absurd idea of 
conservation and only W.i act of Congress could stop you, as you have frequently and 
shamelessly pointed out. 
You will do so knowing that the GGNRA is not and was never intended to be another 
Yosemite an,d is in fact in the middle of an urban population which has used parts of the 
GGNRA for off-leash dog walking for decades without any significant impact on the 
environment. As a matter of fact, your outdoor gardening stint caused more damage to 
GGNRA land than dogs would ever do. 
You will do so knowing that the land for the GGNRA was given to you by the city of San 
Francisco with the understanding that recreation, including off-leash recreation, was to 
be a priority. But deals apparently mean nothing to you . 

. My only hope is that one day more and more people will feel as bitter as I am now and be 
fed up with your broken deals, with your increasingly absurd regulations, of which the 
leash law is but an example, with your self-righteous agenda and with your general 
disregard for the people. There is a slight chance that some day there will be a backlash .. 
I have personally seen such a backlash only once in my life on a much larger scale, in 
communist East Germany, with the fall of the Berlin Wall that swept away a regime that, 
among even more evil things, also "educated" the people in the service of their own 
holier-than-thou agenda. 
God willing I will see such a backlash again. 

Sincerely, 

GGNRA012640
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March 7, 2002 

GGNRA 
Bldg. 201 Fort Mason 
San Francisco CA 94123 

Re: ANPR 

437 Diamond Street 
San Francisco, California 94114 

R}!f:f'.;:tVED 

MAR 0 8 2.002. 

CDPERiM1ENDEMT'S omcE 

This document does not qualify as an impartial presentation of the facts. It is so heavily weighted 
in favor of the Park Service as to be ludicrous. 

The National Park Service knows very well that it specifically agreed to continuation of off-lead 
recreation as a consideration for establishment of the GGNRA, and further formalized its 
agreement in the 1979 Pet Policy. These two separate decisions by the Park Service are now 
termed a "mistake" and the Park Service imputes grave error to previous employees and 
governinent lawyers in allowing 30 years of off-lead recreation in the GNRA. Such 
a maneuver is nothing more than "bait and switch," a practice we normally do not expect from 
our government or its civil servants. 

There is ample space to allow for traditional off-lead recreation as it has been enjoyed for 
generations; the land in question cop:iprises only one-half of one percent of the total area of 
this recreation area. The entire Bay Area is densely populated, and in San Francisco 25% of 
households include one or more dogs. For many citizens, off-lead play and recreation constitute 
both their social life and their physical exercise. Under these conditions, sequestering 74,000 
acrys frorri their use is unconscionable. Plenty ofland is availabte· in the GGNRA for 
cultivating native plants and encouraging wildlife. But the beaches and bluffs and parks 
immediately adjacent to the city should and must remain available to all. 

Florence Sarrett 

.. 

GGNRA012641
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PHIL AND LINDA MYHRE 
601 Van Ness Avenue, #442 

San Francisco, CA 94106 
(4_15) 771-3073 

March 6, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

. This letter is being written to request that the Crissy Field area of the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area be kept open to dogs off 
leash. Dog owners have used this area for many years. In all of our 
visits to this area with our dog, we have found it to be extremely clean 
and all the dogs well bet)aved. It is the only area in San Francisco 
where dogs can play in the water, chase Frisbees, and play with their 
owners without the encumbrance of leashes. It would be a shame to 
close this area to off leash dogs. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Yours very truly, 

~~ 
Phil and Li~dc/Myh7e 

GGNRA012642
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• March 6, 2002 

GGNRA 
Attn ANPR 
Fort Mason Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
DearGGNRA, 

REC!i::I VED 

MAR 0 8 2002 

CUPtH!iiJTENDE~H'S Offtr.E 
I am writing to cast my vote to keep and expand off leash dog walking in our GGNRA 
park system. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Wong 

• 
... 

, . 

• 
GGNRA012643
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
ATIN:ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sirs: 

40 Palm Court 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
March 7, 2002 

RECEIVED 

MARO 8 2002 

The Bay Area needs more off-leash areas, not fewer. The 1979 Citizen's 
Advisory Commission pet policy should be kept or the off-leash area expanded, not 
eliminated. 

The Bay Area is, in general, already a very pet-hostile environment compared to 
many other areas, even urban areas. Population pressure in the Bay Area has crowded 
out pet recreation areas, which are essential for both pets and their owners. Dogs need to 
be able to sprint, to play fetch, to swim, just as people need exercise. As with people, 
exercise makes for a longer, healthier life. An active dog cannot get the kind of exercise 
he or she needs while on leash. 

People who do not want to be around off-leash dogs can choose from a multitude 
of recreation areas. People who want to play and run free with their dogs are down to a 
handful of places left. Please do not reduce that number even further. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely. 

·-l]~~~~ 
Bonnie Linde 

GGNRA012644
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March 7, 2002 
Lisa Nagel 
131 Belvedere St. 
San Francisco, CA. 94117 
( 415) 664-0660 

Pet Managtment (ANPR) 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Franklin & Bay St.s Bldg 201 
San Francisco, CA. 94123 

RECElVED 

M~R o 8 2002 

r·w~n'nlJ£rU!HffS omr.E ,J.k~nm 

To \Vhom it ma,y.e~m.eem:- -- -- -·-······ ............ ·· ······· · ...... · ·· -·-··-- --·-·· · ... ·-······ .. ·····- --···· - · ·· --- -·---···· --····· 

This letter is to address the dogs off-leash issue in San Francisco, currently being considered by the 
GGNRA AB a responsible dog owner and property owner in San Francisco I very much advocate open 
space to run and play with my dogs. There are so few places left where we can even play fetch or run free. 

Please do not let the spaces that we do have be taken away. (1979 Citizens Advisory Commission of the 
GGNRA implemented a Pet Policy allowing people to walk off-leash dogs in certain areas) We have enjoyed 
for decades living in this urban enviroment because we have open spaces, Ocean Beach, Crissy J:iield, .Fort 
Funston, and Baker Beach have all been favorite areas for our kids and our dogs. 

We the San Franciscan voters urge the importance ofletting the Pet Policy stand to allow us a few of the 
freedoms that made us move here in the first place. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

s~/17· ~ {} . 

GGNRA012645
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Superintendent 
Attention:ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area · 
Building 201, Fort _Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

. Dear Sir, 

REC~~~ vEtl 

.MARO 8 2002 

~tPEmrnENDB\n'S O~'f.f. 

March 7, 2002 

. I am writing regarding the issue of pet management in .the Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area. I am struck by the reference, in the 
National Park Services ANPR doeument, to "all the people of the United 

· States." The Park Service seems to believe that these "people" are the 
true (fwners of the National Park System.· I agree! I am an eighth 
gener~tion American, a San Francisco ri.ative, and· a voter. I have always 
voted an enviroruriental ticket. I have· always believed in preservmg the 
natural aref;\S of this country. I also b~lieve thatit_is my right toenjoy 
these areas with due ·respect. My primary and most enthusiastic outdoor· 
companion is.my dog. I am now dismayed to find that I can no longer 

. enjoy our local open spaces with my canine friend: I am being made to feel 
like a ·criminal for playing fetch or running on the beach.· There are no~ . 
no beaches in the Marin arid San Francisco area where we can ruil.~ Why? 
Because they are controlled by the National Parks. · .hU parks. Are they 
really µtlrte?· I am now having to rethink my voting patterns. · 

Please, I am a woman" who cannot walk alone on remote trails or 
b~aches for safety. reasons. My dog is well behaved and comes when 
c~led. I am asking you to· reoperi those areas listed in your document 

· which allowed off-leash dogs under voke control under the 1979 GGNRA 
recommended pet policy. It is a small (0.5%) percentage of your land. 

·. 

Here are some of my recommendations: 
. . 

· 1 .. Reopen all 1979 Pet Policy areas for off leash use. 

2. _Require that people pkk up after their dogs providing bags and 
disposcil areas. 

. . 

3. Keep the San Francisco parks such an Crissy Field Beach and Fort 
Funston open to off leash use . 

GGNRA012646



4. Make the Marin Headlands trails .µi.ore user friendly allowing "loops" 
and continupus trails~ For example: open Alta Avenue to dogs to inake it 
possible to go from Marin City _Trail to Oakwood Valley Trail. Open 
Morning Sun Trail and connectors to dogs to make it possible to hike from 
Sausalito to Rodeo beach. Some· sensitive areas could be leash only to 
connect to other voice controlled areas. (Perhaps '.all of this would be 
accomplished by reinstating the 1979 policy.) 

5. ·Allow dogs to b.e off leash on Rodeo Beach on the ocean side of the . 
dune ~est away frqm the lagoon area. · 

. 6. The Humane Society ~d SPCA oould. provide ap..~ff leash class fQr 
pe~ple and their dogs.· On successful completion the dogs could receive· a 
permit to "Yalk off leash. · · · · · 

7. If there are areas with wild animals who would be: disturbed at certain 
times of day, such as dawn and dusk,. leashes co~ld be required durhtg .. 
those hours. 

• 8. Finally, I ask you to think about what you are re.stn.cting: 

• 

Retrievers cannot chase balls. 
~'W ~terdogs" cannot swim. 
Sighthounds cannot run. 
Puppies cannot be ·properly socialized. 
D~sabled peopl~ cannot exercise their dogs. , 
Elderly people cannot enjoy walking their young dogs. 

I thank you for reading this letter and considering my thoughts on 
this important iss~e. . 

Sincerely, .· . 

Christina Strelova 
94 Cloudview Road 
Sausalito,, CA 94965 · 

' .·· 

cc: 
Senator bi~ne: Fein8tefu 
Seriatot Barbara Boxer· 

· Represent~tive Lynn W()olsey . 
SFDOG . 

GGNRA012647



-----,.-·-·-··-·-···-···-·--· ______ ...,, - .,.., . 
. -;..._ -.. ~ '.. ·:.. ' ~: ·,' - : --~ ~ -_"-:-

• Date: 3/7 /! 2-
~~.~,---~~~~---

IRECC:IVED 

M.l\R O 8 2002 To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a res.po.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended ~o solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the fo~mer po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 

• 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

.. 

---~---/,~_k_"' -·~~---~---~---t'.J_. ____ {name) 

,. .Ii 9 ~ /Jfc /fl t.rlc.r S-.f-, (address) 

· c;:-£kc 1 cco I CA- 1l(//) 
,~ I 

• Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 
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Date: _~_l_-:i-_lo_Z-. ___ _ 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended ~o solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask fer the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate for mer 
• "voice cont.rol" areas for off leash dog. walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
· Beach and Lands End at the very least. . 

Thank you.· 

Sincerely, 

-~~~~g:~---+<_(signature) 
__ ¥;-¥-\ ____ W\-_~-----il yr---J O_V\f_/S __ (name) 

-~\11-""2C1 ___ ~~1Ai__.t~ .......... \M---'c;_hv_<6_t. __ { address) , 

~,(A qLl\ l '1 
' 

I 

• Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 
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March 6,2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RECEIVED 

MAR 08 2002 

CoPERlrJTENDF.nJT'S OfflCf; 

Re: Dog Regulations 

I strongly support any proposed rulemak~ng for pet management 
in the GGNRA and a 12-acre clousre at Fort Funston. I also 
support more stringent leash requirements and enforcement due to 
the volume of use, public safety, the negative impact on wildlife 
and vegetation. The tremendous increase of people with dogs, 
some own 2-3 and many of these people are very self-centered 
and .. n?:sty when requested to leash or control their dog; they 
aren't concerned about the natural resources. I have seen 
where "voice control" does not work where most dogs are un
trained. There are also trained vicious dogs with their.owners. 

I live in Inverness which borders PRNS/Tomales Bay State Park/ 
GGNRA is nearby. I am a volunteer for the PRNS as a marine 
mammal surveyor and I see what happens to the mammals and birds 
with unleashed dogs with people ·ignoring "leash your dogs" signs. 
Vegetation is trampled; I witnessed a local's dog out at one of 
the beaches kill a garter snake - I was too far away to stop it. 
The dog owners have brought theseregulations to top priority -
more of everything brings more stringent and enforced laws. You 
must do this. 

Please do not have my name given in case·this letter is read or 
written as part of public comment. 

Good luck and keep up the good but hard work. 

Sincerely, 

~!f~f!~ 
PO Box 264 
Inverness, CA 94937 
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

Here are some ideas for your letter: 

• What parts of the GGNRA do you visit.now? Where would you LIKE to visit if off-leash was permittec 

• The Park Seivice has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with 
disabilities may avoid areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposite 
tru~ - that these groups seek off-leash areas for their recreation? 

• Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? .. 
• Do 'You bring your friends and family along or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends 

through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer. off-leash recrea 
in the GGNRA? 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these are 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA' can make c 
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing 
activities, including off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowec 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco? 

GGNRA012651



Dear Superintendent O'Neill: Date: __ 3~l ~~lo""-'=:+.=--
I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA A5 well as information about me that m~be relevant to this issue. 

~ame: fnlGhe:<.B-.- ..i.- 2Ctn lt>b1 a (optional: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity___) 

Address: ':\Do 3{5r- ~ :"Yto ~ CA 9':l l2..\ 
(street) (city.) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What a 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

W.e..-tuka..ur dob ~.:tlui... -~ (~n·J Gc:ean, f'ruV>~cµ'j~J 

~cla..t,\. WR.. a...llcu..> DUY-~ .~ r~ LO~ ~ 01-..e-v cb~ fo -
_) - ( .. E:lVED G 9 \ 0-v\ CV°\c.l ..\-i ~ \n 1 vn.- co+--.. RE .; . 

M~R OS ?.GO?. 
2. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring y_o4r ~!!l.~·El~r,1ilY along or m~t 

with friends? Have you made new friends through this ~ctivity? · ~\~Pt.?tii"l1f.l~m:1! i ,_, • ! '·· · 

we_ \r~ ~ a_, \6~ ck-~ ~O~"k:J ~~ ~~, 

We.~~ ~~~~~do~cv 

p~b~ . 

• 3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

• 

future generations. I -\n' r"\ '<:.... 1~ •1~ .e~~ ~~ {j¥" dc'6? J.o ~ 

ae-t:-LQ.co0 0/\0l J-o ~~· IY.:o,_ o~ c:b~. ~o~ VV\.QQ cl"?~~ 
~ ~. C(A)\d. .\.L \)Wt- · ~ ma..luL \rw ~ ~ &- .le col) 

~ ~~---.\OtA}..1 .~. tfi<JDPH-1-XJDPµ,, \}.~·fu.o pe_oplJ:L 

~ ~~cLo ~· ~~"Cer\ui.Jcu. 
4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GGNRA? 

Wfl- \no-v.e- CL IC> m~ ~ c.M.d ·Ol>d- c.uvO+v-.r b.LJoL-iUVL ~ u..J~ .. 
l(),~c.t.,)~ ov.r c\o~ . c.~ ~ ~d:J-.._, ~c:Jo ~ u)w.__Qci ~ 

~ ~~ ~~ ciL-0 h..JLl-iAA..tP ~ VI~ 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presence? 

--:C ¥ ~ ~ L.U~ af£-VL_w~~~. aJLQ_ ~ 

~ JnVV-e-. ~ V'\JJ'>.._~+6 OJVL.~ ~of o~ f2eO(:>lQ< 
~ '()~ {)AJ(_(.£)9. 

Signed: '11\A .l cit .1.L .. -/-j.~...,_) Date ?.{-=t l ~ GGNRA012652
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- ........ -·:=:· , __ .. ~ ·-: -

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

~ support off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). Following are my 
~omments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. . • 

Name:_~Uo~~t....~·~~~::..-&L~~~~~~~==------------------ (printed) 

Address: 12? Ci>\Jb~ruA_.\: ~ 'd~Q')(/\iµ.4 CA 3L/ol o 
(street) (city) \J (state) (zip) 

'i'°i- ~s ~ ~ ~. ~occL- 'c,~ in e>~~ \e.J ~. 
dA.J- 'Zo~~ \N\.~ <:D~ S ~ f\..v.JA\IVM.d .. 

'b!::.\~ ~ ~ol. ~.:e~~- .. 

t°e>J: 'fWA~ \.r, ovu_ ~ ~ ~ 0.J'-UV.> /UVV\t4-\/Wv\~ ~ 
~: ~ 1\~AM~ ~ \fcJt\ ~~~k <VJ.o_ ~\MCA~. 

cu :;, °"'cL ~ t;; s&:: a.QA to e.C)"' i,;.vv.,..__ b:. clO $0 ~ Site. 

~ ~ ~- ~~' p:~:~~~=~ 
Here are some ideas for your letter: · . 

• What parts of the GGNRA do you visit now? Where woufd~r%~1~~1~nt& P~f~f if off-leash was permi&:e . . 

• The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people witt 
disabilities may avoid areas with. off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the opposit 
~true ~that these groups seek off~leash areas for their recreation? 

• , Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? 

• Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends 
through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recre 
in the GGNRA? 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now withi 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these.ar 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA' can make 
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existin 
activities, including off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allow1 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco?. 

GGNRA012653
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Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 
RECr=:iVED 

M.~R O 8 2002 

~pport off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA). r~)~Yflfli~ 6Wfr.£ 
..,mments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to th1s·tssue. 

Name: fu?UlEf lJ Gt~ 
Address: 2"°"W l:. ~ 

(street) (city) 
Ufr

(state) 

(printed} 

9!-tU-0 
(zip) 

·~ {ls ~ ~I ~ ;wiu- ~ 
tfl ~ cu ~ LA ~·-~ c:J ~ 
~ fl . ~'-'"'{../ " ftI ~Al'ciul4. -tb

1 ~ ~ 
~ ~~ ~ 6() ~ ~~CaM4r~ -

~~ -QA_~~ ~ ~~ 
~~,· ~Ii ~(__~~. 
~)CiM__ ~ c::U'~ ~ r 

~ ~-&;~·~ :-r:-::::ll-r;;?J;~ 
·~ rio.~ - -~~ 
~ ~ ~L~~. _ _,,:o/J K . 

H==de sforyourle r: ~ ~ c,v.........--. . 

• What parts of the GGNRA do you visit now? Where would you LIKE to visit if off-leash was permi):ted? 

• The Part: Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with 
disabilities may avoid areas with off-leash dogs. can you give personal examples where the opposite is 
true - that these groups seek off-leash areas for their recreation? 

• Do yo~ feel safer when walking in ar off-leash area? -

• Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends 
through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recreation 
in the GGNRA? 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas 19 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA' can make off
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing 
activities, induding off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowed to 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco? • ~:~ 

Version2.0 

-·o· 
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GGNRA 
Att: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Thomas Sabel 
1252 Sharon Park Drive 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

I am writing to oppose enforcement ofleash laws at Chrissie Field., I understand that significant 
restoration has occurred there. But certain areas, especially the far beach area, should be able to 
be used peacefully by dogs and their owners. Enforcement actions can take place if the dogs are 
allowed to run in the sensitive, restored areas. But the far beach should be left for dogs and their 
owners to walk and exercise; dog owners should be able to responsibly use some open spaces in 
the Bay Area. 

Sincerely, 

RECEIVED 

. MAR 0 8 2.002. 

rnPERi~lTENUHrf'S OfnC[ 

"" 

GGNRA012655
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Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason .RECEiVp;::D 

M~R o 8 2.00?. Building 201 
San Francisco, California 94123 

6March2002 

Dear Mr. O'Neill, 
I would like to comment on the proposed ruleJ.llaking for appropriate pet' management jn the 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area. · . - · · . . · · · . · 
I feel that the primary consideration should be that the Golden· Gate National Recreation 

-Ar~ should not implement a unique set of regulations different from every other National Park. 
Disregarding Servke regulations in one instance can imply that ot:J::ter regulations can be. relaxed 
or disregarded. This implies that the regulations vary d~pending on the administrator or 
supervisor in charge of a given Park. Additionally, visitors to a National Park should exp~ct to 
follow the same rules here as they do in others. 

I have been visiting the Marin Headlands and Fort Funston for over 20 years. It is 
astounding how many more people visit these areas today than in ye~s past. The Tennessee 
Valley parking lot frequently becomes full by 10 a,m .. on the weekends. 

20 years ago there were very few. dogs on the cliffs of Fort Funston; they were on the 
beaCh. I started removing iceplant from the base of the cliffs as a volunteer with Gary Mott. We 
started ·at the north end of the cliffs near what is left of t:he parking lot. It was revolting work 
because of all the dog feces in the iceplant. We have restored much of the back dunes on the top 
c,>f the cliffs and it has become apparent that excessive dog roaming ha5 had a negative impact on 
the vegetation. In some areas the iceplant doesn't even survive! ' 

I have been growled at, threatened and bitten by· loose dogs. I have been harassed by the 
owners. I also have observed some walkers to be unable to control their dogs, even when on a . . ' 

leash. If my children were ~ttle I would be afraid to br~g them to Fort Funston for their safety. 
One weekday not long ago, I was in Tennessee Valley (which, by the way, d0es not 

enforce the le~h law, contrary to the Federal Register). I watched a coyote hunt for brunch, not 
more that 300 feet from the road. People quickly ga~ered to watch the animal, who .had no 
il'tteresi i,rt Ul' fem.·· pf Us. Titere 'wt:re no dogs prese11t: I doubt we would. have l:iad such.a ' 
wonderful experience i!. th~re were. Dogs reduce the quality and variety c,>f wildlife experiences 
people can have in the Park, not to mention degrading. the natural resources. 

It is.the Parks' mandate to preserve and protect the-historical sites and their scenery and 
wildlife therein for all to enjoy and preserve them for futUre generations, 'not just a few who are 
indifferent to their surroundings. Enforce the fedei:'~ laws as other Parks do so that more people 
:can ~ve enriching experiences without fear in the Park. . . · · · 

Dale Smith 

510•841•2115 
2935 OTIS STREET 
BERKELEY, CALffORNIA 94703 
.DALE SM.TH GGNRA012656
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Superintendent, Attention: ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill, 

Janet Fowler 
434 Hoffman Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
March 6, 2002 

REC~lVED 

t~AR 0 8 2.00'2. 

rnrrnimt:~nn~·8 omcr. 

I strongly support the healthy, wholesome, and easily accessible activity of off-leash dog 
walking at Fort Funston and other GGNRA areas in San Francisco where residents take their 
dogs in their simple pursuits of happiness. 

I am a native of the Bay Area and have lived in San Francisco since 1968, and during 
my first twenty years here I lived across the street from Ocean Beach. So it is that I remember 
the assurances made by the GGNRA that San Franciscans would benefit by giving its coastal 
areas to the GGNRA to be maintained in a way that would be harmonious with the needs of 
the people who reside in this wonderful urban area. . 

About a year ago, I started using the Fort Funston area to walk the dogs of a friend who 
was hospitalized and very seriously ill. I could not have given her dogs (along with my little 
dog) the type of exercise they require had they been on leash. In fact, I could not have 
handled the tangle of leashes. Now, my friend is once again able to take her dogs to Fort 
Funston herself. However, she's still very weak and, on several occasions, when she has had 
to leash her dogs (due to your "education efforts"), she has fallen. The most important thing 
about my friend's trips out to Fort Funston (to give her dogs what they need) is the 
improvement it has made in her health and stamina. My friend says, "My dogs are the only 
enjoyment I have left.'~. 

On a fine, sunny day at Fort Funston, you will see a lot of urbanites who don't have the 
means or ability to leave the City to go backpacking in the Trinities, skiing in the Sierras, or 
camping in Yosemite. There are elderly people who meander slowly along the paths as their · 
dogs sprint around them. I've seen people with disabilities walking their dogs as they are 
supported by a son or daughter. I've seen people in wheelchairs taking their dogs for an 
unleashed walk, the only kind of walk they can take with their dogs. You will see mothers with 
strollers and kids and the family pet, all enjoying themselves together. You will see people 
who don't have dogs, but enjoy looking at them and playing with them. You will also see that 
there is a community of people who know each other only from their walks. When I walked my 
friend's dogs, there was a wonderful outpouring of concern for my friend. Although, I didn't 
know any of these people, they knew my friend's dogs. The greetings from this special 
community were very important to my friend's recovery. There are a lot of people who share 
special bonds only because of their walks with their dogs. 

' 
GGNRA012657
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Recreation is important for both mental and physical health (of people and dogs). 
When I read the GGNRA ANPR, I was totally baffled at how the following could be a reason to 
halt off-leash dog walking: "The park has experienced increased use of the area for off leash 
dogs, and, as a result, there is increased conflict and potential for conflict between other user 
groups and dogs and their owners, as well as heightened sensitivity on the part of the visiting 
public." The report goes on to mention a lawsuit brought by off-leash dog walkers who were 
seeking to prevent the closures of off-leash dog walking afeas. How can increased use of 
off-leash dog walking areas mean anything other than an increased need to provide 
such areas? 

It is clear from reading the ANPR that the GGNRA has ignored the "R" in its 
abbreviation. The GGNRA's lack of sensitivity to the need for urban recreation is underscored 
by its efforts "to meet NPS mandates as outlined in the 2001 NPS Management Policies." The 
following mandate is cited in the ANPR: 

The fundamental purpose of all parks also includes providing for the enjoyment 
of park resources and values by the people of the United States. The 
"enjoyment" that is contemplated by the statute is broad; it is the enjoyment of 
all the people of the United States, not just those who visit parks, and so 
includes enjoyment both by people who directly experience parks and by those 
who appreciate them from afar. It also includes deriving benefit (including 
scientific knowledge) and inspiration from parks, as well as other forms of 
enjoyment. 
(2001 NPS Management Policies, Section 1.4.3) . 

I suggest that the GGNRA take a close-up look at what I and many others enjoy (not 
from afar) about Fort Funston. First of all, our coastal area was never covered by lovely and 
diverse native plants as in suggested in the ANPR. It was c_overed with sand, sand, and more 
sand. But, amazingly, trees have taken root over the sand-covered bunkers, and the iceplant, 
which takes root so well anywhere, has covered the sand fields, helping to stabilize the sand 
and keep it from blowing over thErhighway. Gophers, lots of them, make tunnels below the 
iceplant. Stately hawks roost surreptitiously in the tree branches, watching for gophers, lots of 
them. Hummingbirds sometimes swarm around blossoming trees. There are a lot of birds that 
enjoy the area (not from afar). And then there are the diverse people and the diverse 
dogs: .. coexisting beautifully with the diverse wildlife and the hearty plants. 

I urge the GGNRA to focus on the needs of the people who entrusted their land to its 
agency. Please allow off-leash dog walking. 

GGNRA012658
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March 7, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Att:NAPR 
Fort Mason; Building 201 
San Francisco, California 94123 

DearANPR: 

. ---EttVEO R£t._ ... _. 

· ~AJ:\R 0 S 'l.00'2. 

r.tiitn\\11f.~~f.NrS mnr.r. 

I am writing to you as a humanist, a dog owner, and a citizen of San Francisco for the past 
nineteen years. I am urging you to support off-leash dog walking at Crissy Field. In order to raise 
happy, healthy, well adjusted pets it is imperative that out dogs have the opportunity to run off -
leash. San Francisco has always been a city that represents tolerance, freedom, and diversity. I 
have no idea what the statistics of dog owners are in our incredible city, but I am aware that we 
are a community of dog lovers . 

Three seasons a year I regularly take my dog to Crissy Field for fun and frolicking after work and 
on weekends. This activity has become a regular part of my lifestyle and by observation I can say, 
many others. I can't imagine rulemaking that would limit my freedom to run and play with my 
dog off-leash in a public park such as Crissy Field. Our parks are for everyone to enjoy. Don't 
punish responsible pet owners (and their pets) because of selfish acts and narrow mindedness of 
few others. Crissy Field is a jewel of nature in San Francisco which can and should be used and 
enjoyed by all. Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

lA()~ 
Michael Bodimer 
585 Laurel Street ~ 

San Francisco, California 94118 

GGNRA012659
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GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To whom it may concern 

LORI N. SMOLINSKI 

March 4, 2002 

RECE:fVED 

MAR 0 8 2002. 
f 

SliPERlNTENDH~T'S omr.r: 
I understand and respect the GGNRA's concerns about off-leash pets. As. a long-term citizen of San 

Francisco, I urge you not to rescind the "1979 off-leash policy. I am a dog owner and firmly believe that my 
dog's off-leash activity is essential to her well being. She is well socialized, due to her interaction with other dogs 
and does not show any signs of aggression. I do believe that under stimulation can lead to behavior problems 
in dogs. I currentlyvisit one of the GGNRAs at least three times a week 

It is my understanding that San Francisco intended off-leash dog walking as an activity to be considered 
when they gave the parklands to the NPS. San Franciscans were assured that traditional recreational uses would 
continue, which includes off-leash dog walking. · 

The GGNRA is unique in that it is an urban park and not a traditional wilderness preserve. Though I 
appreciate and value the NPS's commitment to maintaining the wildlife in our national parks, I do not believe 
that this should be the sole consideration in the GGNRAs. Within the 75,000 acres of park land there must be 
enough space to accommodate everyone's recreational needs. I understand the need to limit off-leash activity in 
some areas, but do not believe that banning it entirely is fair to the dog owners of this city. Currently, I believe 
off-leash dog walking is permitted in .5% of the 75,000 acres of GGNRA. That does not seem excessive 
considering there are 120,000+ dogs residing in this city. 

I urge you NOf TO RESQND the 1979 off-leash policy! Please be fair, and consider all San 
Franciscans. 

Sincerely, 

Lori N Smolinski 

4015 22ND STREET• SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA• 94114 

A . 
.. ..!'. ·"'_··_ 
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~di/Sopa.t~'NeMI:' I -; 3 7 5 - 0 I - \ .p. 
\ 

I support off-leash recreation in th8- GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, 1 

well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue . 

• Naine: llp..r\ S>kii?a.lj.:t.>v\G\. (opttonal: Age: __ Sex: M F Ethnicity: __ 

Address: _3~":f'l......,.__3;?o~_<?+...;;....;.._...._bv..,,,__e.... _____ ~~........_k~LtN1.G;:;..;; . ..:;=.;r .... sc~o,__ __ C.;._Pr __ . __.9 ..... 4 ....... 1..J..2-'~ 

• 

(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are· 
benefits to you of your visit(s}? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

~(,\ ev~~~ F<Gtd ~c.1 ~ F~~C}V1 I (JvOkl~~ ~J~'1 V1cerl-1~ 
-tke,<;e... pcw-4 J /~-}- oi.<ee... G>V- -h,utLe.. &:A- wee.I:. Befuve.. VU-&j do~ ~ _LJU~ 
~\le.. ~ o~+t-cet"'e. ~ """-<-<-vk

1 
0u+ "C love. ;+- ot.c.-+~ve, ~ e..tAJOj 

~ -f!vec;.lll ~v-1 feo~~L ~\,f,-ktr~cts.e. 1 ~ u.c~~ c/"8.+'.,.~ ~ 
~ V"teet· ~ +11cv-~ <:?-t- '7-'~CXA..f ~ ~ed ~Jr. -feuo;\O\ll 1 .:C: +tAZ~-+tce. 
v~ev~ ·ce~~ ~e..v- !?f~~ ~ -h~ ea.""~F•i...ca.~1 .re-rve.~~. 
~ e>V" ~\cA.."\ lle..~Vl..ov v~"'ev- -\::'~ '.l w:,t-....1 ~'VU\- <!'~-~~ -

2. Please describe whethel'"bff-19'sh recreation is a s.oclal outlet for you. Do you bring your friends'atld family along or meet lJ 
with friends? Have you ·made new friends through·this activity? ; 

I'*- ~ ~ v<.e.~ -9v-\~s. ~ c:+~ ~+4,~s ~+L<e 
fet#"~· ~'<? l.P~. ~ j\l"ea+ \AeW ra--t- d- ~ \:{e. I ~ I~ ka-~ 
-to ~e ,+ ~ OtAAJ!S, i;cc~.s.e J (..(MCo\.M.fv-o~~\\l\dl f<;l'+~ ~ 
\I\~ fol:vt~ · t \.<.\'7 ~ tAA.c;. ~ve~+ v't~tR.,\ V"e$e\.~e> ~'1.;f-~ ~ 
u-~~- \Ne. ~ ~~ ot-_ l.P~ -te> w~ ~e.-~v-~~ 
~ <;.o e..VevjoiAe.. l.!a.s Ct. ~ -\,o e«l'o~ ~. . 

3. Do you believe that off-leash recreation Is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for ~ 
generations. 

1 ~~~ qec, _f:evte.ed er{?' av~ \"'- ~~ ~~ ~ CvtC,'7~ 
B-dd. .L.. ~ I.AO fvo\?~ W\fi.t -+U-~ ah LoVfj a.-s ~ ~ 
~v fa-vb ~ a-ve.. &ft- .l~~- I~~k. -tile..~~~ 
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f ~vci\~ , w 7 6 {at.vi'"~ ~ Vle&(csv+r...;~ e:ffe~ ~ ali:;5 \.Lsev~ _ ~ 
~ wold.& ~ e ~'Ovt ~ i>(c(- iv\evoz;b~ (p~ ~~\Gv. ~ 

4. What would be the impact on your life if the.re were no 1011ger off-leash recreation In the GGNRA? c.~ \t.1e aJ~o 
.11 _ ~r '-~· .D-t : ~·.1 ·~ ~(\e~s VVl017~ oi- _ -+,¥ ~-rs, . lit.A~~ ~ f oT\..v(:s. ov.<-~ ~ ~ 
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Dear Superin~1:1m:.i~; ,~ '.:'Neil': 
33/lo-OJ-lA 

Date: 3 i ©lo £.;?. ·-

I support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comments about continuing off-leash recreation in the GGNRA, a 
well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue. _ 

•

Name: fv(IJ..i 5h1~~ (opffon"!: Age:-2.Q Sex: M@Ethnicity: ~ 
Address: 11 gs- 'J211)j5alm; s+ ,)dN[rUfl/,Mu; Of} 9l/U~ 

· (street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are ti 
benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over tpe years, describe why. /.:. 11 . · 

::r. f~ Cfl~JI .ftdJt1 &~~ J&~ fJ~ ~ q:~ ~srrvv -rN tntKt 1..-ftJk ~ 
M ~ -r~ cJ:-' {)PJ:" 2-- 3 (/ ;TufA ill. wUlt_ O/\fL. l-JV fAijO 0 dA/. -fk '9e_~ avfi_}. 

.-fr~(s ~h/W(, -/()~. ~ -:f.-t<-!1 swF+6cdild-~ 1>-fk, r~ slrolli 
~ ftaef\M1J mJ un~~ 11~ .. :L _Ctulnof- er?J~~ oztr F -h~ +hi£fn;J-
tlo7r ~v ::£- c~ shiu-v ~ as ~ . 

ft. Please describe· whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet u~ 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? 

lftS ( -£-f f.s ~ fL 51)~ ~'vrf; bl'f' ~.' ~ cdJ.D UtLr!V _£f1Yfl 
~ 0/-hlr ~ wd/, s~ck\J ;r,s; b~ a_ IY1t?f'L. rupms/6~ ,bj- llNIU.r th\t{ j/,VJI' 
1~ tJi rfVl.Ji N tfbv l\farJ f ,rp'IZ Anl. cu£ti.1.-ru:.. rt.w- s1 fib- Sept. ( (.fli L +~ 
Lul ,t~ VJ.lU-V aJ). f.urrd lvw .-0 ~ ~ tMitJf~ ffe\L (IAda_ m/f'{_,·6~ ah 
ov-- ./'M ()/tv/r .J--hr11Ali°tv ~ okh-(iar;k, Soudl. ~,, . 

3. Do you believe that offLleash recreation is appropH'ate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for fu 

• generati~s~ ~ JM ~fv IU- /~ tlff'!fln~ ;uf a~ f 1t1.g. a<J Wl C(JfL 

~ wrrk/ -fttpiflur llN'l s~ our ptJJ/L&. -t:.. krifl<J -1-~ .f~ ~ ~ h/P~ 'j6" 
iJj tW.jj ~ ~ ~~ ()Jlvo: . ~ i S f/J,fj 1 f'/TrYV £er a))_ IJ'6 WO j vi It~ l"Jf 
£,;-0 ~ ~mr. 1klb Mftj- rJWYIU'~. H-~ 5U;J;l1!tovv -~ /;;;,, -to ~ rk tU'lf/J -f!uf r· 
(;f(K)lL r.Ju, .fl~ MtJcJz<A_ 15fr:rt's~ ~ 0156 t.voA-:~ fYl~. ~ 
U,/t/J f{\tfJ(I{./ S1qM ~ ~ pvf l.V(J {,A)~ M./o l Jn~ .f/1L arT 1M,tV Ultl5 . 
I) ·. 4. What would be the impact on your life if {here were no longer off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? 

· ]u61~ . f> ill p~ hevti. n~ in~, 116 ~"'- .priv~U9ts. J -M~ rn-8- ~ ~ Ix 
rt.; bTf-1."cr> ~thnJ- hlUw1ft,,Qtd-. ~ S()WJ} p-~t;J tvi,,J.. j/J/Ji t(JO =Fo>.J! UtjdtJJ7'tf t/Afl .:!. 
f nk... b;-rl))d ft> Spk<~ -h/N., '4lhv 01A-r- f,nitvio VJfW..,, W6 C/4\.. ty,w._ JW..L tf ~, 

5. Do you feel safer with the presence of off-leash dogs or would you feel safer without their presen~e? 

· £{~ ,S~ wt./ii f/uputC41a d~ JtJj5 , W1°fh .fhrir /(:,.Sf/n<:.1blf; (f(}.JYW'_s 

b;J--.f'~ 514, N,4-f't/,lwJ 1; ~ fXtl.6h. ~ . 
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RECEIVED 
Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

MAR O 8 2002 . 

• 
support off-leash recreation i~ the Golden Gate National Recreation Area ~~~RA). :<'~llowing are my 

comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be refi9IifWTf(j[(fli&:11~ 

• 

• 

Name: ___ .-!..V!:::::.....::~~,...::::£~--J---=:~,.:-1---'0
----------::::-- (printed) 

Address: ___ 1_6_8-..:::::s:___t_?:_r-._;4._~.L.::.:==ff:....:..Jl....::.._ __ s_r-_-___ --=o-=-'#f--'-· _. ___ ?_~_..;.r_z__..;:~::..__--=-
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

y~ ~t;JL1l/J 
J c{_ <vu-~ tv~. ~ 97 of hvt ~ 
~ tf ~ ~ ./..,, pjl ~ tJ)'L( J) -"ft.-,_ ~ 

dft~, / -~-7:1 -// #. 'f £1. {__~ ~ 
.._( . F c( ~1/-t_ ~~ ~.A. , 

i"IU-V\. ~~~ .. 0 . 0~ ,, .£ ~ 2~ 
---;0. ~~7;; ~ ~- ·_ 1·ZJ- ~r2 , 

/Avll<Pkr ~ v~~ ~ 
slo dc9.... 4,,.1ivi- ~ c,.,.fo ~ ~_.~c:. 
~ rvYt ~ f (U(J°J'';; ;£. ,,(~~, d
ef ~' J ~ ~ }fM>;::2 I c/- Hu I~ 
J::::~)u;,~ 01:_ /k>-7,"~A~ ";/-

Here are some ideas for yi,u( lett'er: ? · · · . lfv ~ ----- '-"" ' 
• What parts of the GGNRA do you visit now? Where would you LIKE to visit if off-leash was permittec 

• The Park Service has stated that children, the elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with 
disabilities may avoid areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give personal examples where the oppositE 
true -that these groups seek off-leash areas for their recreation?. 

• Do you feel safer when walking ip an off-leash area? 

• Do you bring your friends and family along or meet up with friends? Have you made new friends 
through this activity? What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash recrea 
in the GGNRA? ~ 

• Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog recreation has been a primary usage of some areas now withir 
GGNRA. Do you think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these are 
a good use of this recreation area? Do you have suggestions as to how the GGNRA' can make c 
leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? · 

• San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing 
activities, including off-leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allowe 
renege on this part of its agreement with San Francisco? 

Wu 'I. (optional: Age:.,11:: ~ Ellmidty-4 
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uear ~upenmenaem u Nem: ~ -C,-, 'i{ - O I - \ 0 ,.. 
I support th~ continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA}. Following are my 
comments on this activity as well as information about me that may be relevant to this issue . 

• 

Name: 1~ l /Jk11111 · · (printed) 

ddress: 51;;1 I yvt~~L" {bt-(.,, f}ll lil~ f1r 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

I 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA? What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What a1 
the benefits to you of your visit(s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. · 

~7~tv v·,,,:f..,J w-~'1, f,y wMlk·. 6to-f- pl"'(..{ h vd~ 
\Alt~~ tttL1 - ! . . 

I I . 

2. The Park Service h~s stated that children, Je elderly, racial and cultural minorities, and people with disabilities ~ay avoid 
areas with off-leash dogs. Can you give per5onal examples where the opposite is true - that these groups seek off-leash 

. areas for their recreation? Do you feel safer when walking in an off-leash area? If so, pleaseR~l~~EO 

Ml\R O S 2l\O'Z. 

3. Please describe whether off-leash recreation is a social outlet for you. Do you bring your friends and family along or meet u 
with friends? Have you made new friends through this activity? What woul~ be the impact on your life if there were no longE 

• 
off-leash recreation in the GGNRA? ~ vl<,. . - yu. - . 

4. Since the early 1900's, off-leash dog reereation has been a primary usage of some areas now within the GGNRA. Do you 
think that continuing to make off-leash recreation available in these areas is a good use of this recreation area? Do you ha" 
suggestions as to how the GGNRA can make off-leash areas more enjoyable for everyone? 

• 

5. San Francisco transferred its beaches and parks to the GGNRA with the understanding that existing activities, including oft 
leash recreation, would continue. Do you think the GGNRA should be allow~ to renege on this part of its agreem~nt with 
San Francisco? N (!) . . · 

• Signed: (kJ ~ Date"'!z/r,frz--- (optional: Age: __ Sex M F Ethnicity__ 

Version 1.0 
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Attention: ANRP 

Fort Mason, Building 201 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

Subject: Off-Leash Dogs at Crissy Field 

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

RECEIVED 

MAR 0 8 2002 

March 5, 2002 

I would like to express my support of the current policy of allowing dogs off-leash at. Crissy Field. As 

resident of San Francisco for over 20 years and owner of a Labrador retriever, I hope that you will 
. _'F 

consider the necessity of preserving open space for off-leash dogs for several· reasons: 

• Health: Larger dogs often suffer from joint ailments, which makes running on pavement and hard 

surfaces difficult. The grass and especially sand at Crissy Field enable dogs to run and jump on softer 

ground and help to prevent common, yet costly, hip and shoulder injuries . 

• . Activit,y: Dogs, like people, rely on diet and exercise to maintain in good shape. Responsible dog 

owners exercise their active dogs daily so that dogs are healthy, fit, and relaxed. Most dogs need to 

exercise outdoors to burn off energy, which helps to prevent destructive behavior at home. 

• Socialization: Dogs that are well-socialized with other dogs and strangers are friendly, unlikely to bite, 

and relaxed in new surroundings. Crissy Field offers a safe and ihviting environment for socializing 

young dogs and exposing them to the outdoors and water. The majority .of dogs are well-trained and 

under voice control of their owners. Crissy Field is a large ~rea that accommodates dogs that want to 

run and play as well as those that want to be left alone to walk alongside their owners. 

• Space: San Francisco's dog parks are small and often fenced, with space limited and confined. Dogs 

are known pack animals, and within these boundaries, dogs establish rank with other dogs upon first 

encounter. Dogs that play less aggressively or are quiet, shy, or small, seem to be uneasy or 

intimidated in these areas. The dogs we encounter at Crissy Field and Baker Beach are generally less 

aggressive and domineering than the dogs in the City's dog parks. In addition, these parks often are 
• 

muddy and unclean . 

Page 1 of2 
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• Water: Many dogs, including my Labrador retriever, love wading and swimming. The calm waters and 

easy tides of Crissy Field make it the best swimming area for dogs in the City. The beaches are cold, 

and the surf is high and rough. My dog has been swept out to sea and swum with difficulty to reach 

shore. 

• Joy: A day with my dog at Crissy Field is one of the pleasures of my life. I walk knowing that my dog is 

healthy, active, and playful and that I am privileged to enjoy such vast and beautiful surroundings as 

Crissy Field with my fellow urbanites. 

I understand the concern that Crissy Field does not have enough space to accommodate dogs and 

people. Responsible owners do not allow their dogs to run amok or harass others. The space can be 

enjoyed by both well-trained people and dogs. Responsibl~;owners pick up after their dogs and make 

sure that others do so as well. I have not hesitated to offer a bag to another owner. Dog owners have an 

interest in protecting the natural resources of Crissy Field; we, too, want to enjoy and preserve one of the 

City's greatest treasures. It is in the best interest of the City and its residents to allow everyone equal and 

unrestricted access to Crissy Field. 

Thank you for your consideration. I hope you will decide to keep Crissy Field's an off-leash area for dogs . 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Chan 

563 14th Avenue 

San Francisco, CA 94118 

415.951.7134 

P.S. Our personal plea: Our Labrador retriever is almost two years old, with her first year having been spent in 

obedience training courses in private and public facilities located throughout San Francisco. She has been socialized 

with other pups and people, and we continue to reinforce basic and intermediate commands. Her activities consist of 

daily walks around the neighborhood and Golden Gate Park, bi-weekly visits to Crissy Field, and occasional visits to 

Baker Beach, Mountain Lake dog park, and Stem Grove. It is our preference, and undoubtedly hers, to come to 

Crissy Field . 

Page 2 of2 
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1966 48th Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94116 

,.,, .... --.. "Et~· RE~\Jr==i v ,,, ,.,; 

March 4, 2002 
MAR 0 8 2002 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

In accordance with the ANPR process, I'm writing this letter to request that off leash dog 
walking re.main legal at Fort Funston. 

When San Francisco gave this land to your trust, it was stipulated that off-leash dog walking 
remain one of the primary uses of this land. Please do not renege. Dogs are allowed off 
leash in certain national parks to assist in .the hunting and killing of wildlife. All we ask is that 
our closely knit community be able to enjoy this small bit of land, while allowing our dogs the 
chance to exercise and socialize with their own kind. 

I recognize that the large number of dogs that use this land may create extra maintenance 
needs. If this is true, why not create a reasonable per dog fee? This could end up an 
unexpected boon for the Park Service. · 

Finally, I sincerely hope this ANPR process is being enacted in good faith by the Park 
Service. As you've already accepted UN funding to turn our Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area into a Biosphere Reserve, I have my doubts. 

Please prove my distrust of the Park Service to be unfounded and preserve the over 25-
year-long tradition of off-leash dog walking at Fort Funston . 

Sincerely, 

~---=·_-___ _ 
415.731.2661 
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March 1, 2002 

Superintendent O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation t\rea 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill, 

·,. ~. ·_... ~ -~ ' 

RECe~vED 
"' 
M.~R O 8 2002 

I 

I am writing to express my strong support for allowing off-leash dog walking in 
designated areas of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. I am a disabled older 
American who finds great joy in having the opportunity to explore the GGNRA with the 
companionship of dogs and the community of dog-walkers. 

My husband and I spend extended periods of time in San Francisco with my daughter, her 
-partner and two dogs. One of our great pleasures is to be able to take the dogs for a walk. 
Because of my disabilities, it is impossible for me and my husband to take the dogs on 
leashed walks. I have limited vision, arthritic hands, and poor mobility, so my husband 
needs his hands free to help me walk. Because our daughter's dogs are well-trained, we 
can be confident that they will stay near us and respond to our commands. Enjoying the 
dogs' explorations when I can no longer explore so well on my own gives me tremendous 
vicarious satisfaction. 

One of the hardest things about being disabled is the feeling of inadequacy that results 
from being unable to do what seem to be the simplest things. Being able to take the dogs 
for a walk, without having to be accompanied by my daughter, makes me feel competent 
and useful. Even cleaning up after the dogs provides a certain level of satisfaction - we • 
carry our poop bags with pride. 

Some might think that my physical limitations might make me nervous about being 
· around unleashed dogs. Actually, since my husband is able to hang onto me instead of 
onto a leash, I feel pretty secure! I don't have to worry about not being able to see 
entangling leashes, and I can see ien enough to make out the forms of the dogs. The 
dogs spend most of their time at a bit of distance from us, so that I feel safer in an off
leash area than I do walking down the sidewalk with leashed dogs. It has also"been my 
experience that ifl do stumble or become short of breath, there are many people around 
who are quick to offer a hand. 

The community of people we have encountered while walking dogs is an extremely 
warm and supportive one. People who would never talk to each:otherwise get into 
friendly conversation because of their dogs. This is particularly important to us, as 
visitors from out of town who don't know many people. We have had long conversation 
with other older people who thrive on the social outlet that dog-walking provides. 

GGNRA012669



The opportunity to walk dogs off-leash is important to this disabled older American's 
mental, physical, and social well-being. Please take people like me into account when 
you consider plans for off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. The Recreation Area is large, 
the area we use is small, the importance to us is great. Thank you for your consideration. 

Helga K. Fuchs-Orth 
c/o Annette Huddle 
305 !\fo::tcalm St. 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

,, 
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March 5, 2002 

Superintendent O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Superintendent: 

I am writing in support of the continuance of off-leash recreation in the Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area (GGNRA). 

The GGNRA is a remarkable tract of public land, providing essential recreational 
oppori.unities for a highly populated urban area, as well as for visitors from around the 
countr}r. As most environmentalists recognize, the best hope for protection of natural 
landscapes lies in reducing the impact of urban sprawl. When people concentrate in 
cities, less land is lost to roads, homes, and fences. However, cities must provide for the 
needs of their inhabitants. Livable cities provide infrastructure, housing and appropriate 
recreational opportunities for their citizens. As a result, these citizens are willing to live 
in smaller homes, rely more on public transportation, and have a smaller footprint on the 
land than suburban dwellers. 

When the City of San Francisco transferred its parks and beaches to the GGNRA, it was 
done with the understanding that existing activities, including off-leash recreation, would 
continue. This hardly seems unreasonable, given that the land was designated a 
"Recreation Area" rather than a "National Park." A policy for off-leash recreation was 
developed with citizen input that worked well for decades. City dwellers have been able 
to meet their recreational .needs ~ad the GGNRA has gained an active and involved 
constituency. But now the changing priorities within the park administration threaten this 
long-standing relationship. I believe this is extremely short-sighted and counterproductive 
to the environmental values many of us share. 

I have two dogs, and I pride myself on being a responsible dog owner. My 
responsibilities are to the community that I am a part of as well as to my dogs. My dogs 
are well-trained, socialized, licensed, and micro-chipped. I clean up after them and after 
other dogs as well, although for the most part I have found the dog-owning citizenry of 
San Francisco to be way ahead of citizens of other areas! As a city dweller, I do not have 
a large yard where my dogs can run in order to get the exercise they need, so I rely on off 
leash opportunities in nearby parks and public lands. Of course, this is not simply a chore 
for me - being with my dogs as they roam is a real pleasure. By paying attention to my 
dogs as they explore I have come to be a more careful observer and participant in the 
natural world, even such as it is in our altered urban landscape. And there is no denying 
that significant portions of the GGNRA have been altered by humans. Why not protect 
the least altered areas and designate the more altered areas for recreational uses? 
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Off-leash recreation will continue to be a priority for me no matter what happens in the 
GGNRA. I dread the thought of having to drive to the East Bay every time I want to 
enjoy legal off-leash recreation, but I will ifthat becomes my only option. I suppose I 
could move to the suburbs so I could have a larger yard, but I certainly hope I will never 
feel the need to go as far as Qne of my coworkers, who has bought 20 acres of land in the 
countryside so she can fence it oftand have a place for her dogs to run legally. 
Continuing to allow off-leash recreation in small portions of the GGNRA will support 
broader environmental goals by helping keep an urban area livable, reducing. traffic 
congestion and pollution, and reducing habitat destruction from urban sprawl. 

It is ess~ntial that policy makers take into account that the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area is a park in an urban area. It is not a Yosemite or Yellowstone. It was 
created with recreation as an expectation, not an afterthought. The citizens who turned 
over these lands to the federal government deserye .to• have their concerQs taken seriously. 
Please undertake rule-making to allow continued off".'leash recreation in designated areas 
of the GGNRA . 

Annette Huddle, M.E.S. 
(Master of Environmental Studies, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, 
1991) 

305 Montcalm St. · ._. 
San Francisco CA, 94110 
(415) 206-0684-

P.S. My partner and I have elderly parents who love to visit Ft. Funston because of, not in 
spite of, the dogs. The broad generalization that elderly people avoid the area is truly 
overblown. 
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March 6, 2002 

Superintendent Brian O'Neill 
Attention: ANPR 

REC'.;f:J\IEO 

M.l\R O 8 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area · 
Building 201, Fort.Mason· ·. 
San Francisco, California 
94123 

Dear Mr. O'Neill, 

I would like to briefly add my comments about dog access in the GGNRA. I 
strongly support allowing dogs - including off leash dogs in some locations - in most 
areas of the GGNRA. Allowing hikers with dogs in the GGNRA is a very legitimate use 
of the public lands that comprise the GGNRA, and one that is much appreciated by urban 
dog owners. As a responsible dog owner residing in San Mateo County, I would like to 
see more areas where I can hike with my dog (such as the Phleger Estate), and support 
dog owner groups such as the Fort Funston Dog Walkers Association or Peninsula 
Access for Dogs that help mitigate the impact of dogs in open space areas. 

I also want to comment about the failure of ANPR document to fairly present 
the current dog access regulations in nearby open space areas and park districts. The 
ANPR states that: 

"Several jurisdictions in the Bay Area are moving toward more stringent leash 
requirements and enforcement, due to the volume of use and negative impacts 
associated with off-leash use. " · 

This is not an accurate and cGmplete representation of the facts. As I read the ANPR,•I 
get the impression that the rules of other land management agencies are consistent with 
the notion of limiting dog access in the GGNRA. For example, when presenting the rules 
in force in the East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD), the ANPR states: 

"East Bay Regional Patk District requires pets on leash in developed areas, which 
are defined as public road, lawn or play field, parking lot, picnic area, 
campground, concession area, equestrian center, archery facility, gun ranges, 
paved multi-use Regional Trail, or any other areas designated by the Board; the 
number of dogs is limited to three. Dogs are prohibited at swimming beaches, 
pools, wetlands, marshes or designated nature study areas, wildlife protection 
l:lfeas (for listed species at risk), golf courses, public buildings, major fishing 
piers, stream protection areas, and district lakes." 

All of the above is true, but the ANPR document fails to mention that other than the 
places quoted above, everywhere else, dogs are allowed off leash! In reality, off leash 
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dogs are allowed in most areas of the EBRPD. This impression is also reinforced (at 
least in my mind) when the ANPR states that: 

''The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District permits dogs on leash in seven 
of 24 preserves. Of the seven, there is one preserve that has a 16-acre off leash 
area. Dogs are not permitted in the remaining 17 preserves." 

In the context of this ANPR, it is only fair to mention that while currently 17 preserves 
are off limits to dogs, since 1995, that Open Space District has more than doubled the 
number of trail miles open to hikers with dogs, as _well as allowing off leash dog access. 

In summary, I would like the GGNRA to continue, anc:I,to expand, on leash dog 
access in those places where off leash dogs pose a clear and significant threat to the 
wildlife or public, and to allow off leash dogs in locatipns that can accommodate that 
~~~ . 

Sincerely, 

<D.~ 
Dan Bernstein 
POB 1236 
El Granada, CA. 
94018 

" 
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March 4, 2002 

GGNRA 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

To Whom It May Concern: 

REC~t\IED 

MAR O 8 2002. 

I am writing in to state my profound belief in off-leash dog walking within the GGNRA. Off
leash dog walking was an intended recreational activity when the GGNRA was established to 
maintain "needed recreational open space necessary for urban environment and planning" (16 
USC 460bb)". There is room for this activity in the GGNRA's more than 74,000 acres. 
Traditional off-leash use occurs in only 0.5% of this land. I urge you not to take away one of the 
intended uses of the GGNRA. 

Sincerely, 

'lwdi1X'1) 
Brett Penfil 
San Francisco 

, 
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March 7, 2002 

jCakSbibv 
.lfHS~StJi.ee.t 

Sa.t11~~ fil9.1J.11s 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attn: ANPR 

~ .. 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

DearGGNRA: 

RE(';~!V'ED 

MAR O 8 2002 

I am writing in favor of allowing OFF-LEASH dogs in the GGNRA, especially 
Crissy Field and Fort Funston . 

While I sympathize with non-dog lovers, I strongly believe that off-leash areas allow_ 
dogs the socialization and exercise necessary to keep them happy and harmless 
companions. When dogs are restricted to on-leash exercise, they are more likely to act 
defensively towards other dogs and people. Off-leash, they learn to negotiate the 
social systems of urban life. Thus it is in everyone's best interest to allow dogs local 
off-leash play. 

Crissy Field is a rare opportunity for dogs to play within San Francisco. There is 
plenty of room for all sorts of activities: running, biking, and dog play. Please allow 
us to continue to enjoy the natural beauties of our City with our dogs. It is the best for 
everyone. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

le~ 
Kate Sheehan 

GGNRA012677
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March 7, 2002 

Attention ANPR 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, 

'I. 
'\. 

As I walk thru various parts of GGNRA and find broken glass, rubbish and 
evidence of human disregard for the natural beauty ofGGNRA, I think how unfortunate 
it is that you are considering reversing the policy for off leash dog walking. Off leash dog 
walking has somehow gained the reputation for destruction of the land. Yet dog people 
regularly pick up cans, glass, discarded clothing and any thing else can be carried on 
walks with our dogs. We care about the condition of the land and ocean. It is odd that in 
turn we should be penalized for walking our dogs off lead, when in fact we make a 
significa.fit contribution to maintaining GGNRA. 

In our increasing urban environment, the dog community has organized and 
actively educated people about how to keep this precious resource available to us. Signs 
have been posted, bags provided and we pick up after our own animals as well as dog 
feces that some other dog owner missed. Is that not responsible behavior on our part? By 
and large the dog community respects fences and areas closed off to the public. There are 
some errant dog owners who do not, but can't that also be said of the of people that 
disrespect GGNRA and leave condoms, beer cans, bottles and other non-biodegradable 
trash? Most visitors do respect the area. It is a minority of people that leave trash and a 
mess behind them. The dog community helps keep the area free from garbage so in turn 
the majority is allowed to appreciate the GGNRA, a little cleaner. 

We are active participants in other ways; many dog people volunteer to help 
maintain the area. If there is another area of the park that needs to be restricted and a 
fence needs to be built, sign me u2: I'U happily volunteer for that. Need a volunteer to dig , 
up introduced plant species so thm: the indigenous plants can take hold? I'm in. The same • 
is true of many dog owners in our community. 

Who belongs the dog community? There is a wide cross section of society 
represented amongst us. We are teachers, la· .. ,:yers, waitresses, cabdrivers, housewives, we 
work for the city, we work for the state, we work for corporations, we work at the co-op, 
we pay taxes, we are young, we are old, we are disabled, we are aids victims, we are in 
perfect health, we are brown, black yellow and white, some of us even have multi
colored hair, we are poor and some of us are wealthy. But the one thing that we all have 
in common is that we love our dogs and care about their health and the quality of their 
lives. For me how my dog lives is a reflection of my life. I cannot over emphasize how 
important it is to me to exercise with my dog in the few remaining off leash areas. Please 
don't take this away from me. We can work together on preservation and conservation of 
GGNRA 

ti' 

Francine Weiley 

... -· 

~h~ 
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March 6, 2002 

Superintendent 
GGNRA 
Attn: ANPR 
Fort Mason 
Bldg. 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent: 

-------~ ... 

REC~l"EO 

M.ll.R o s zooz 

This letter is written in support of strong restrictions on pets (and their owners) in the 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Asking dog owners to keep their animals on a 
leash is not an arbitrary imposition. In public areas dedicated primarily to recreational 
use by people it would seem punitive to those people to give priority to the uneeds" of 
dogs. · 

I have rarely seen a dog respond immediately to the verbal command of its owner. Even 
leashed dogs often seem out of the control of their walkers. We have seen too many 
incidents recently in the Bay Area and beyond where dogs have killed or seriously 
maimed humans. It is time for G~NRA to take decisive action; prohibit the use of 
public land by unleashed dogs ·and set a precedent for parks throughout the nation. We 
have too many truly important issues confronting us as a society at this moment. To 
prolong this debate over leash law is a disservice to the public. Let those who love their 
dogs love them enough to prevent them from doing harm to others. 

Thank you for the opportunity tb comment: I hope your decision will be guided by the 
aesthetics of john Muir and Theodore Roosevelt who percei'led the national parks as a 
sanctuary for humankind and not a dog run. 

Sincerely, /.--; · 

6r ~~ 
~-:,/£~ 

.~......... _..,. 

Elaine and Ward Anderson 
1326 Devonshire Drive 
El Cerrito, CA 94530 
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Superintendent O'Neill 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

March 5, 2002 
Gordon Prioreschi 
246 Second St. #807 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

RE(;~,JV'ED. 

M.l\R 0 8 2002 

As a San Francisco resident I would like to speak out in favor of off-leash dog recreation in the Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area. Living as I do in a very crowded city, there are very few places I can go to 
play, bo11:l> and exercise with my dogs in the manner that they and I both need to be happy and healthy. I 
would ask you not to close yet one more door on the dog owning community in San Francisco. 

I have been to Fort Funston with my dogs many times over the last few years, and on every occasion I have . 
had the pleasure of meeting a large number of happy, healthy dogs and warm, friendly dog owners. It is 
rare in large cities like San Francisco to be able to interact with strangers as freely as one seems to be able 
to in an off-leash dog park. Perhaps the shared experience of dog ownership breaks down social barriers, or 
perhaps the energy and enthusiasm of the canine at play is contagious; regardless, I don't think any words I 
could put on paper would be quite as persuasive as a sunny weekend afternoon spent at Fort Funston. I 
would invite you to do just that, with or without dog, and spend an afternoon meeting and watching dogs 
and their owners. After such an experience, I'm sure you will agree that there is no other use for a place 
like Fort Funston that would bring so much joy to human and canine alike. 

Present hysteria aside, this is not a safety issue. Neither is it an issue of race, age, or disability. (How 
ridiculous! I know from personal experience that dog ownership crosses all of those lines. In fact, some of 
the most devoted dog owners are children, the elderly, and the disabled.) The issue is purely and simply 
whether an activity that has always been a part of the GGNRA is going to continue to bring happiness to so 
many people and their pets, or is going ta be"prohibited simply because a one-size-fits-all regulation was 
promulgated thirty years ago and three thousand miles away. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely 

/ 
Gordon Prioreschi 

f' 

cc: SFDOG 

v• ~<~ fi.,.,74-:"l""·~ M;. . ._ 
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· · Date: 

M.1\H O 8 2.00?. --------
. . ~ 6-6~ I ~ 0 I - l bi 

Dear Superintendent O'Neill: 

' support off-leash recreation in the GGNRA. Following are my comm~nt.P.:C!~ffi9f)tgtl;t{Q~f pff-leash recreation in the GGNRA, alf9" as informatio~ about me that may be relevant to this issue. ....u~ :...a1iw ...... · . . . -e: £tr/I/ !l- /Yl A ru L .A (optional: Age:!? 3 Sex M <El Ethnicity.....f::._J 

Address: L/ '3 I I/ I A v c s F c A ew ~ l 
(street) (city) (state) (zip) 

1. Please describe how often and where you visit the GGNRA. What are your main activities or reasons for visiting? What are 
the benefits to you of your visit{s)? If this has changed over the years, describe why. 

LA/\f J>s E..IYD - 6 eeAJY i3'l~A-cH ,BecAvsE I #4£'" 

)Jb fi.N /I ERE /+/tit> A-LWAY6 L6V1:= 0 -rf/ E W/L t:?/YG s..s _AM 

F Je c:.e. D CJfrf a F 1.30 r .JI, JM-LJ 4X i /?/a- 151r11 £I( o N ,c. ;:; &. E 1~ 

'Tb L IF T 0 IY/£ S ;s· PI .R I I .S fr/l/ /) ";:? £ 11(-0 $ T /IE. 1v') FR G:.. G. 

.Do you believe that off-leash recreation is appropriate for portions of the GGNRA? Why? Please make specific 
recommendations for ways the Park Service can accommodate and expand this activity while preserving these areas for 

future generations. yes p E FI tY rrt:. /,~- Y.r ' j} 0. Gs .,,y {3 E 1> "TD IC ll i'/ 
;::=1i;1-=.1~ ..JU s .. I rr-.s 'w J~ D c:J ' I /'111 G-! l'/ {= yo v ~ .s &.. )... r- oc-.{ 

/;-/!£" E /Y(.J 01:= A- ~ 0 p G ~VE ft!. y r !HE. ~6 ~ t...13. Fr TH G 
;-lou s ,:;=-I .As· L.o/VG ~~ S'"' 0 Yr'N E. l? .s ,PI c;t' (//:::> F £ c.. £. s ' 0 r( J')/ 

/3U /Q Y I IV ~IV SPDT ;-/-I~ RF / S /VL> R. EA-..St:> N J..Af'/t>.S E N_O 
1 

fARTlcv~AR. 'yj/DfV~/3e... If/£ .SA/VJ/3' r-bR 7H£ FUTURE .. 

4. What would be the impact on your life if there were no longer off-leash r~reation in the GG RA? ' ,-
. ' ~ 

J2 ~k ~ »rtfVI-'-~ ~"~CJ~--
<-t; u.r-~ ~ ~ ftU4<-~. -~ /_-;/ • 

-d; ~~v~CU"?ti1~2 r7?' ~~ 
J/J ~-e /·~ ~ ~ ::! ~ 

5. Do you feel~:.:• p:;off~eash ~~:=;:!~~ sar~.-=~ce~?lf · 
• .. y.r_;:, ~. /? ;:!_ _ _,/__£ ,,,-~ ~· 

A12__>.<- ~/ho-~:~~~~~' 
C/ . ,c::::; (. ~ - • v' . Date 3fa / 6 "---

. ' 
Signed: GGNRA012682
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• Date: · .:3 ( 'f \ 02. 
RE(.,:~rvED 

MAH O g 2002 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intende~ ~o solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be. ~easured from the baseline of t~e former po~icy t~at 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
a;voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at .Port Funston, Ocean 
~each and Lands End at the very least . 

. Thankyou. 

Sincerely, 

~~ CatweQQ (signature) 

EH\L-'/ .\L...\N& GoLW£LL (name) 

9b\ HtLLDAL~ t\VE (address) 

.mments accep:ed Jan.11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 
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.Date: MAf?.~ ~, 0 2 
I 

R t::= ··, ,,. ·•n '· J!i""'i"'t 
~°'=\.;i;=..n v ;~r... ... ; 

To:. Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

M.Lt1 0 8 2.002 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of th.e former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas .. · · 

I ask that.the current regulation be changed to designate former 
A') voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at" Fort Funston, Ocean 
~each and Lands End at the very least. 

,. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, .. 

_____________ ......_ __ (name) 

f/.D ~~tJ 'ST (address) 

fa~ I tA 1lfY<.e 

41Jmments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

·, 
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• Date: Q5° Muck l!JOZ- R.ECEtVED ... 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 

M.l\R o S 2002. 

Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended ~o solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 

•
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
.Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

,. 

Thank you. 

\ 
-+"'.;..;.vivJ_..;........:...; ~..,;;.._~~~~-'----<name) 
_1 ___ S_5_J_~ ____ s ...... o ....... &I\ _Sfy ______ J _____ {address) 

Mbw,, CA qt.{7ob 
r ' 

.omments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

, . ,......_ 
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March 7, 2002 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort' Mason, Building 201 -
San Francisco, CA 94123 

DearGGNRA: 

' 

RE(:e1VED 

M.qR O 8 2002 

I have been taking my yellow lab to Fort Funston since he was born over seven years 
ago. A number of things have struck me about this very special area. First, the 
interesting combination of hang-gliders and dogs. Second, the cleanliness of this 
area. Third, and most relevant to the current controversy, the shear joy on the faces 
of all those, both animal and human, who enjoy this spectacular area. 

Last 'h>:eek, however, the situation was a bit different. Most dogs, including mine,· 
were on leashes, and park rangers were apparently issuing warnings or tickets to 
dog owners who dared allow their pets the freedom to be off-leash. 

For the following reasons, I think it preposterous and grossly unfair that the 
GGNRA may begin requiring leashes in this area: 

• Unless I'm totally misinformed, when the GGNRA received this land from the 
City of San Francisco, it did so agreeing to maintain the recreational options San 
Franciscans had enjoyed prior to the change in ownership. Does this agreement 
mean nothing to those who would ignore it? 

• The areas where dogs run off-leash 'are minimal. 
• This is a beach! Do you really expect dogs to play in the water on a leash? 
• In all my years of visiting Fort Funston, I have never seen an aggressive or 

trouble-making dog. • , 
• Even people without dogs"" are clearly enjoying the joyous atmosphere at Fort 

Funston. I've even seen seniors and people in wheelchairs having a ball with all 
the animals. 

• People who go to Fort Funston go because it is dog-friendly. There are plenty of 
places in this city for people to go who wish to avoid dogs, yet very few where 
these animals can get the kind of exercise that is natural to them and important 
to their well-being. 

• Fort Funston is uncommonly clean. Why? Probably due to the monthly cleanups 
that take place - sponsored by the dog walking groups! While there are clearly 
exceptions, I believe dog owners are an exceptionally responsible group as a 
whole. Rather than demonizing us, you should be encouraging our presence. 

• And finally, to attempt to take away what is rightly ours (see the first bullet if 
this statement is unclear) is extremely mean-spirited. If you cannot appreciate 
this,~ I beg you to go out to Fort Funston on a weekend and see the wonderful 
camaraderie of animals and humans. See how nearly every person has a smile on 
his or her face and how you are greeted with "good morning" or "how are you 
today" or "beautiful day isn't it." And after you do, please let me know where 
else in this city you encounter this kind of attitude? 
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I look forward to continuing using Fort Funston as it was intended and has been 
enjoyed for decades . 

• 
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To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

. R.El';EJ\fED . 

rn~R o s zoo?. 

As a respo.nse to the National park Service ANPR intended ~o solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

........ h . . . ...... 

. r·ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be r:neasured from the baseline of the former po~icy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
8oice control" areas fo~ ~ff leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
~ch and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

• 
Sincerely, 

.....:.·0 ........ ~D~~~Y d~·---...:b--~~kk 1""""'"f4j:..t-14-: __ {signature) 

__.;..R~f)kr~t-=-c.__._.&~~~ru~hery~--<name) 

_."f~O ~---.....:..1H..-...:; \~bl~~k~f\...;...;:\I0\1~~------< address) 

8etr &\&n I QA"\ q' ff O</, 

.ments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

• 
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•Date: 
~~--~~~~~-

To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RE(;E1vED 

M.°'R 0 8 2002 

As a respo_nse to the National park Se.rvice ANPR intended :to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: \ 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative.to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 

. . . 

allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas .. : 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
."voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, .. 

--::£ dd~ B / 6Y>f be IJ (name) 

I' +ob ff I, /{cf v f e 11-ue/ (address) 

~I Cit 2YE6 
•

omments accepted J" an. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 
'!!!" 

GGNRA012689
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• Date: fC b. It/, l 0() 2-
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: ~ 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. • 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

• Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

-9>wfJ~~_.....__-~--r--~----------<signature) 
61illftVA/6 MU6A-z& f.tr8t7f.. .... (name) 

401 /)Ol~tJ th£"· (address) 

(Jfillm!IJ M 1L/t#tJ2 
I 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

• 
GGNRA012690
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To: Golden Gate ational Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Servi.ce ANPR intended to solicit 
·comments from the public regarding pet management within the 

• 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the· current restrictive 
regulation De measured from the baseline of the former policy thaf 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate farmer 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

• Beach and Lands End at the very least; 

Thank you. 

• 

_\ _..__~_ ...... etG_~__,__· __.__v_r_-..,..c:;;~{ name) 

I' 

) 0\9 h) ~\ d D Ct . (address) 

Scws(A_\~-la1 CA q~~~ 5 
,. 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

• 

' - -~. · .. ~ , ., 

GGNRA012691



• Date: 1 l Fe.. a )JJo 2-
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

REce:rvED 

MJ\R o S '2.00'l. 

rwnr-mr~1t~Uf..Ni'S O:t!rf. 
\..ot.Jr ..... 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

\ ! 

; ~ 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to' +he current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at fort Funston, Ocean 

• Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

• 

Thank you. 

'56~ 2 2-e)]1--{ S~ ~ (address) 

~~ 'F-0.f!V_c1~ctJJ cA C/411 o 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA012692
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······':; . .. 

..•.. --~ 
'• 

~l-\0\ ... O\ - lD 

Date: -.:_}ti ( az.. 
To: Go-ld-e-=-n-GJ-4-te_N_a_t-io-na_l_R_e_c-re-ation Area 

Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francis~o, CA 94123 

RECEIVED 

M.~R 08 ZOOZ 

As a response to the National park· Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least . 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

4-{;~~··2;;....:..\_D~oLD_W__,J..._· _._/W~e_. ___ {address) 

OA'.\l.LAND, Ck 3460L , 
Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA012694



• 
'3t.-i o -z.. - 0 ' - \. B 

Date: ---------
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: .ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 20f 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RECEtv'Etl 

M.~R 0 8 2002. 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask f qr the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation· be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate farmer 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

• Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

/' 

.'. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
.. 

~-1----------+1-----Csignature) 

~u LIAN b~to (name) 

_ _...;2~B"'--M ____ Af2-__ , _N_S_T_._(.address) 

.. 

Comments accepted Jan.11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA012695



• 
3L\ 0 ?:> .,.- 0 )- lC. 

Date: ---------
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason1 Building 201 
San Francisco1 CA 94123 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
. comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to 'the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 

• Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

__ -bl__,.~~m_c_·h ___ u __ g1rg:~---\ __ (name) 

----"H~ _____ Ch_· ~--J"'f--0-M ....... 'Q--+r-~-·~-? ___ (address) 

9{V\ ~lb, c{r· ?ftJ({(. 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA012696



• Date: aJiJoy 
To: Golden Gate National Re.creation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

RECEtvEO 

M.~R 0 8 2002. 

As a response to the National park Servi~e ANPR intended to solicit 
. comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulatior! be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain areas. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
."voice control" areas for off leash dog walkit'lg at Fort Funston, Ocean 

• Beach and Lands End at the very least. 

• 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
• 

0 __ ,[M,_· --v¢===------(signature) 

_\,,.__1.ttl ...................... Y\_/.,._I --"'~ ...... ~-Cl __,r li--'.J.Z__---< name) 

1:7 t/-gvcouvf J4p1. fl 
~etn Rctfud, CA qqqo I 

e 

(address) 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

>••A•·.••• 

- ····-'····· 

GGNRA012697



• 

• 

,. 

• 

"3~05 -0)- IA 

Date: J.} ~ / 01.. , 
To: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Attention: ANPR 
Fort Mason, Building 201 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

"t. M.C\R 0 8 2002 

As a response to the National park Service ANPR intended to solicit 
·comments from the public regarding pet management within the 
GGNRA: 

- . 

I ask for the analysis of any alternative to the current restrictive 
regulation be measured from the baseline of the former policy that 
allowed off leash dog walking in certain are~s. 

I ask that the current regulation be changed to designate former 
"voice control" areas for off leash dog walking at Fort Funston, Ocean 
Beach and Lands End at the very least. -

Thank you. 

• 

-+-it-9.__._tttc""---", b_~_VD_°f-t-----( name) 

__ /_B_0_8_____.8t-...;....:h.__~......._~ ___ (.address) 

SOVt ~clsro CA 741 ).A 

Comments accepted Jan. 11, 2002 through March 12, 2002 

GGNRA012698




